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VOLUME V 
STRUCTURAL STEEL DESIGN 

INTRODUCTION 

5-1 Purpose 

The purpose of this six volume manuil I«* to present method? ^r design for pro- 
tective construction used in faculties for development, testing, production, 
maintenance, modification, inspection, disposal and storage of explosive 
materials. 

  

5-2 Objectives 

The primary objectives are to establish design procedures and construction 
techniques whereby propagation of explosion (from one building or part of a 
building to another) or mass detonation can be prevented and protection for 
personnel and valuable equipment will be provided. 

The secondary objectives are-, 

(1) Establish the blast load parameters required for design of 
protective structures; 

(2) Provide methods for calculating the dynamic response of struc- 
tural elements Including reinforced concrete, structural steel, 
etc.; 

(3) Establish construction details and procedures necessary to 
afford the required strength to resist the applied bla«t loads; 

(H) Establish guidelines for siting explosive facilities to obtain 
maximum cost effectiveness in botn the planning and structural 
arrangements; providing closures, and preventing damage to in- 
terior portions of structures due to structural motion, shock, 
and fragment perforation. 

5-3 Background 

For the first 60 years of the 20th Century criteria and methods based upon the 
results of catastrophic events have been used for the design of explosive 
facilities. The criteria and methods did rot Include a detailed or reliable 
quantitative basis for assessing the degree of protection afforded by the pro- 
tective facility. In the late 19b0's quantitative procedures were set forth 
in the first edition of the present manual, "Structures to Resist the Effects 
(u Accidental Explosions". Tnis manual was based on extensive research and 
development programs which permitted a more re)lable approach to design re- 
quirements. Since the original publication of this manual, more extensive 
testing and development programs have taken place. This additional research 
was directed primarily towards material«* other than reinforced concrete which 
was the principal construction material referenced in the initial version of 
the manual. 
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Modern methods for the manufacture and storage of explosive materials, which 
include many exotic chemicals, fuels, propellants, etc., required less space 
for a given quantity of explosive material than was previously needed. Such 
concentration of explosives increase the possibility of the propagation of 
accidental explosions (one accidental explosion causing the detonation or 
other explosive material?). It Is evident that a requirement for more accu- 
rate design techniques has become essential. This manual describes rational 
design methods to provide the required structural protection. 

These design methods account for the close-In effects of a detonation includ- 
ing associated high pressures and nonunlforraity of the blast loaaing on pro- 
tective structures or barriers as well as intermediate and far-range effects 
which are encountered In the design of structures which are positioned away 
from the explosion. The dynamic response of structures, constructed of var- 
ious materials, or combination of materials, can be calculated, and details 
have been developed to provide the properties necessary to supply the required 
strength and ductility specified by the design. Development of these proce- 
dures has been directed primarily towards analyses of protective structures 
subjected to the effects of high explosive detonation. However, this approach 
is general and is applicable to the design of other explosive environments as 
well as other explosive materials as numerated above. 

The design techniques set forth in this manual are based upon the results of 
numerous full- and small-scale structural response and explosive effects tests 
of various materials conducted in conjunction with the development of this 
manual and/or related projects. 

5-*      Scope or Manual 

This manual is limited only by variety and range of the assumed design situa- 
tion. An effort has been made to cover the more probable situations. How- 
ever, sufficient general information on protective design techniques has been 
included in order that application of the basic theory can be made to situa- 
tions other than those which were fully considered. 

This manual is generally applicable to the design of protective structures 
subjected to the effects associated with high explosive detonations. For 
these design situations, this manual will generally apply for explosive quan- 
tities less than 25.000 pounds for close-in effects. However, this manual i» 
also applicable to other situations such as far or intermediate range effects. 
For these latter cases the design procedures as presented are applicable for 
explosive quantities up to 500,000 pounds. 

Because the tests conducted so far in connection with this manual have been 
directed primarily towards the response of structural steel and reinforced 
concrete elements to blast overpressures, this manual concentrates on design 
procedures and techniques for these materials. However, this does not imply 
that concrete and steel are the only usef J1 material? . ->r protective construc- 
tion. Tests to esUslish the response of wood, brick blocks, plastics, etc. 
as well as the blast attenuating and mass effects of soil are contemplated. 
The results of these tests may require, at a later date, the supplementation 
of these design methods for these and other materials. 

Other manuals are available which enable one to design protective structures 
against the effects of high explosive or nuclear detonations.  The procedure? 

- 2 - 
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in these manual? will quite often complement this manual and should be con- 
sulted for specific application?. 

Computer program?, which are consistent with the procedures and techniques 
contained in the manual, have been approved by the appropriate repräsentativ.» 
of the U.S. Array, the U.S. Navy, the U.S. Air Force and the Department of 
Defense Explosive Safety Board (DDESB). These programs are availarue through 
the following repositories: 

1. Department of the Army 

Commander and Director 
U.S. Army Engineer 
Waterways Experiment Station 
Post Office Box 63i 
Vicksburg, Mississippi  39180 

Attn:  WESKA 

2. Department of the Navy 

Offlcer-in-Charge 
Civil Engineering Laboratory 
Naval Battalion ConsfuCion Center 
Port Hueneme, California  930^3 

Attn:  Code L51 

3. Department or the Air Force 

Aerospace Structures 
Information and Analysis Center 
Wright Paterson Air Force Base 

Ohio  145133 

Attn:  AFFDL/FBR 

Limited number of copies of the above program are available from each repos- 
itory upon request. The individual programs are identical at each repository. 
If any modifications and/or additions to these program? are required, they 
will be submitted by the organization for review by DDESB and the above ser- 
vices. Upon concurrence of the revision?, the necessary changes will be made 
and notification of the»« changes will be made by the individual repositories. 

5-5      Format of Manual 

This manual entitled, -Structures to Resist the Effects of Accidental Explo- 
sions," is subdivided into six specific volumes dealing with various aspects 
of design. The titles of these volumes are as follows: 

Introduction 
Blast, Fragment^and Shock Loads 
Principles of Dynamic Analysis 
r.sinforced Concrete Design 
Structural Steel Design 
Special Consideration? in Explosive Facility Design 

- 3 - 

V«~* me I 
Volume II 
Volume III 
Volume IV 
Volume V 
Volume VI 
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Appendix A pertinent to a particular volume and containing illustrative ex- 
amples of the explosive effects and structural response problems appear at the 
end of each volume. 

Commonly accepted symbols have been used as much as possible. However, pro- 
tective design involves many different scientific and engineering fields, and, 
therefore, no attempt has been made to standardize completely all the symbols 
used. Each symbol has been defined where it is first introduced, and a list 
of the symbols, with their definitions and units, is contained in Appendix B 
of each volume. 

VOLUME CONTENTS 

5-6      General 

This volume contains procedures and guidelines for the design of blast- 
resistant steel structures and steel elements. Light construction, steel 
framed acceptor structures provide an adequate form of protection in a 
pressure range of 10 psl or less. However, if fragments are present, 
light-gage construction may only be partially appropriate. Use of structural 
steel frame* in combination with precast concrete roof and wall panels (Volume 
VI) will provide a measure of fragment protection at lower pressure ranges. 
Containment structures, or steel elements of containment structures, such as 
blast doors, ventilation closures, fragments shields, etc. can be designed for 
almost any pressure range. This volume covers detailed procedures and design 
techniques for the blast-resistant design of steel elements ann structure* 
subjected to short-duration, higfr-lntensity blast loading. Provisions for 
inelastic, blast-res I3tant design will be consistent with conventional static 
plastic design procedures. Steel elements such as beams, beam columns, open- 
web joi*ts, plates and cold-formed steel panels are considered. In addition, 
the design of steel structures such as rigid frames, and braced frames a»"e 
presented as they relate to blast-resistant design. Special -considerations 
for blast doors, penetration of fragment* into steel and unsyrametrical bending 
are also presented. 

STEEL STRUCTURES  IN PROTECTIVE DESIGN 

5-7 Differences    Between    Steel    Structures    and   Concrete    Structures    in 
Protective Design. 

Qualitative   differences   between  steel   and  concrete  protective   structures   are 
summarized  briefly  below: 

(1) In clo^e-in high-Impulse design situtations where a containment 
-<Lrjotu~e is utilized, a massive reinforced concrete structure, 
rather than a steel structure, is generally employ, in order 
to limit deflections and to offer protection against the 
effect^ of primary and secondary fragments. However, elements 
of containment strjctures such as blast doors, ventilation 
closures, etc., are generally designed using structural 
•-f.eel. Fragment     protection     is     usually    accomplished    by 
increasing the element  thickness  to resist fragment  penetration 
or   by   providing   supplementary   fragment   protection.       In   some 
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cases, structural steel can be used In the design if 
containment cells. However, explosive charge weights are 
generally low; thereby preventing brittle modes of failure 
(Section 5-18.3) due to high pressure intensity. 

(2) Structural steel shapes are considerably more slender, both In 
terms of the overall structure and the components of ■ typical 
member cross-section. As a result, the effect of overall and 
local instability upon the ultimate capacity is dn important 
consideration in steel design. Moreover, in most cases, plate 
«lements and structures will sustain large deformations in 
comparison to those of more rigid concrete elements. 

(3) The amount of rebound in concrete structures Is considerably 
reduced by internal damping (cracking) and is essentially 
eliminated In cases where large deformations or incipient 
failure are permitted to occur. In structural steel, however, 
a larger response in rebound, up to 100 percent, can be ob- 
tained for a combination of short duration load and a rela- 
tively flexible element. As a result, steel structures require 
that special provisions be made to account for extreme re- 
sponses of comparable magnitude in both directions. 

(4) The treatment of stress Interaction is more of a consideration 
in steel shapes since each element of the cross-section must be 
considered subject to a state of combined stresses. In rein- 
forced concrete, the provision or separate steel reinforcement 
for flexure, shear and torsion enables the designer to consider 
these stre^se^ as being carried by more or less independent 
systems. 

(5) Special care must be taken in steel design to provide for con- 
nection integrity up to the point of maximum response. For 
example, in order to avoid premature brittle fracture in welded 
connections, the welding characteristics of the particular 
grade of steel must be considered and the introduction of any 
stress concentrations at joints and notches in main elements 
must be avoided. 

(6) If fragments are involved, special care must be given to 
brittle modes of failure as they affect construction methods. 
For example, fragment penetration depth may govern the 
thickness of a steel plate. 

5-8     Economy of Design of Protective Structures In the Inelastic Range. 

The economy of facility design generally requires that blast-resistant struc- 
tures be designed to perform in the inelastic response range during an acci- 
dent. In order lu insure the structure's integrity throughout such severe 
conditions, the facility aeslgner must be cogni£ant of the various xsssible 
failure modes and their inter-relationships. The limiting design values are 
dictated by the attainment of Inelastic deflections and rotations without com- 
plete collapse. The amount of inelastic deformation is dependent not only 
upon the ductility characteristics of the material, but also upon the intended 
use of the structure following' an accident as well as the protection 
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required. In order for the structure to maintain such large defortaat Ions, 
steps must be taken to prevent premature failure by either brittle fracture or 
instability (local or overall). Guidelines and criteria for dealing with 
these effects are presented in the body of  this   volume. 

5-9 Applications of Steel  Elements and Structures  In Protective Design. 

The design procedures arid applications of this volume are directed toward 
steel  acceptor-  and donor-type structures. 

Acceptor-type structures are removed from the immediate vicinity of the deto- 
nation. These lncljde typical frame structures with beams, columns and beam- 
columns composed of standard structural shapes and built-up sections. In many 
case?, the relatively low blast pressures suggest the use of standard building 
components such as open-web joists, prefabricated wall panels and roof decking 
detailed as required to carry the full magnitude of the dynamic loads. 
Another economical application can be the jse of entire pre-engineered build- 
ings, strengthened locally, to adapt their designs to low blast pressures (up 
to 2 psl) with short duration. For guidelines on the blast evaluation of pre- 
engineered building?, see "Special provisions for Pre-engineered Building?", 
Volume VI. 

Donor-type structures, which are located In the Immediate vicinity of the 
detonation may Include steel containment cells or steel components of rein- 
forced concrete containment structures such A3 blast doors or ventilation and 
electrical closure plates. In some cases, the use of suppres3ive shielding to 
control or confine the hazardous blast, fragment and flame effects of 
detonations may be an economically feasible alternative. A brief review of 
suppressLve shield design and criteria is outlined In Section 6-23 to 6-26 of 
Volume VI. The high blast pressures encountered in these struct •.»res suggest 
the use of large plates or built-up sections with relatively high 
resistances. In some instances, fragment Impact or pressure leakage is« 
permitted. 

5-10 Application of Dynaaic Analysis. 

The first step to a dynamic design entails the development of a trial design 
considering facility requirements, available materials and economy with mem- 
bers sized by a simple preliminary procedure. The next step involves the per- 
formance of a dynamic analysis to determine the response of the trial design 
to the blast and the comparison of the maximum response with the deformation 
limits specified in this volume. The final design is then determined by 
achieving an economical balance between stiffness and resistance such that the 
calculated response under the blast loading lies within the limiting values 
dictated  by tre operational  requirements of  the facility. 

The   dynamic   re^ponsa   calculation   involves   either a   single-degree-of-freedom 
analysis   using  the  response   charts   In  Volume   HI, or,   in more  complex Struc- 

ks,    a   multi-degree-of-freedom    analysis    using available   dynamic   elasto- 
plastic frame  programs. 

A single-degree-of-freedom analysis may be performed for the design analysis 
of either a given structural element or of an element for which a preliminary 
design has been performed according to procedures given in this volume. Since 
this type of dynamic analysis Is described fully with accompanying charts and 
tables   In   Volume   III,   It   will   not   be   duplicated   herein.      In   principle,   the 
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structure or structural element is characterized by an idealized, blllnea--, 
elasto-plastic resistance function and the loading is treated as an idealized 
triangular (or bi-linear) pulse with zero rise time (Volume lit). Response 
charts are presented in Volume III Tor determining the ratio of the Maximum 
response to the elastic response and the time to reach maximum response for 
the Initial response. The equations presented for the dynamic reactions are 
also applicable to this  volume. 

Multi-degree-of-freedom non-linear dynamic analyses of braced and «in^ra-ed 
rigid frames can be performed using programs available through the reposi- 
tories listed in Section 5-4 and through uhe reports listed in the biblio- 
graphy at  the end of this  volume. 

PROPERTIES OF STRUCTURAL STEEL 

5-11 General 

Structural steel is known to be a strong and ductile building material. The 
significant engineering properties of steel are strength expressed in terms of 
yield stress and ultimate tensile strength, ductility expressed in terms of 
percent elongation at rupture, and rigidity expressed in terms of modulus of 
elasticity. This section covers the mechanical properties of structural steel 
subjected to static loading and dynamic loading. Recommended dynamic design 
stresses for bending and shear are then derived. Structural steels that are 
admissible  in  plastic design are listed. 

5-12 Mechanical Properties 

5-12.1 Mechanical Properties  Under Static Loading - Static Design Stresses 

Structural steel generally can be considered as exhibiting a linear stress- 
strain relationship up to the proportional limit, which Is either close to, or 
identical to, the yield point. Beyond the yield point, it can stretch sub- 
stantially without appreciable increase in stress, the amount of elongation 
reaching 10 to 15 times that needed to reach yield, a range that is termed 
nthe yield plateau". Beyond that range, strain hardening occurs, i.e., addi- 
tional elongation is associated with an increase in stress. After reaching a 
maximum nominal stress called "the tensile strength", a drop in the nominal 
stress accompanies further elongation and precedes fracture at an elongation 
(at rupture) amounting to 20 to 30 percent of the specimen's original length 
(see figure 5-1). It Is this ability of structural steel to undergo sizable 
permanent (plastic) deformations before fracturing, i.e., its ductility, that 
makes steel a construction material with the required properties for blast- 
resistant de?ign. 

Some high strength structural steels do not exhibit a sharp, well defined 
yield plateau, but rather show continuous yielding with a curved stress-strain 
relation. For those steels it is generally accepted to define a quantity 
analogous to the yield point, called "the yield stress", as that stress whi^h 
would produce a permanent strain of 0.2 percent or a total unit elongation of 
0.4 to 0.5 percent. Although such steels usually have a higher yield stress 
than those steels which exhibit definite yield and tensile stresses, their 
elongation at rupture is generally smaller. Therefore, they should be used 
with caution when large ductilities are a prerequisite of design. 
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ASTM STRAIN RATE 
- RAPID STRAIN RA""E 

0.070 <€U<0.23 inVin. APPROX. 

01 TO 0.02 in/in. APPROX. 

STRAIN, €(in./irt) 

Figure 5-1     Typical  stress-strain curves for steel 
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Blas«t-resistant design is commonly associated with plastic design since pro- 
tectlV3 structures are generally designed with the assumption that economy ca.: 
be achieved when plastic deformations are permitted. The steels to be 
should at least meet the requirements of the American Institute of Ste**i 
Construction (AISC) Specification in regard to their adequacy for plastl? 
design. 

Since th. average yield stress for structural steels having a specified min- 
imum yielu stress of 50 ksi or le«>s is generally higher than the specified 
minimum, it is recommended that the minimum design yield stress, as specified 
by the AISC specification, be increased by 10 percent, that Is, the average 
yield stress to be used in a blast resistant design, snail be 1.1 time:* the 
minimum yield stress for the^e steels. This increase, which Ls referred to as 
the increase factor (a), should not be applied to high strength steels slice 
the average increase may be less than  5  percent. 

The minimum yield stress, f , and the tensile stress, fu, (minimum) for struc- 

tural steel shapes and plates which conform to the ASTM Specification, are 
listed In table 5-1. All are adraissable In plastic design except for ASTM 
A51M which exhibits the smallest reserve in ductility since the minimum ten- 
sile stress is only 10 percent higher than the minimum yield stress. However, 
elastic dynamic design may require the jse of this steel or its bolle" plate 
equivalent,   ASTM A517. 

5-12.2        Mechanical    Properties    Under    Dynamic    Loading    -    Dynamic    Increase 
Factors 

The effects of rapid loading on the mechanical behavior of structural steel 
*nsive been observed and measured in uniaxlal tensile stress tests. Under rap- 
Idly applied loads, the rate of strain Increases and this has a marked influ- 
ence on the mechanical  properties of structural steel. 

Considering the mechanical properties under static loading as a basis, the 
effects of increasing strain rates are Illustrated in figure 5-1 and can be 
summarized as follows: 

(1) The yield point increases substantially to the dynamic yield 
stress value. This effect Is termed tne dynamic Increase 
factor for  yield «tress. 

(2) The raoduljs of elasticity in general will remain insensitive to 
the rate of loading. 

(3) The ultimate tensile strength increase? slightly. However, the 
percentage increase Is less than that for the yield stress. 
This effect Is termed the dynamic increase factor for ultimate 
stress. 

(H) The elongation at rupture either remain«» unchanged or is 
slightly reduced,  due to increased strain rate. 

In actual members subjected to blast loading, the dynamic effects resulting 
from the rapid strain rates may be expressed as a function of the time to 
reach yielding. In this case, the mechanical behavior depends on both the 
loading regime and the response of the system which determines the dynamic 
effect  felt by the particular material. 
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Table 5-1 Static Design Stresses for Materials 

Material fy «in fu mln 

(AST«) (ksi) (ksi) 

A36 36 58 

A529 »12 60 

A441 40 60 
42 63 
46 67 
50 70 

A572 42 60 
50 65 
60 75 
65 80 

A242 42 63 
46 67 
50 70 

A538 U2 63 
»16 67 
50 70 

A514 90 100 
100 110 
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For member? made of A36 and A51 M steels, studies have been made to determine 
the percentage increase in the yield ?tre?? a? a function of strain rate. De- 
sign curve? for the dynamic Increase factor? (DIF) for yield stresses of A36 
and A514 structural steel are illustrated in figure 5-2. Even though ASTM 
A5TJ is not recommended for plastic design, the curve in figure 5-2 may b^ 
used for dynamic elastic design. 

The strain rate, assumed to be a constant from zero strain to yielding, may be 
determined according to equation 5-1: 

1   ■ fd?/EsLE 5-1 

where 

i    - average strain rate in the elastic range of 
the steel (in/in/sec) 

t    - time to yield (sec) 

f  - dynamic design stress (Sect. 5-13) 

Dynamic increase factors for yield stresses in various pressure levels in the 
bending, tension and compression modes are listed In taale 5-2. The values 
for bending assume a strain rate of 0.10 ln/in/sec in the low design pressure 
range and 0.30 ln/in/sec in the nigh pressure design range. For tea-»ion and 
compression member?, the DIF values assume the strain rates are 0.02 in/in/sec 
in the low design pressure range and 0.05 in/in/sec in the high design 
pressure range. Lower strain rates are selected for the tension and 
compression members since they are likely to carry the reaction of a beam or 
girder which may exhibit a significant rise time, thereby Increasing the time 
to reach yield in the tension or compres?ion mode. 

On the basis of the above, the dynamic Increase factors for yield stresses are 
summarized in table 5-2 are recommended for use in dynamic design. However, a 
more accurate representation may be derived using figure 5-2 once the strain 
rate has been determined. 

Steel protective structures and member? are generally not designed for exces- 
sive deflections, that is, deflections associated with elongation? well into 
the strain-hardening region (see figure 5-1). However, situations ari?e where 
excessive deflection? may be tolerated and will not lead to structural fUlure 
or collap?e. In this case, the ultimate stresses and associated dynam.c in- 
crease factors for ultimate stresses must bo considered. Table 5~3 lists 
dynamic Increase factors fur ultimate stresses of steels. Unlike the dyn-olc 
increase factors for yield stiess, these values are independent of the 
pressure ranges. 
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Figure 5-2    Dynamic increase factors for  yield stresses  at  various 
strain rates for ASTM A-36 and A-511 steels 
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Table 5-2 Dynamic Increase Factor, c, for Yield 
Stress of Structural Steel? 

Material 
Bending Tension or Compression 

Low 
Pressure 

U - 0.10 ia'in/sec) 

High 
Pressure 

(i  -  0.30) 

Low 
Pressure 

(e  -  0.02) 

High 
Pressure 

U  -   .05) 

A36 
A588 
A51M 

1 .29 
1.19» 
1.09 

1.36 
1.24» 
1.12 

1.19 
1.12« 
1.05 

1.24 
1.15» 
1.07 

»Estimated 

Table 5-3 Dynamic Increase Factor, for Ultimate 
Stress of Structural Steels 

Material c 

A36 

A588 

A5M 

1.10 

1 .05» 

1 .00 

•Estimated 
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5-13 Reooaaended Dynamic Design Stresse? 

5-13.1 General 

The yield point of steel unde»- uniaxisl tensile stress is generally used as a 
base to determine yield stresses under other loading states namely, bending, 
shear and compression or tension. The design stresses are also functions of 
the average strength increase factor,   a,  and the dynamic increase factor,  c. 

5-13.2 Dynamic Design Stress foe Ductility  Ratio u $   10 

To determine the plastic strength of a section under dynamic loading, the 
appropriate   dynamic   yield  stress,   f^   ,   nun   be   used.     For  a ductility ratio 

(.ieo Section 5-16.3)    u S 10,    the dynamic design stress, fds,  is equal  to the 

dynamic  yield  stress,   fd   .     In  general   terms,   the  dynamic yield stress,   fd   , 

shall be equal to the product of the dynamic increase factor, c, the a/erage 
yield strength increase factor, a, (see Section 5-12.1) and the specified 
minimum yield stress of the iteel. Tnn dynamic design stress, f^, for 
bending,  tension and compress ion shall  be: 

^    * ?M    - c  x a  x f 5-2 ds        dy y 

where 

f      » dynamic yield sere 

S       - dynaml ?  increase faor.or  en the  yield stress 

(figure 5-2 or table 5-2) 

a      » average scrength increase factor 

(«1.1   for s:eel~  with a specified minimum 

yield stress of  50 k«i  o~ less;   *  1.0 otherwise) 

f      » »tati3 yield from table 5-1 

5-13-3        Dynamic Desigi Stress for Ductility Ratio,   u >  1 0 

Where ex~e-v3ivc deflect ions or- duntll ity ratio«« may be tolerated, the dynamic 
design str.»^s r>an be Increased to a^nonnt for deformations in the strain- 
hardening region. In r.hi ^ case, for v > 10, the dynamic design stress, fdq, 
becomes 

f,    - t,    ♦  vf. , -  r*     )/U 5-3 ds dy du        dy 

• 
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c 
where: 

f  - dynamic yield stress from equation 5-1 
ay 

f  - dynamic ultimate stress equal to the product of 

f\ from table 5-1 and the value of c f^om table 5-3 

or figure 5-2 

It should be noted that the average strength increase factor, 
a, doe? not apply to fdu. 

5-13-*   Dynamic Design Stress for Shear 

The dynamic design stress in shear shall be: 

fd, - 0-55 fd? 5-« 

where fd? is from equation 5-2 or 5~3- 

DYNAMIC RESPONSE OF STEEL STRUCTURES IN THE PLASTIC RANGE 

5-14     Plastic Behavior or Steel Structures« 

Although plastic behavior is» not generally permissable under service loading 
condition?, it i? quite appropriate for de?ign when the structure I? ?ubjected 
to a severe bla?t loading only once or at rao?t a few time? during It? exis- 
tence. Under blast pressure?, It will usually be uneconomical to design a 
structure to remain elastic and, as a result, plastic behavior is normally 
anticipated in order to utilize more fully the energy-absorbing capacity of 
blast-resistant structures. Plastic design for flexure Is based on the 
assumption that the structure or member resistance is fully developed with the 
formation or near totally pla?tlfled ?ection? at the most highly stressed 
locations. For economical design, the structure should be proportioned to 
assure its ductile behavior up to the limit of its load-carrying capacity. 
The structure or structural element can attain its full plastic capacity 
provided that premature impairment of strength, due to secondary effects, such 
as brittle fracture or instability, does not occur. 

Structural resistance is determined on the ba?is of plastic design concepts, 
taking into account dynamic yield strength values. The design proceeds wirh 
the basic objective that the computed deformations of either the individual 
members or the structure as a whole, due to the anticipated blast loading, 
should be limited to prescribed maximum values consistent with safety and the 
desired post-accident condition. 
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5-15 Relationship Between Structure Function and Deformations 

5-15.1 General 

Deformation criteria are specified In detail for two categories of structures, 
namely, acceptor-type structures in the low pressure range, and structures in 
the high pressure range which may either be acceptor- or donor-type. A 
description of the two categories of structures follow. 

5-15.2 Acceptor-type Structures in  the Low Pressure Ranges» 

The maximum deformations to be specified in this ca'.egory are consistent with 
maintaining structural integrity into the plastic rar.ge while providing safety 
for personnel and equipment. The type of structure generally associated with 
tnis design category may be constructed of one or two stories with braced or 
rigid frames. Main members, consisting of columns and main beams, should be 
fabricated from hot rolled steel, while secondary members, consisting of 
purlins or girt*, which span the frame members can be hot-rolled I-snapes and 
channels or cold-formed Z-shapes and channels. The structure skin shall 
consist of cold-formed siding and decking spanning between the wall girts or 
roof  purlins. 

5—15.3        Acceptor or Donor-type Structures in the High Pressure Range 

The deformation criteria specified In this category cover the severe 
conditions associated with structures located close-in to a blast. In cases 
where the design objective is the containment of an explosion the deformations 
should be limited. In other cases where prevention of explosion propagation 
or of missle generation is required, the structure may be allowed to approach 
incipient failure, and deformations well into the strain hardening region may 
be permitted for energy absorption. In general, plate elements and curved 
plate-type structures  fall   under  these categories. 

5-16 Deformation Criteria 

5-16.1 General 

The deformation criteria presented in this volume will be consistent with 
designing the structure for one accident. However, if it is desirable for a 
structure to sustain two or three "incidents" in its lifetime, the designer 
may liTilt design deformations so that, in its post-accident condition, the 
structure is suitable for repair and re-use. 

The deformation criteria for beams (Including purlins, spandrels and girts) is 
presented In Section 5-16.5. The criteria for frames, including sidesway, is 
prose ited in Section 5-16.6 and that for plates is given in Section 5-16.7. 
Special consideration Is given to the deformation criteria for open-web joists 

n 5-33) and 'jold-formed mecal decking (Section 5-3*0. Deformation 
aria zr* summarized   i 1 Section 5-35. 

c»-l6.2 Structure! 1  Response Quantities 

In order to restrict damage to a structure or element which is subjected to 
the effects of accidental explosion, limiting values must be assigned to 
»ppropriate   response   quantities.     Generally  speaking,   two  different   types   of 
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values« are specified, namely: limits on the level or Inelastic dynamic 
respo.nse and limits on the maximum deflections and rotations. 

For elements which can be represented as single-degree-of-freedom systems such 
as beams, floor and wall panels, open-web joists, and plates, the appropriate 
quantities are taken as the raaxlmuc ductility ratio and the maximum notation 
at an end support. 

For systems such as frame structures which can be represented by 
multi-degree-of-freedom systems, the appropriate quantities are taken as the 
sldesway deflection and  Individual  frame member  rotation. 

5-16.3 Ductility Ratio, u 

Following  the  development   In  Volume III   of   this  Manual,   the   ductility  ratio, 
u,  Is  defined  as   the ratio of   the maximum  deflection   (X,,,)  to the equivalent 

elastic   deflection    (XE)    corresponding   to   the   development   of    the   limiting 
resistance   on   the    bilinear   resistance   diagram   for   the   element.       Thu- 
ductility ratio oT  3 corresponds  to a maximjm dynamic response three times  the 
equivalent elastic response. 

In the case of individual beam element*, ductility ratio* as high as 20 can be 
achieved provided that sufficient bracing exist*. Subsequent sections of this 
volume cover bracing requirements for beam elements. In the c-ise of plate 
elements, ductility ratios are important insomuch as the higher ductility 
ratios  permit  the  use of  higher design stresses. 

Support rotations, as discussed in the next paragraph, provide the basis for 
beam and plate design. For a beam element, the ductility ratio must be 
checked to determine whether the specified rotation can be reached without 
premature buckling of the member. A similar provision shall apply to plates 
even though they may undergo larger ductility ratios In the absence of 
premature buckling. 

5-16.4 Support  Rotation,     Q 

The   end  rotation,     9,  and  the   associated maximum   deflection,   Xm,   for   a  beam 

are illustrated in figure 5_3. As shown, 8 is the angle between the chord 
joining the supports and the point on the element where the deflection is a 
maximum. 

5-16.5 Limiting Deformations  for Beams 

A steel beam element may be designed to attain large deflectloris corresponding 
to 12 degrees support rotation. To assure the integrity of the beam element, 
It must be adequately braced to permit this high level of ductile behavior. 
In no case,  however, shall  the ductility ratio exceed  20. 

A limiting support rotation or 2 degrees, as well as a limit!eg ductility 
ratio of 10 (whichever governs) are specified as reasonable estimates of the 
absolute magnitude of the beam deformation where safety for personnel and 
equipment is required. These deformations are consistent with maintaining 
structural integrity into ehe plastic range. Adequate bracing shall be 
present to assure the corresponding level of ductile behavior. 
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BEAM,SLAB   OR   PANEL 

FRAME 

Figure 5-3    Member end rotations for  beams and frames 
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The interrelationship between the various parameter? involved in the design of 
beam? is readily described in the idealized re?i?tan2e-deflection curve shown 
in figure 5-4. In that figure, the valuo? shown for the ductility ratio, u# 
and the support rotation 8, are arbitrary. For eximple, the deflection 
corresponding to a 2-degree support rotation can be greater than that 
corresponding to a ductility ratio of 10. 

5-16.6 Application of Deformation Criteria to a  Frame Structure 

In the detailed analysis of a frame structure, representation of the response 
by a single quantity is not possible. This fact combined with the wide range 
and time-varying nature of the end conditions of the individual frame member* 
makes the concept of ductility ratio intractable. Hence, for this case, the 
response quantities reTerre^ to in the criteria are the sidesway deflect Ion of 
each story and the end rotatton, e, of the individual members with reference 
to a chord joining the member ends, as illustrated in figure 5~3- In 
addition, in lieu or a ductility ratio criterion, the amount of inelastic 
deformation is restricted by means of a limitation on the individual member 
rotation. For members which are not loaded between their ends, such as an 
interior column, Q is zero and only the sidesway criteria must be 
considered. The maximum member end rotation, as shown In figure 5-3, shall be 
2 degree?. The maximum sidesway deflection is limited to 1/25 of the story 
height. 

These response quantities, sidesway deflection and end rotation, ar-e part of 
the required output of various computer programs which perform an inelastic, 
multl-degree-of-freedom analysis of frame structures. These programs are 
available through the repositories listed in Section 5-4 and several report? 
listed in the bibliography at the end of this volume. The designer can use 
the output of these programs to check the sidesway deflection of each story 
and the maximum rotation of each member. 

5-16.7 Limiting Deformations foe Plates 

Plates and plate-type structure? onn undergo large deformation? with regard to 
support rotations and ductility ratios. The effect of overall and local 
instability upon the ultimate capacity is considerably more important to 
structural steel shape? than to plates. Depending upon the functional 
requirements for a plate, the following deformation criteria should be 
considered  in the design of a plate: 

(a) large deflections  at or close to,   incipient railure. 

(b) moderate deflections where the structure is designed to sustain 
two or three "incidents"  before being non-reu?able. 

(2) limited deflections where performance of the structure is 
critical during the blast as in the case of a blast door 
designed to contain pressure and/or fire leakage. 

(d) elastic deflections where the structure must not sustain 
permanent deflections, as in the case of an explosives test 
chamber. 
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This i? a partial list of design consideration? for plate.«*. It onn be sue-', 
that the designer must establish deformation criteria based on the function of 
the  plate or  plate system. 

A plate or plate-type structure may undergo a »upport rotation, as Illustrated 
In figure 1-22 9f Volume [II of 12 degrees. The corresponding allowable 
ductility ratio shall not exceed 20. It should be noted that higher design 
stresses can be utilized when the ductility ratio exceeds 10 (See Sta- 
tion 5-13.3). 

A limiting support rotation of 2 degrees l? specified as a reasonable estimate 
of the absolute magnitude of the plate support rotation where safety for 
personnel and equipment In an acceptor-type structure is required. As in the 
deformation  criteria fc   beams,  the ductility ratio shall  not exceed 10. 

Two edge conditions may govern the deformation of plates In the pi as tin 
region. The first occurs when opposite edges are not built-in. In this case, 
elastic plate deflection theory and yield-line theory apply. The second 
involves tension-membrane action which occurs when at least two opposite edges 
are clamped. In this case, tensile-membrane action can occur before the plate 
element reaches a support rotation of 12 degrees. Tensile-membrane action of 
built-in plates is not covered in this volume. However, the? designer can 
utilize  yield-line theory for limited  plate deflection  problems. 

The interrelationship between the various parameters involved in the design or 
plates Is readily described in the idealized resistance-deflection curve shown 

Igure 5-5. In that figure, the valjes shown for the ductility rat.o, 
u.and the support rotation, 9, are arbitrary. For example, the deflection 

corresponding to a 2-degree support rotation can be greater than 
corresponding to a ductility ratio of  10. 

5-17 Rebound 

Another aspect of dynamic design of steel structures subjected to blast load- 
ings is the occurrence of rebound. Unlike the conditions prevailing in rein- 
forced concrete structures where rebound considerations may not be of primary 
concern, steel structures will be subjected to relatively la^ge »tress rever- 
sals caused by rebound and will require lateral bracing of unstayed compres- 
sion flanges which were formerly in tension. Rebound is more critical Vor 
elements supporting light dead loads and subjected to blast pressures of short 
duration. It is also a primary concern in the design of reversal boles for 
blast aoes. 

5-18 Secondary Modes  of Failure 

5-18.1 Genec*l 

In the process of designing for the plastic cr ductile mode of failure, it is 
important to follow certain provisions In order to avoid premature failure of 
the structure, i.e., to insure that the structure r;an develop Its full plastic 
resistance. 

These secondary modes  of  failure can be grouped in two main categori- 

(1)     Instability modes of  failure 
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(2)     Brittle mode? of failure 

5-18.2 Instability Modes of Failure 

In thi«» category, the problem of structural Instability at two level.« is of 
concern, namely, overall buckling of the structural system ax a whole, and 
buckling of  the component  elements. 

Overall buckling of framed structures can occur in two essentially different 
manners. In the first case, the load and the structure are symmetric; 
deformations vernalri also symmetric up to a critical value of the load for 
which a sudden change in configuration will produce i-istant anti-symmetry, 
large sidesway and displacement, and eventually a failure by collapse, ir not 
by excessive deformations. This type of instability can also occur in the 
elastic domain, before substantial deformation or any plastif ication has taken 
place.     It  is  called "instability  by  bifurcation". 

In the second case, the loading or the structure or both are r.on-symmetr 
With the application of the load, sidesway develops progressively. In such 
cases, the vertical loads acting through the sidesway displacements, commonly 
called "the P-A effect", create second order bending moments that magnify, In 
turn, the deformation. Because of rapidly increasing displacements, plastic 
hinges form, thereby decreasing the rigidity of the structure and causing more 
sidesway. This type of instability is related to a continuous deterioration 
of the stiffness leading to an early failure by either a collapse mechanism or 
excessive sidesway. 

Frame instability need not be explicitly considered in the plastic design of 
one- and two-story unbraced frames provided that the Individual columns and 
girders are designed according to the beam-column criteria of Section 5-37. 
For frames greater than two stories, bracing is normally required according to 
the AISC provisions for plastic design in order to insure the overall sta- 
bility of the structure. However, ir an inelastic dynamic frame analysis is 
performed to determine the complete time-history of the structural response to 
the blast loading, in eluding the P-A effects, it may be established, in par- 

tial ar cases, that lateral bracing is not necessary in a frame greater than 
two stories. As mentioned previously, computer programs whicn perform an in- 
elastic, multi-degree-of-freedom analysis of frame structures may be employed 
for such an analysis. 

Buckling of an element In the structure (e.g., a beam, girder or column) can 
occur under certain loading and end conditions. Instability is of two types, 
namely, buckling of tne member as a whole, e.g.. lateral torsional buckling, 
and local buckling at certain sections, including flange buckling and web 
crippi ing. 

Provisions for plastic design of beams and columns are presented in a separate 
section of this  volume. 

5-18.3        Brittle Modes oC Failure 

Under dynamic loading, there is an enhanced possibility that brittle Tracture 
can develop under certain condi tionc. .Since this type of failure is sudden In 
nature and difficult to predict, It Is very important to diminish the risk of 
such premature failure. 
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The complexity of the brittle fracture phenomena preclude? a complete quanti- 
tative definition. As a result, it is impossible to establish simple rules 
for design. Brittle fracture will be associated with a loss in flexural 
resistance. 

Brittle fracture* are caused by a combination of adverse circumstances that 
may include a few, some,  or all  of  the following: 

(1) Local  stress  concentrations and residual  stresses, 

(2) Poor welding, 

(3) The  use of a notch sensitive steel, 

(4) Shock loading or rapid strain rate, 

(5) Low temperatures, 

(6) Decreased ductility due to strain aging, 

(7) The existence of a plane strain condition causing a state ?C 
tri-axial tension stresses, especially in thick guyset plates, 
thick webs and  in the vicinity of welds, and 

(3)     Inappropri ate  use of some forms  of  connections. 

The problem of brittle fracture Is closely related to the detailing of connec- 
tions, a topic that will be treated in a separate section of this volume. 
However, there are certain general guidelines to follow in order to minimize 
the danger of  brittle fracture: 

(1) Steel material must be selected to conform with the condition 
anticipated in service, 

{?.) Fabrication and workmanship «»hould meet high standards, e.g., 
sheared edges and notches should be avoided, and material that 
has  beer; severely cold-worked should oe removed, and 

(3) Proportioning and detailing of connections should be such that 
free movement of the base material is permitted, stress concert- 
trations and t-naxlal stress conditions are avoided, and ade- 
quate ductility  is  provided. 

DESK»  OF SINGLE  SPAN AND  CONTINUOUS  BEAMS 

5-19 General 

The emphasis in this section is on the dynamic plastic design of structural 
steel oeams. Design data have been derived from the static provisions of the 
AISC Specification with necessary modifications and additions for blast de- 
sign. It shoild be noted c.iac all provisions on plastic design in the AISC 
Specification apply,  except  a.^ modified  in this  volume. 

The calculation of the dynamic flexural capacity of beams is described in 
detail.     The necessary information  Is presented for determining the equivalent 
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bilinear rest stance- deflect ion functions» used In evaluating the basic riexural 
response of beams. Also presented are the supplementary considerations of 
adequate shear capacity and local and overall stability which are necessary 
for the process of hinge formation, moment redistribution and inelastic ninge 
rotation to proceed to the development  of a full  collapse mechanism. 

5-20 Dynamic Flexural Capacity 

5-20.1 General 

The  ultimate dynamic moment  resisting capacity of a steel   beam is gl ven  by 

pu fd,z 3-5 

where f^   Is  the   dynamic design  stress   (as  described  In Section  5-13)   of   tne 

material and Z Is the plastic section modulus. The plastic section modulus 
can be calculated as the sum of the static moments of the folly yielded 
elements of the equal cross-section areas above and below the neutral axis, 
1 .e . i 

Z - A^   t Atm2 5-6 

Note:     A  m, c   1 Am. for a doubly-symmetric section 
C 4m 

where A    » area of  cross-section in compression 

A    - area of  cross-section In tension 

m    - distance  from neutral  axis to the controld 
of  the  area in compression 

m? ■ distance from neutral  axis to the  centroid 
of  the area in tension 

For standard I-shaped sections (3, W and M shapes), the plastic section 
modulus Is approximately 1.15 times the elastic modulus for strong axis 
bending and may be obtained from standard manuals on structural  steel  design. 

It Is generally assumed that a fully plastic section offers no additional re- 
sistance to load. However, additional resistance due to strain hardening of 
the material is presont as the deformation continues beyond the yield level of 
the beam. In the analysis of structural steel beams, it is assumed that the 
plastic hinge formation is concentrated at a section. Actually, the plastic 
region extends over a certain length that depends on the type of loading (con- 
centrated or distributed) on the magnitude of the deformation, and on the 
shape factor of the cross-sect ion. The extent of the plastic hinge has no 
substantial Influence on the ultimate capacity; it has, however, an influence 
on the final magnitude of the deflection. For all practical purposes, the 
assumption of a  concentrated  plastic hinge is adequate. 
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In blast design, although strains well Into the strain-hardening range may be 
tolerated, the corresponding additional resistance is generally not sufficient 
to warrant analytical consideration since excessive support rotations and/or 
ductility ratios of beams, which are susceptible to local flange or lateral 
torsional   buck* ing, are not  recommended. 

5-20.2        Moment-curvature Relationship for Beams 

Figure 5-6 3hows the stress distribution at various stages of deformation for 
a plastic hinge section. Theoretically, the beam bends elastically until the 
outer   fiber   stress   reaches    f^   and   the   yield   moment   designated   by   My   is 

attained   (figure   5-6a).      As   the moment  increases  above M   ,   the   yield stress 

progresses inward from the outer fibers of the section towards the neutral 
axis as shown in figure 5-6b. As the moment approaches the fully plastic mo- 
ment, a rectangular stress distribution as shown in fi gure 5-6c is 
approached. The ratio between the fully plastic moment to the yield moment is 
the shape factor, f, for the section, i.e., the ratio between the plastic and 
elastic section moduli. 

A representative momer.t-rur vat ure relationship for a simply-supported steel 
beam  is  shown   m figure  5-7.     The  behavior  is  elastic  until  the  yield moment 

•M is reached. With further increase in load, the curvature increases at a 
greater  rate  as  the fully  plastic momeni,   value,  M2t   is approached.     Following 

the attainment o^ M2.  the curvature increases signif ioantly, with only a small 
-case in moment  capacity. 

For design purposes, a bilinear representation of the moment-cur vat ure rela- 
tionship is employea as shown by the dashed lines in figure 5~7. For beams 
with  a  moderate   design   ductility  ratio     (u S  3).  the   design  moment  M     -  M1. 

For   beams   with   a   larger   design   ductility  ratio     (u > 3) t  the   design  moment 

M?   -  M2. 

5-20.3   Design  Plastic Moment,  M 

The equivalent  pi A3 tin design moment  shall  be  computed as follows: 

Fo"   beams  with ductility ratios less  than or equal  to  3: 

M (S   ♦  2)/2 5-7 p 

wh*-e 3 and Z are the clastic and plastic section moduli, respectively. 

Fo-  boaras  wish ductility ratios  greater than  3 and beam columns: 

£"l.:ation 5-7 is consistent with test results for beams with moderate ductil- 
ities. Fo^ beams which are allowed ' J undergo large ductilities, equation 
5-3, based up:>n full plasti f icat i on of the section, M considered reasonable 
. or design  purposes. 
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Figure 5-6    Theoretical  stress  distribution for  pure bending at 
various stages of dynamic loading 
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Figure  5-7 Moment-curvature diagram  for simple-supported, 
dynamically loaded,   I-shaped beams 
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It is« Important to note that the above pertains to beams which are supported 
against buckling. Design provisions for guarding against local and overall 
buckling or beams during plastic deformation are discussed in Sections 5-24, 
5-25 and 5-26. 

5-21 Resistance and Stiffness Functions 

5-21.1 General 

The single-degree-of-freedom analysis whi oh serves as the basis for the flex- 
ural response calculation requires that the equivalent stiffness and ultimate 
resistance be defined for both single-span beams and continuous beams. The 
ultimate resistance values correspond to developing a full collapse mechanism 
In each case. The equivalent stiffnesses correspond to ioad-deflection rela- 
tionships that have been idealized as bilinear functions with Initial slopes 
so defined that the areas under the idealized load deflection diagrams are 
equal to the areas under the actual diagrams at the point of inception of 
fully plastic behavior of the beam. This concept is covered in Section 3-13 
of Volume  III. 

5-21.2 Single-span Beams 

Formulas for determining the sttrfness and resistance for one-way steel beam 
elements are presented In tables 3~1 and 3-8 of Volume III. The values of M 
in table  3-1  represents  the  plastic design moment, M   .     For example,  the  va: 

of ru for the fixed-simple,  uniformly loaded  beam  becomes ru  -  12 M /L  . 

5-21.3   Multi-span Beams 

The beam relationships for defining the bilinear resistance function for 
multi-span continuous beams under uniform loading are summarized below. These 
expressions are predicated upon the formation of a three-hinge mechanism in 
each span. Maximum economy normally dictates that the span lengths and/or 
member sizes be adjusted such that a mechanism forms simultaneously in all 
spans. 

It must be noted that the development of a mechanism in a particular span of 
■ontinuous beam assumes compatible stiffness properties at the end supports. 

If the ratio of the length of the adjacent spans to the span being considered 
Is excessive (say, greater than 3) • it may not be possible to reach the limit 
load without  the  beam failing by excessive deflection. 

For uniformly-distributed loading on equal spans or spans which do not differ 
In length by more than 20 percent, the following relationships can be used to 
define the  bilinear resistance function: 

Two-span  continuous  beam: 

Ru ' rubL *  12 Mp/L 5"9 

KE  -  163 EI/L3 5-10 

Exterior span of  continuous  beams with 3 or more spans: 
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R    - r bl »  11.7M /L 5-11 u u p 

K^  « U3EI/U3 5-12 

Interior span of continuous  beam with 3 or more spans: 

R    -r bL- 16.0M /L 5-13 u        u p 

Kg  - 300EI/L3 5-1^ 

For design situations which do not meet the required conditions, the bilinear 
resistance function may be developed by the application of the basic proce- 
dure**  of  pi as ti c analysis. 

5-22 Design for Flexure 

5-22.1 Genen I 

The design of a structure to resist the blast of an accidental explosion oon- 
sists essentially of the determination of the structural resistance required 
to limit calculated deflections to within the prescribed maximum values as 
outlined in .Section 5-35. In general, the resistance and deflection may be 
•imputed on the basis of flexure provided that the shear capacity of the web 
is not exceeded. Elastic shearing deformations of steel members are negli- 
gible as Long a.-* the depth to span ratio is less than about 0.2 and henoe, a 
flexural   analysis is normally sufficient for  establishing maximum deflections. 

5-22.2 Response Charts 

Dynamic re^pon^^ charts for one-degree-of-freedom systems in the elastic or 
el asto-pi as tic range under various dynamic loads are given in Volume III. To 
use the charts, the effective natural period of vibration of a structural 
•»teel bean mast be determined. The procedures for determining the natural 
period of vibration for one-way elements are outlined in Section 3-17.** of 
Volume til. Equation 5-15 can be used to determine the natural period of 
vibration for any system for which the total effective mass, Me, and 
equivalent  elastic stiffness,  KE are known: 

TN  -  2*   (Me/KK)1/2 5-15 

5-22.3 Prell ninacj Dynamic Load Factors 

For preliminary flexural design of beams situated in low pressure range, it is 
-wgge^ted that an rjquiv^ient static ultimate resistance equal to the peak 
blast pressure be used for those beams designed for 2 degrees support 
rotation.     For  large support  rotations,   a  preliminary dynamic load factor of 
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0.5 Is reeommended. Sinne the duration of the loading for low pr<&sjre rang.- 
will generally be the same or longer than the period of vibration of 
structure, revisions to this preliminary design from a dynamic analysis will 
usually not b*- substantial. However, Cor structures where the loading 
environment pressure Is such that the load duration la short as compared wit', 
the period of vibration of the structure, this procedure may result in a 
substantial  overestimate of  the required resistance. 

5-22.* Additional Considerations  in  Plexuc*l Design 

One* a dynamic analysis is performed on the single «*pan or continuous beam, 
the deformations must be checked with the limitations set in the criteria. 
The provisions for local buckling, web crippling and lateral bracing must be 
met. The deformation criteria for beam elements including purlins, spandrels 
and gl-ts  Is summarized  In Section 5~35. 

The rebound  behavior of  the structure must  not  be overlooked.    The information 
required   for   calculating   the   elastic   ^ebjund   of   structures   is   containe 
figure  3*268.    The provisions for local   buckling,  lateral  bracing,  as out: 
In subsequent  sections  of  this  volume,  shall   apply  In the  design  for rebound. 

5-23 Design for Shear 

Shearing forces are of significance in plastic design prima-' Ly because of 
their possible influence on the plastic moment capacity of a steel member. At 
points where large bending moments and shear forces exist, the assumption of 
a:\ ideal el as to-pi as ti c stress-strain rel ationshi p indicates that during tee 
progressive formation of a plastic hinge, there is a reduction of tne web area 
available for shea-". This reduced area could result >n an initiation of shear 
yielding and possibly reduce the moment  capacity. 

However*, it has been found experimentally that I-shaped sections achieve their 
fully plastic moment capacity provided that the average shear stress ov&r the 
Tull web area is less than the yield stress In shear. This result can basic- 
ally be attributed to the fact that I-shaped sections c^»rry moment predomi- 
nantly through the rianges and shear predomi nantly through the web. Other 
contributing factors include the tr-.ner icial el f ects of strain hardening and 
tne fact that combinations of high shear and high moment generally oc :ur at 
location  where the moment  gradient  i * steep. 

The yield capacity of steel   beams In shear is  giver;  by: 

V    -   f .   A p        dv w 5-16 

where   V     is   the  shear   capacity,   fdv  is   the  dynamic  yield stress   in shear   of 

the steel   (eq.   5-H) ,   and  Aw  is   the  area  of   the web.     For  I-shaped  beams  and 

similar "lexural members with thin webs, only the web area between flange 
plates should  be  used in calculating Aw- 

For several parti cula" load and support conditions, equations for the support 
shears, V, for one-way elements are giver in table 3-9 of Volume [II. As dis- 
cussed   abive,   as   long   as    the   acting   shear   V   does   not   exceed   V   ,   I-shaped 
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sections ear. be considered capable of achieving their full plastic moment. If 
V   is   greater   than   V_,   the  web  area  of   the   chosen  section   is  inadequate  and 

either  the web must  be strengthened or a different section should be selected. 

However, for oases where the web is being relied upon to carry a significant 
portion of the moment capacity of the section, such as rectangjlar cross- 
section beams or built-up sections, the influence of shear on the available 
moment  capacity must be  consi nered   is  treated  in Section 5-31 - 

5-21 Local  Buckling 

In order to insure that a steel beam will attain fully plastic behavior and 
attain ehe desired ductility at plastic hinge locations, it is necessary that 
the elements of the beam section meet minimum thickness requirements suffi- 
cient to prevent a local buckling failure. Adopting the plastic design re- 

iments of tne A ISC Specification, the width-thi sknes* ratio for flanges of 
rolled I- and W-snapea and similar built-up single web shapes tiiat would be 
subjected to compress I on involving pi antic hinge rotation shall not exceed the 
following values: 

fy  (ksi) bf/2tf 

36 
42 
"5 
50 
55 
60 
65 

a  ry i*  the specified minimum   static yield stress  for  the steel   (table 5- 

1),   Dp   is  the  flange width and tf   is the  flange thickness. 

It»  wi dth- thickness   ratio  of   similarly  compressed  flange   plates   in  box 

3 5 
8 0 
7 H 
7 0 
6 6 
6. 3 
6. 0 

r.ft tlons   and   cover«   plates   shall   not   exceed     190/ (f. ) <        For  this   purpose,   the 

of   a   co/er   plate  shall   be  taken   a^   the   distance   between  longitudinal 
liner, of  connect! eg rivets, high-strength bolts or wel±< . 

T*e   depth-thickness   ratio   of   webs   of   members   subjected   to   plastic    bending 
shall   not  exceed the  val ie  given  by  Equation 5-17 or  5-13 as  applicable. 

3 . j_i_ (1 . Kl| y ) whea p   < o.rfi 5.17 

w       f Py Py 

Jl.?57Mhen'L.>0.27 5.13 
Cw r Ky 

y 3 

? -»  the  applied oo-npres.-nve load 

P    «  the  plastic axial  load equal  to the  cross-sectional 
y      area times  the specified minimum  static yield stress,  fy 
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These equations which are applicable to local buckling under dynamic load'ng 
have been adopted from the AISC provision* Cor static loading. However, si 
the actual p-ooess of buckling take.«* a finite period of time, the member ma8'. 
accelerate laterally and the mas? of the member provider, an InertlaL Cor IQ re- 
tarding this acceleration. For this reason, load* that might otherwise ciuse 
failure may be applied to the members for very short durations If they are re- 
moved before the buckling has occurred. Hence, It Is appropriate and conser- 
vative to apply the criteria developed for static loads to the nase of dynami a 
loading oC  relatively short  duration. 

These requirements on cross-secti on geometry should be adhered to in the de- 
sign of all members for blast loading. However, In the event that it is nec- 
essary to evaluate the load-carrying capacity of an existing structural member 
which does not meet these provisions, the ultimate capacity should be reduced 
in accordance with the recommendations made In the Commentary arid Appendix C 
or the AISC Specification. 

5-25 Web Crippling 

Since concentrated loads arid reactions along a short length of flange a^e 
caroled by compresslve stresses in the web of th^ supporting member, local 
yielding may occur followed by crippling or crumpling of the web. Stlffer;e»\-« 
bearing against the flanges at load poi its and fastened to th3 web are usually 
employed in ?uch situations to provide a gradual t^ati^Cer of thesa forces to 
the web. 

provisions for web stiffeners, as given in Section 1.15.5 of the AISC Specifi- 
cation,   should   be   used  in  dynamic  design.     In  applying these   provisions,   f 

should be taken equal  to the specified static yield strength of  the steel. 

5-26 Lateral  Bracing 

5-26.1 General 

Lateral bracing support is often provided by floor beams, Joists or purlins 
which   frame   into   the   member   to   be   braced.      The   unbraced   lengths    (1^,   as 

defined In Sections 5-26.2 and 5-26.3) are either fixed by the spacing of the 
purlins and girts or  by the spacing of supplementary  bracing. 

When the compression flange is securely connected to steel decking or siding, 
this will constitute adequate lateral bracing inmost cases. In addition, in- 
flection points   (points of contraflexure) can be considered as  braced points. 

Members built Into a masonry wall and having their web perpendicular to this 
wall can be assumed to be laterally supported with respect to thei~ weak axis 
of bending. In addition, points of contraflexure can be considered as braced 
points,  if  neot.^ary. 

Members subjected to bending about their strong axis may be susceptible to 
lateral-torsional buckling In the direction of the weak axis if their com- 
pression  flange   is  not   laterally  braced.     Therefore,   in order  for  a  plast. 
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ally-designed member to reach It? collapse melanism, lateral supports must be 
provided at the plastic hinge locations and tt a certain distance from the 
hinge location. Rebound, which constitutes stress reversals, is an important 
consideration for lateral  bracing support. 

5-26.2 Requirements  for Members with     u  $  3 

Since members with the design ductility ratios less than or equal to 3 undergo 
moderate amounts of plastic deformation, the bracing requirements are somewhat 
less stringent. 

For this case,  the following relationship may be used: 

l/rT -    [(102 -   103Cb)/fdJ  /2 5-19 

where 
i  » distance  between cross-sections   braced against  twist 

or  lateral  displacement of the  compression flange, 

r    ■■ radius of  gyration of a section comprising the compression 
flange  plus one-third of  the compression web area take;1, 
about an axis  in the plane of the web,  and 

C    ■ bending coefficient defined  In Section  1.5.1.1.5 
of  the AI3C Specificat ion 

5-26.3 Recjuirimonts for Members Wi+h     u   >  3 

In order to develop the full plastic moment, Mp for members with design duc- 
tility ratios greater than 3. the distance from the brace at the hinge loca- 
tion to the adjacent braced points should not be greater than I as deter- 
mined  from  either  equation  5-20 or  5-21,   as  applicable: 

, "St . 1225 . „ -h.„ , ,.0>M  >-o.5 
r 1 . M 

y ds p 
5-20 

ß^Il.  liliwhen- 0.5  > (j-> -   1.0 
ry        fds " Mp " 

5-21 

where r    -  the radius of gyration of  the member about  its weak axis 

M  « the  Lesser of  the moments at  the ends of  the unbraced segment 

M 
—  *  the end moment ratio.     The moment  ratio is  positive when 

p      tne segment   is  bent   In r^v^rse curvature and negative when 
befit  in single curvature. 

8 -» critical   length correction factor   (See Figure 5-8) 
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The critical length correction factor, ß, account* for  the fact that the 
required spacing of bracing, ior,   decreases with Increased ductility racio. 

For example, for a particular member with r  - 2 in. and fd„ - 51 ksi and 

or 

ds 
using the equation for M/Mp - 0, we get lcr   - 71.7 in. for u - 6 and I 

39.7 in. for u * 20. 

5-26.^   Requirements for Elements Subjected to Rebound 

The bracing requirements for non-yielded segments of members and the bracing 
requirements for members in rebound can be determined from the following rela- 
tionship: 

f - 1.67 [2/3 - Ä 1^—] f 
) « 103C, 

5-22 

where 

f - the maximum bending stress in the member, and 
in no case greater than f, 

When f equals f dq, this equation reduuos to the Z/r_ requirement of equation. 
5-19. T 

5-26.5   Requirements foe Bracing Members 

In order to function adequately, the bracing member must meet certain miriimura 
requirements on axial strength and axial stiffness. These requirements are 
quite minimal in relation to the properties if typical framing members. 

Lateral braces should be welded or securely bolted to the compression flange 
and, in addition, a vertical stlffener should generally be provided at bracing 
points where concentrated verticaL loads are also being transferred. Plastic 
hinge locations within uniformly loaded spans do not generally require a stif- 
fe:\er.     Examples of lateral bracing details are presented in figure 5-9. 

DESIGN OF PLATES 

5-27 General 

The emphasis in this section is on the dynamic plastic design of plates. As 
in the case for «imply supported and continuous beams, design data have been 
derived f^om the static {. 'isions of the AISC Specification with necessary 
modifications =»nd add . b*t Jesi .- 

Jtlon covers the dynamic flexural capacity of plates, as well as the 
necessary Information for determining the equivalent bilinear re5Istance- 

set ion functions u*ea in evaluating the flexural response of plates.  Also 
anted is the supplementary consideration of adequate shear capacity at 

negative yield lines. 
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Figure 5-9    Typical  lateral  bracing details 
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5-28 Dynamic Flexural Capacity 

As is the case for Stanford I-shaped sections, the ultimate dynamic moment- 
resisting capacity of a steel plate is a function of the elastic and plastic 
moduli aid the dynamic design stress. For plates or rectangular cross-section 
beams,  the  plastic section modulus is   1.5  times the elastic section modulus. 

A representative moment-curvature relationship for a simply-supported steel 
plate is shown in figure 5-10. The behavior is elastic until a curvature 
corresponding   to   the   yield  moment   My  is   reached.     With   further   increase   in 

load, the curvature increases at a greater rate as the fully plastic moment 
value,   Mp»    19   approached.       Following   the   attainment   of   Mpt    the   curvature 

in creases  while the moment remains  constant. 

For  plates  and rectangul *r  cross-section  beams,  M2 is  50 percent   greater than 

M    arid the nature of the transition from yield to the fuily plascic condition 

depend^ upon the plate geometry and end conditions. It is recommended chat a 
capacity midway  between M    and M^> be  used to define the  plastic design moment, 

H      (M,    in   figjre    5-11),    for    plates    and   rectangular    cross-sect ion   beams. 

Therefore,  for   pLates  with any ductility ratio, equation 5-7 applies. 

5-29 Resistance and Stiffness Functions 

Procedures Cor determl ning stiffness aid resistance factors for one- and two- 
way plate elements are outlined In Volume IIC. These factors are based upon 
elastic deflection theory and the yield-line method, and are appropriate for 
defining the stiffness and ultimate load-carrying capacity of ductile st^uc- 

stcel plates. In applying these factor«? to steel plates, the modulus of 
elasticity should be caken equal to 29,600,000 psi. For two-way isotropic 
steel plates, the ultimate ur.it positive and negative moments are ^quai in all 
directions;   i.e. 

vi vp V. rip : 

wh~r-? M    I? deflied by equation 5-7 and the remaining values are ultimate unit 

moment   capacities   as   def: Section   3~9.3   of   Volume   III.       Since   the 

stlfrness factors were derived for plates with equal stiffness properties- in 
each direction, Lhey are riot applicable to the cose of ortho-tropic steel 
plat**, such a.< stiffened plates, which hav^ different stiffness properties in 
e*ch on. 

5-30 Design for Flexure 

The  procedure for the  flexur-al   design of  a steel   plate is essentially the same 
lesign  oC   2   beam.     As fo~   beams,   it  is suggested that   preliminary dy- 

^ble 5-y  be  usel for  plate structures.    With the 
and Mesl*tArio< factors from Section 5-29 and taking into account the 

influence of  snear  Q.I th*  available plate moment  capacity as  defined  in 3ec- 
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Table 5-H     Pre] 1mlnary Dynamic Load Factors  for Plate? 

Deflection 
Magni tude 

Deformation* 
1 

DLF 9 max y max 

Small 
Moderate 
Large 

2 
\ 

12 

5 
10 
20 

1.0 
0.8 
0.6 

*    Whichever  governs 
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tion 5-31. the dynamic resporise and rebound for a given blast loading may be 
determined from the response charts in Volume til. It should be noted that 
for u>10, the dynamic design stress, incorporating the dynamic ultimate 
stress, fdu, may be used (see equation 5-2). 

5-31     Design for Shear 

In the design of rectangular plates, the effect of simultaneous high moment 
and high shear at negative yield lines upon the plastic strength of the plate 
may be significant.  In such cases, the following interaction formula de- 
scribes the effect of the support shear, V, upon the availaole moment capac- 
ity, M: 

M/M  - 1 - (V/V )** 5-23 

where M_ is the fully plastic moment capacity in the absence of shea- calcu- 

lated  Trom equation  5-7 and  V    is   the  ultimate shear capacity  hi the abse 

of bending determined from equation 5-16 where the web area, A^, is taken 
equal  to the total  cross-sectional  area at the support. 

For two-way elements, values for the ultimate support shears which are applic- 
able to steel  plates are presented in table  3-10 of Volume   ill. 

lz »hould be noted that, due to the inter-relationship between the support 
shear,   V,   the  unit   ultimate  flexural   resistance,   r*u,   of  the two-way element, 

and the fully plastic moment resistance, Mp, the determination of the resis- 

tance of steel plates considering equation 5-23, is not a simple calcula- 
tion. Fortunately, the number of instances when negative yield lines with 
support shears are encountered for *teei plates will be limited. Moreover, in 
most  applications,   the   V'V    ratio   is  such  that   the  available moment  capacity 

is at lea*t equal  to the plastic design moment for  plates   (equation 5-7). 

It   is   recommended   that   Tor   a   V/Vp   ratio   on   negative   yield   lines   less   than 

0.67, the plastic design moment for plates, as determined from equation 5-7, 
should   be  used   in  design.     However,   if  V/V_   is  greater  than  0.67,   the  iiflj- 

ence of shear on the available moment capacity mast be accounted for by means 
Of equation 5-23- 

SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS -  BEAMS 

5-32 Un^ymmetrical  bending 

5-32.1 Genera Z 

In blast design, the number of situations where unsymmetrleal bending occurs 
is limited and where encountered, it can be treated without serious economic 
penalty. Due to the fact that blast overpressure 1" j* act normal zo the sur- 
faces of a structure, the use of doubly-symmetric cross-sections for purlins 
and   girts   (e.g.,   hot-rolled   S-   and   W-sections   or   cold-formed   channels   used 
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back-to-back) is generally recommended. In such cases, the deformation cri- 
teria for flexural members in Section 5-22 apply. 

Unsymmetrical bending occurs when flexural members are subjected to transverse 
loads acting in a plane other than a principal plane. With this type of load- 
ing: 

1. The member's neutral axis is not perpendicular to the plane of 
loading. 

2. Stresses cannot in general be calculated by means of the simple 
bending formula (Mc/I). 

3. The bending deflection does not conincide with the plane or 
loading but is perpendicular to the inclined neutral axis. 

H.   If the plane of loads does not p**s  through tne shear center of 
the cross-section, bending is al*o accompanied by twisting. 

Doubly-symmetric S-, W- and box sections acting as individual beam eigenes 
and subjected to bi-axial bending, i.e., uasymmetrical bending without tor- 
sion, can be treated using the procedures outlined in the following sections. 

5-32.2   Elastic and  Plastic Sectio.. Modulus 

The inclination of the elastic and plastic neutral axis through the centrold 
of the section can be calculated directl> from the following relationship (?ee 
fig. 5-11): 

tan a » (I /I ) tan $ 
x y 

5-24 

where angle between the horizontal principal 
plane and the neutral axis 

$ » angle between the plane of the load and the 
vertical principal plane 

and x and y r^rer  to the horizontal and vertical principal axes of the cross- 
section. 

The equivalent elastic section modulus may be evaluated from the following 
equation: 

S - (S S  )/(S cos*  ♦ S*in*) x  y y x 5-25 

where elastic section modulus about  the  x-axi* 

S    - elastic section modulus about  the y-axis 

Tne plastic section modulus can be calculated using equation 5-6. With these 
value? of the elastic and plastic section moduli, the design plastic moment 
capacity can be determined from equation 5-7. 
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Figure 5-11     Biaxial  bending of  a doubly-sy«netric section 
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5-32.3    Equivalent  Elastic Stiffness 

In order to define the stiffness and bilinear resistance function, it is nec- 
essary to determine the elastic deflection of the beam. This deflection may 
be calculated by resolving the load into components acting in the principal 
planer of the cross-section. The elastic deflection, 6, is calculated a." the 
resultant of the deflections determined by simple bending calculations in each 
direction (see fig. 5-11). The equivalent elastic deflection on the bilinear 
resistance function X£, may then be determined by assuming tiat the elastic 

stiffness is valid up to the development of the design plastic moment capac- 
ity, Mp. 

5-32.4   Lateral  Bracing and Recommended Design Criteria 

The bracing requirements of Section 5-26 may hot be totally adequate to permit 
-üixially-loaded section to deflect into the inelastic range without prema- 

tjre failure. However, for lack of data, the provisions of Section 5-26 on 
Literal bracing may be used If the total member end rotation corresponding to 
the total deflection due to the inclined load Is limited to 2 degrees. In 
addition, the actual details of support conditions and/or bracing provided to 
such members by the other primary and secondary members of tne frame must be 
»"•fully checked to ensure that the proper conditions exist to permit 
tie flection* in the inelastic range. 

5-32.5   Torsion and Unsymmetrical  Bending 

The inelastic behavior of sections subjected to unsymmetrlcal bending, with 
t^i^ting, i? riot totally known at present. Consequently, the use of sections 
with the resultant load not passing through the shear center is not 
^commended in plastic design of oiast-resistant structures, unless tor<«ional 
constraints a^e provided for the elements. In actual installations, however, 
tie tor-«uo.:al constraint offered to a pa"] i .1 or girt by the flexural rigidity 

the floor, roof or wall panels to which it Is attached may force the 
secondary membe" to deflect in the plane of loading with little or no 
torsi onai effects. Under ?uch conditions o<~ when some other means of bracing 
Ls provided to prevent tor<*ionai rotation in both the loading and rebound 
phase-* of the response, such unsynnetrieal! y loaded members may be capable of 
performing well hi the plastic range. However, because of the limited data 
presently available, there is insufficient basis for providing practical 
design guidelines in this area. Hence, if a case involving unsymmeLrical 
bending wi~h tor?ion ca.;:ot be prevented in design, the maximum ductility 
ratio should be limited to 1.0. 

Fjrt'nermorfi, special precautions may have to be taken to restrict the 
torslonal-flexural Ustortion* that can develop under unsymmetrioal loading, 
thereby reducing { ■ ir«l caoaoity of the member 

5-33     Steel Joists and Joist Girders (Open-web Steel Joists) 

Op*»;:-web joints are commonly used as load-carrying members for the direct 
pprjrt  of roof and floor deck i 1 buildings. The design of joists for conven- 

icnal loads is covered by tne "Standard Specifications, Load Tables and 
Weight Tables for Steel JcLsts and Joist Girders", adopted by the Steel Joist 
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Institute. For blast design, all the provisions of this Specification are in 
force, except  as modified herein. 

These joists  are manufactured using either  hot-rolled or  cold-formed steel.  H- 
Series joists  are  composed of  50-ksl  steel  in the  chord members  and either  36 
ksi   or   50-ksi   steel   for   the  web  sections.      LH  Series,   DLH   Series   and Joist 
girders  are  composed of joist  chords  or web sections   with a yield strength of 
at least 36 ksi, but not greater than 50 ksi. 

Standard load tables are available for simply-supported, uniformly-loaded 
Joists supporting a deck and so constructed that the top "'hord is b-*a 
against lateral buckling. These tables indicate that the capacity of a par- 
ticular joist may be governed by either flexural or shear (maximum end re 
tion) considerations. As discussed previously, it is preferable in blast 
applications to select a member whose capacity is controlled by flexure arid 
not  be shear which may cause abrupt failure. 

The tabulated loads Include a check on the bottom chord as an axl al Iy-loaded 
tensile member and the design of the top chord as a column or beam column. 
The width-thickness ratios of the unstiffened or stiffened elements of the 
cross-section are also limited to values specified In the Standard Specifica- 
tions . 

The dynamic ultimate capacity of open-web joists may be taken equal to 
1.7 a x c times the load given in the joist tables. This value represents the 
safety factor of 1.7 multiplied by a dynamic Increase factor, c, and the 
average strength increase factor, a   (see Section 5-12). 

The   adequacy of   the   section   In  rebound must   be  evaluated.     :jpon   3*1 nulati ng 

the required resistance  In rebound,     r/r  ,  using  the  rebound   chart  in Volume 

HI (fig. 3-268), the lower chord must be checked as a column or beam column, 
[f the bottom chord of a standard joist l? not adequate in rebound, the chord 

must be strengthened either by reducing the unbraced length or by increasing 
the chord area. The top chord must be checked as an axl ^1 tensile member but 
In most   circimstances ,   It will   be adequate.- 

The bridging members required by the joist specification should be checked for 
both the initial and rebound phase of the response to verify that they satisfy 
the required spacing of  compression flange  bracing for lateral   buckling. 

The joist tables indicate that the design of some joists is governed by shear, 
that Is, failure of the web bar members in tension or compression near the 
supports. In such cases, the ductility ratio for the joist should not exceed 
unity. In addition, the joist members near the support should be investigated 
for the worst combination of slenderness ratio and axial load under load re- 
versal . 

For hot-rolled members not limited by shear consi deration , design du^niity 
ratios -ip to the values specified In Section 5-35 can be used. The design 
ductility ratio of Joists with light gauge shord members should be limited to 
1.0. 
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The top arid bottom chords should be symmetrical about a vertical axis. If 
double angles or bars are used as chord members, the components of each cnord 
should be fastened together so as  to act  as a single mer.ber. 

SPECIAL CONSIDERATIOIS  - COLD-FGRMED STEEL PANELS 

5-3* Blast Resistant Design or Cold-formed Steel  Panels 

5-34.1 Gene a I 

Recent studies on cold-formed panels have shown that the effective width rela- 
tionships for cold-formed light gauge elements under dynamic loading do not 
differ significantly from the static relationships. Consequently, the recom- 
mendations oresently contained in the AISI Specifications are used as the 
basi? for establishing the special provisions needed for the design of cold- 
formed panels subjected to blast loads. Some of tne formulas of tne 
Specification have been extended to comply with ultimate load conditions and 
to  permit limited  performance In the inelastic range. 

Two main modes of failure can be recognized, one governed by bending -and the 
other by shear. In the case of continuous members, the interaction of the two 
influences plays a major role in determining the behavior and the ultimate 
capacity. Due to the relatively thin w^bs encountered in cold-formed members, 
special attention most also be paid to crippling problems. Basically, the de- 
sign will be dictated by the capacity in flexure but subject to the con- 
straints   imposed by shear resistance and local  stability. 

5-31.2 Resistance in Plexure 

Tn* material properties of the steel used in the production of cold-formed 
steel panels conforms to ASTM Specification A^ö. This standard covers three 
g-jdes (a, b, and c) depending on the yield point. Most commonly, panels are 
made of steel complying with the requirements of grade a, with a minimum yield 
point of 33 ksi and an elongation or rupture of 20 percent for a 2-inch gauge 
length. However, it is generally known that the yield stress of the material 
used In the manufacture of cold-formed panels generally exceeds the specified 
minimum yield stress by a significant margin; therefore, it is recommended 
that a design minimum yield stress of 40 ksi (corresponding to an average 
strength increa5e factor of a * 1.21) be us*»d unless the actual yield str&*^ 
of tne material is known. For grades b arid c which exhibit higher minimim 
yield  points,   an average strength increase factor of   1.21   is  also recommended. 

In   oalculati ng   the   dynamic   yield   stress   of   cold-formed  steel   panels,   it   Is 
ommeuded  that   a  dynami ? increase factor,  c,   of   1.1   be applied irrespective 

of    actual    "train   rate   and,   consequently,   the   value   of   the   dynamic   design 
stress to  ba  used  is 

f .     -axcxf    - 1.21  x  1.1  x r    -  1.33 T 5-26 
ds y y y 

and  hence,   rd., «Quals   4U ksi  for the  particular  case of    f    ,33  «?i . 

Ultimate design procedures, combined with the effective width concept, are 
used in evaluating the strength of Told-formeo I ignt gauge elements. Thus, a 
characteristic feature of   cold-formed  elements   I?  the   variation of   their suc- 
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tion properties with the intensity of the load. As the load increases beyond 
the level corresponding to the occurrence of local buckling, the effective 
area of the compression flange Ls reduced; as a result, the neutral axis moves 
toward the tension flange with the effective properties of the cross-section 
such as A (area), I (moment of inertia) and 5 (section modulus), decreasing 
with load increase. The properties of the panels, as tabulate-! by 
ma/iufacturer, are related to different stress levels. The value of 3 referred 
to that of the effective section modulus at ultimate and the value of I 
related to a 5 er vice stress level of 20 ksi . In the case of panels fabricated 
from hat sections and a flat sheet, two section moduli are tabulated, 3* and 
3-, referring to the effective section modulus Tor positive and negative 
moments, respectively. Consequently, the following ultimate moment capacities 
are obtained: 

where 

Mup "  rds  S+ 

Mun  * fds s" 

5-27 

5-28 

up 
ultimate positive moment  capacity for a 
one-foot width of  panel, and 

M      - ultimate negative moment  capacity for a 
111      one-foot  width of  panel 

It should be noted that In cases where tabulated section properties are not 
available, the required properties may be calculated based upon the relation- 
ships in the AISI Design Specification. 

As for any single-span flexural element, the panel may be subjected to differ- 
ent er.d conditions, either simply supported or fixed. The fixed-fixed condi- 
tion is seldom found in practice since this situation is difficult to achieve 
In actual installations. The simply fixed condition is found because of sym- 
metry in each span of a two-span continuous panel. For multi-span members 
(three or more), the response is governed by that of the first span wnich is 
generally characterized by a simply supported condition at one support and a 
partial moment restraint at the other. Three typical cases can, therefore, be 
consider id: 

1. Simply supported at  both ends   (single span). 

2. Simply supported  at  one  end  and  fixed  at   the  other   (two equal 
span  continuous member). 

3. Simply supported  at   one  end  and   partially   fixed  at   the  other 
(first span of an equally spaced multi-span element). 

The resistance of the panel Is a function of both the strength of the section 
and the maximum moment  in the member. 

The ability of the panel to sustain yielding of its cross-section produces 
significant moment re-distribution in the continuous member which results in 
an  increase of  the resistance of  the  panel. 
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The behavior of cold- formed steel sect lot» In flexure Is non-linear a? shown 
In figure 5-12. To simulate the bilinear approximation to the resl^tance- 
deflection curve, a factor of 0.9 is applied to the peak resistance. There- 
fore, for design purposes, the recommended resistance formula for a simply- 
supported, single-span  panel   Is given by: 

r    .0,9x3«    /\?  - 7.2 M    /\} u up up 5-29 

where  r     Is   the  resistance   per   unit  length  of   panel,   and  L   is   the   oiear  o*" 
effective spin length. 

The   recommended   resistance   formula  for   a  simply-fixed,   single-span   panel   or 
first span of  an equally spaoed  continuous   panel   is  give:,  by: 

r     - 0.9 x   4  (M       ♦  2M     VL?   - 3. 6  (M       ►  2M     )/\? j. un up J un up 5-30 

5-3M.3 Equivalent  Elastic Deflection 

As   previously  mentioned,   the   behavior   of   cold-formed  sections   in  flexure   is 
no;rii nea~   as   shown   hi  figure   5-12.      A   bilinear  approximation  of   the  resis- 

• -deflection  nurv*   is assumed  for  design.     The equivalent   elastic deflec- 
tion XT  is nbtalne'J  by using t.ne following equation: 

5 u 20 5-31 

where  B  i s a  constant   which depends  on the sjppjrt  conditions   and who*«  values 
ar-3 as follows: 

S  * 0.0130 fur a simply supported el ament 

8  « 0.00o2 for 3imply fixed or  continuous  elements. 

I*  defined as   the effective moment  of   inertia of   the section at  a service 

strews  of  ?.0  ksi.     The   value  0?  1PQ is   geierally taoulated as  a section  prop- 
erty of  tns-  p.mal .     The   /aius o"  r~d i? obtained from equation 5-29 or  5-30. 

5-31.4 Desijn  foe  Flexure 

Ifhen ^"forming =1 on«»-degree- of freedom analysis of the panel's behavior, the 
pr. perries of the equivalent system ?ar. be evaluated by usjug a load-mass f*2- 
'.or, KLM * 0.7^, whinM is in average val je applicable to all support condi- 

tion«. jr*\ period of vibration Cor the -quivaleut single-degree sytem 
s thus obtained by substituting into equation 5-15: 

2*     IO.74  mL/K.. te 5-32 
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where .u -  w/g is the  unit mass of  the  panel, and 

K    • rL/X    is the equivalent elastic stiffness of the system 

5-3^.5 Reconvnended Ductility Ratios 

Figure 5-12 Illustrates the non-linear character of the r es i stance-def lert Lor. 
curve and the recommended bilinear approximation. The initial slope of the 
actual cur ve i 9 fairly linear until it enters a range of marked norr llneari ty 
and, finally, a point of instability. However, excessive deflections cause 
the decking to art as a membrane in tension (solid curve) and, consequently, a 
certain ievel of stability sets in. It should be noted that, in order to u.*e 
the procedure outlined i 1 this section, o^re must be taken to adequately 
connect the end* of the decking so that Lt can achieve the desired level of 
tens ion-membrane    action. K    discussion    of    connectors    at    end    panels    is 
presented   in   Section   5-^8.      When   tens ion-mem braune   action   is   not    present, 

eared   deflection  will   result   in   a  significant   drop-off   in  resistance   as 
Illustrated  by the  dotted curve in rigure  5-12. 

Two limit* of deformation are assigned, depending on end-anchorage condition 
oC th~ panel. For panels having nominal end anchorage, that is, where 
tens., an-mem braue action is minimal, the maximum deflection of the p*nel In X0, 
as  Illustrated  m figure 5-12,  and is defined  by: 

1.75 X„ 5-33 

Fo»- panel« with sufficient end anchorage to permit tens i on- mem braue action, 
the maximum deflection or the panel i? X^ , as Illustrated in Figure 5-12, and 
is defined by: 

5-3*1.6 Recommended Support Rotations 

5-3* 

In   order   to   restrict   the   magnitude   of   rotation   at   the  supports,   limitations 
zr*  oitoed on the maximum deflectio:is , Xf) and X^, as follow?: 

For  element*  where tens i Dn-uembrane action is  not   present: 

X    - L/92 or  e m3x  »   1.25 degrees. 

For element -.si en-membrane action is  present: 

5-35 

X    ■•  L/92 or   P>   rtax   »  *; degrees, m 5-36 

5-3*». 7 Rebound 

Appropriate dyn-imic ras pot »a chart* for one-degree-of-freedom systems in th« 
flattie or *la«*tO-pI asti 0 range under various dynamic loads are given in 
Vol»jne I[[. The p-obi em of rebound should be considered in the design of 
decking due to the different section properties of the panel, depending on 
whether  the  hat  section or the  ilac  sheet   [3  in compression.     Figure  5-13 
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present»   the   maximum   elastic   resistance   in   rebound   as   a   function   of   T/TN. 

While the behavior of the panel in rebound does not often control, the 
designer should be aware of the problem; in any event, there is a need for 
providing connections capable of resisting uplift or pull-out forces due to 
load reversal   in rebound. 

5-34.8 Resistance  in Shear 

Webs with h/t in excess of 60 are in common use among cold-formed members and 
the fabrication process makes it impractical to use stiffeners. The design 
web stresses must, therefore, be limited to insure adequate stability without 
the aid of stiffeners, thereby preventing prematura local web failure and th»-: 
accompanying loss of  load-carrying capacity. 

The possibility of web buckling due to bending stresses exists and the cri- 
tical  bending stress  is given by equation 5-37: 

2r 
640,0007 (h/c)2£ f 5-37 

By   equating   f^   to   32  ksi,   which   is   (a   stress   close  to  the  yielding of   the 

material, a value h/t - 141 is obtained. Since it is known that webs do not 
actually Tail at these theoretical buckling stresses due to the development of 
post-buckling     strength,      it      can      be     safely     assumed     that     webs     with 

h/t < 150 will not be susceptible to flexural buckling. Moreover, since the 
AISI recommendations prescribe a limit of h/t - 150 for unstiffened webs, this 
type of web instability need not  be  considered in design. 

Panels are generally mar.ufactured in geometrical proportions which preclude 
web-shear problems when used for recommended spaa«» and minimum support-bearing 
lengths of 2 to 3 inches. In blast design, however, because of the greater 
intensity of the loading, the increase in required flexural resistance of the 
panels  calls for shorter spans. 

In most cas^s, the shear capacity of a web is dictated by instability due to 
either 

1. Simple shear  stresses  or 

2. Combined  bending and shearing stresses. 

For the case of simple shear stresses, as encountered at end supports, it is 
important to distinguish three ranges of behavior depending on the magnitude 
of h/t. For large values of h/t, the maximum shear stress is dictated by 
elastic buckling in shear and for intermediate h/t values, the inelastic buck- 
ling of the web governs; whereas for very small values of h/t, local buckling 
will not occur and failure will be caused by yielding produced by shear 
«tresne».      This   joint   i<* ited   i n   figure   5-14   for   fd,   ,   14 u   ksl.     The 

provision? of the MSI j^elf!cation in this area are based on a safety factor 
ranging r^om 1.44 to 1.67 le^nding upon h/t. For blast-resistant design, the 
recommended design stresses for simple "hear are  based on an extension of the 
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AISI provision? to comply with ultimate load conditions. The specific equa- 
tions  for   use   in  design for fd3  -  44,   66 and  88 ksi   are summarized In tables 

5-5a,  5-6a, and 5-7a respectively. 

At the interior supports of continuous panels, high tending moments combined 
with large shear forces are present and webs must be checked for buckling due 
\o these forces. The interaction formula presented in the AISI Specification 
is given in terras of the allowable stresses rather than critical stresses 
which produce buckling. In order to adapt this interaction formula to ulti- 
mate load conditions, the problem of inelastic buckling ander combined 
stresses has been considered in the development of the recommended design 
data. 

In order to minimize the amount and complexity of design calculations, the 
allowable dynamic design shear stresses at the interior support of a continu- 
ous  member   have   been  computed  for   different   depth-thickness   ratios   for  fJcl  * 

44,   66 and 88 ksi,  and tabulated in tables 5-5b,   5-6b, and 3~7b respectively. 

5-3*1.9 "«*> Crippling 

In addition to shear problems, concentrated loads or reactions at panel sup- 
ports, applied over relatively short lengths, can produce load intensities 
r,hat cari cripple unstiffened thin webs. The problem of web crippling is 
rather  complicated for theoretical  analysis  because it involves: 

1. Non-uniform stress distribution under the applied load and the 
adjacent  portions of  the web. 

2. Elastic and Inelastic stability of   the web element. 

3. Local  yielding in the  intermediate region of load application. 

4. The oending produced by the eccentric load (or reaction) when 
it is applied on the bearing flange at a distance beyond the 
curved transition of the web. 

The AISI recommendations have been developed by relating extensive experimen- 
tal data to service load3 with a safety factor of 2.2 which was established 
taking into «.acount the scatter In the data. For blast design of cold-formed 
panels, it Is recommended that the AIST values be multiplied by a factor of 
1.50 In order to relate the crippling loads to ultimate conditions with suffi- 

■\t  provisions for scatter  in test data. 

For those «action* that provide a nigh degree of restraint against rotation of 
thui" webs,  the  ultimate crippling loads  are given as  follows: 

^llowqbie   Jltlmate e-id support reaction 

Qu -   1.5 fd3c2  [4."     ♦ 0.558  (tf't)'2] 5-38 

Allowable ultimate  interior support  reaction 
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Table 5-5    Dynamic Design Shear Stress  for Webs or Cold-forned 
Members   (fd3 - 44 ksi) 

(a)  Simple Shear 

(h/t) < 57 

57 < (h/t) < 83 

83 <   (h/t) <  150 

t\    -  0.50 f       <   22.0 *si dv ds - 

f.    -  1.26 x 103/   (h/t) dv 

f.     -   1.07 x  105/   (h/t) dv 

(b) Combined  Bending and Shear 

(h/t) 

20 

30 

HO 

50 

60 

70 

80 

90 

100 

no 
120 

10. 94 

10.84 

10.72 

10.57 

10.42 

10.22 

9.94 

9.62 

9.00 

8.25 

7.43 
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Table 5-6    Dynamic Design Shear Stress  for Webs of Cold-formed 
Members   (fds - 66 ksi) 

(a    Simple Shear 

(h/t) < 47 

47 < (h/t) £ 67 

67 <   (h/t) <  150 

fdv- °'50fds± 33k?l 

fdv " 1*54 x  1°3/(h/t) 

f.    - 1.07 x  105/(h/t) dv 

(b) Combined  Bending and Shear 

(h/t) 

20 

30 

40 

50 

60 

70 

80 

90 

100 

110 

120 

fdv   (ksi) 

16.41 

16.23 

16.02 

15.75 

15.00 

14.20 

13.00 

11.75 

10.40 

8.75 

7.43 
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Table 5-7    Dynamic Design Shear Stress  for Webs of Cold-formed 
Members   (fds - 88 ksl) 

(a)  Simple Shear 

(h/t) < 41 

41 < (h/t) £ 58 

58 <   (h/t) <  150 

fdv" °'50fds± MkSl 

f,    - 1.78 x  103/(h/t) dv 

f       - 1.07 x  105/(h/t) 

(b) Combined  Bending and Shear 

(h/t) 

20 

30 

40 

50 

60 

70 

80 

90 

100 

110 

120 

fdv  (ksl) 

21.60 

21.00 

20.00 

18.80 

17.50 

16.00 

14.30 

12.50 

10.75 

8.84 

7.43 
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- >> 

Q    -  1.5 ?M t2   [6.66 * 1 . -U146 (N/t/3 5>39 
u dv 

where Q    - ultimate support reaction 

f      « dynamic design stress 

N - Gearing length  (in.) 

t » web thickness   (in) 

The  charts  in rigures   5-15 and  5-16 present  the   variation of Qu as  a function 

of   the web  thickness for   bearing lengths from   1  to   5 inches for fdg  »  UU  ksi 

for end and interior supports, respectively. It should be noted that the 
values reported In the charts relate to one web only, the total ultimate 
reaction being obtained by multiplying Qu by the number of  webs  in the panel. 

For design, the maximum 5hear forces and dynamic reactions are computed as a 
function of the maxiraur res i scanne in flexure. The ultimate 1 oad-carrying 
capacity of the webs of the panel must then be compared with these forces. As 
a general comment, the shear capacity ic controlled for simply supported ele- 
ments and by the allowable design shear stresses at the interior supports for 
jor.tinuou««  panels. 

In addition, Jt can be shown that the resistance in shear governs only in 
case* of relatively very short spans. If a design is controlled by shear re- 
sistance, it Is recommended that another panel be selected since a flexural 
failure mode is   generally  preferred. 

5~35 Summary of Deformation Criteria for Structural  Elements 

Deformation criteria are summarized in table 5-8 for frames, beams and other 
struotu~exi elements Including cold-formed steel panels, open-web joints and 
pi at es . 

SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS  - BLAST DOORS 

5-36 Blast Door Design 

5-36.1        General 

This section outlines procedures for the design of steel blast doors. 
Analytical procedures for the design of the individual elements of the blast 
door place have been presented in earlier sections of this volume. In 
addicion to the door place, door frames and anchorage, reversal bolts, gaskets 
ar'.d doo'* operates are discussed. Blast doors are categorized by their 
rmrjtional  requirements and method of opening. 
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Table 5-6 Summary of Deformation Criteria 

Element Highest level 
of Protection 
(Category Mo. 

(l) 
Additional 
Specifications 

Deformation 
Type   (2) 

I 

Maximum 
Deformation 

Beam?«,   purlins, 
«pandrels  or 
girts 

1 
e 
u 

2° 
10 

2 
9 

u 

12° 
20 

Frame 

structures ' 

6 H/25 

2° 

Cold-formed 
•»teel   floor  and 
wall  panels 

1 
Without t.en.=*ion- 
merabrane action 

9 

J 

1.25° 
1.75 

With tens ton- mem brar.e 
action 

9 
u 

Ho 

6 

Open-web 
joints 

1 
9 
u 

2° 
U 

Joists  ooatroiled  by 
maximum and reaction 

9 

u 

1° 
1 

Plates 1 9 2° 
10 

2 0 
u 

12° 
20 

3 

H 

maximum  member   end  rotation   (degrees)   measured   from   the 
chord Joining thr member  ends. 

relative sidesway deflection between stories. 

story height. 

ductility ratio   (Xa/XE) 

(1) a?  dei tned in Voiune I 

(2) whichever  governs 

(3) individual   frame member 
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5-36.2   Functions and Methods oC Opening 

5-36.2.I Functional  Requirements 

Blast doors may be designed to contain an accidental explosion from within a 
structure 50 as to prevent pressure and fireball leakage and fragment 
propagation. 8la«t door? may also be designed to protect personnel and/or 
equipment from the effect*» of external bla«t loads. In this case, a limited 
amount of blast pressures may be permitted to leak into the protected area. 
In most cases, blast doors may be designed to protect the contents of a 
structure, thereby -legating propagation when explosives are contained within 
the shelter. 

5-36.2.2    Hetho*i of Opening 

Blast d)0^? may be grouped based on thei~ method of opening, such as-, (a) 
■»ingle-leaf,   (b)  louble-leaf.   (c)   vertical   lift,  and   (d)  horizontal   «llding. 

5-36.3        Desijn Considerations 

5-36.3.1     General 

The design of a blist door is intrinsically related to Its function duri :g 
and/or after a: explosion. Design cons I derations include whether or not the 
doo" should sustain permanent deflection, whether rebound mechani ^a or 
fragment protection is required and whether pressure leakage can be 
tolerated. Finally, the design pressure range may dictate the type of door 
construction that is to be used, includJng solid steel plate or built-up 
•ioort- . 

5-36.3.2    deflections 

A? scaled in Section 16.7, plates can sustain a support rotation of 12 degrees 
without falling. This Ls applicable to blast- doors providing that the 
resulting pi at e deflection does not collapse the doo" by pushing it through 
the )peniu3. However, deflections may have to be limited if the mechanism 
used to open the d>or after an explosion Is required to function. In 
addition, if a blast doo~ is designed with a gasket so as to fully or nearly 
TOUtatn the pressure arid fi^ebnll effect-« of an explosion, then deflections 
sh")ul 1  be llmitel  in or^er to insure satisfactory  performance of  the  gasket. 

5-36.3.3     Rebound Mechanics 

1>on wi >: be subjected to relatively large stress reversals 33 used by 
•*vhor:'l. V.i««:. doors -nay have to transfer these reversal loads by wa:i* of 
relratH.Lug pins 0** "revo-.-«al bolt.*." There head« can be mounted on any edge 
( -iJe?, c> p or bof.om) of a doc-plate. Reversal bolt" ?an be designed as an 

5"j) part of tie pan,: hardware a:;:«embiy or, if tapered, they can be 
•.til! :e1 •-. ?onpre*»*J ;g the gasket arouid a pe-iphery. The magnitude of the 
••?b,i.n 'or v a^tl ;g 1 : tn-  olart   100^5  is discussed late"". 

5-36.3.4     Fragment  Protection 

A pi ite-type  blast   1)0",  o»" the  plate(s) of a built-up blast door may be sized 
p-v ver.t  fragment   penetration.     However,  when the   blast  door  <s subjected to 
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large blast loads and fragment*, a supplementary fragment shield may b- 
necessary since the combined effects of the fragment.-* and pressures may cause 
premature dDOr failure due to the notching effects produced by the 
fragments. Procedures for xedicting the characteristics of primary fragments 
such as Impact, velocity and size of fragment are presented In Volume II. 
Methods for determining the depth of penetration of fragments into steel are 
given in Section 5-^9. 

5-36.3.5     Leakage Protection  (gaskets) 

Blast doors may be designed to partly or fully contain the pressure and 
fireball effects of an explosion in which case gaskets may have to be utilized 
around the edge if a door or its opening. A sample of a gaskat Is illustrated 
in figure 5-17. This gasket will have to be compressed by means of a 
hydraulic operator which is capable of overcoming a force of 125 pound«* p*r 
linear inch of the gasket. This gasket is made of neoprene conforming to the 
material  callouts  in Note 2 of figure 5-17. 

5-36.3.6     Type of Construction 

Blast doors are formed from either solid steel plates or built-up steel 
construction. 

Solid steel plate doors are usually used for the high pressure ranges (50 psi 
or greater) and where the door span is relatively short. Depending on plate 
thicknesses, these doors may be used when fragment impact is critical. These 
plates can range in thickness from one inch and ^eater. For thick plates, 
connections using high strength bolts or socket head cap screws are 
recommended in lieu of welding. However, use of bolts or screws -nust preclude 
the passage of leakage pressures Into or out of the structure depending on Its 
use. 

Built-up doors are used usually for the low pressure range and where long 
spans are encountered. A typical built-up blast door may consist of a 
peripheral f~ame made from steel channels with horizontal channels serving as 
Intermediate supports for the interior and/or exterior steel cover plates. 
The pressure loads must be transfered to the channels via the plate. Concrete 
or some other material may be placed between the plates In order to add mass 
to the door or Increase its  fragment  resistance  capabilities. 

5-36.I Examples of Blast Door Designs 

5-36.4.1     General 

In order to illustrate the relationship between the function of a blast door 
and its design considerations, four examples are presented in the following 
section. Table 5-9 lists the design requirements of each of the above door 
e xara pi es . 

5-36.4.2    Door Type A  (fig.   5-18) 

This blast door is designed to protect personnel and equipment from external 
blast pressures resulting from an accidental explosion. The door opening 
measures 8-feet high by 8-feet wide. It Is a built-up double-leaf door 
consisting primarily of an exterior  plate and a thinner interior  plüte  both 
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-CONTINUOUS GASKET 
(SHOWN COMPRESSED) 

BLAST 
DOOR 

fa-£  GASKET 6 
DOOR FRAME 

7/8" 

.DOOR 
"OPENING DOOR 

FRAME 

DETAIL 

(TYPICAL  AROUND 
PERIPHERY OF DOOR) 

HOT VULCANIZE 

GASKET   SPLICE 

SURFACE  OF 
DOOR GROOVE 
T 

DOOR   GROOVE GASKET 

NOTES FOR GROOVE 6 GASKET 

I.    ALL SURFACES OF DOOR GROOVE SHALL BE MACHINED 
TO   125 MICROINCHES AND SHALL NOT BE  PAINTED. 

2. GASKETS FOR ALL DOORS SHALL MEET THE SPECI- 
FICATION REQUIREMENTS AS PER ASTM D 2000-77Q 
AND AS INDICATED IN THE  FOLLOWING LINE CALL OUT; 
2BC 520 AI4 BI4 CI2 FI7. 

3. THE  FORCE REQUIRED TO CLOSE DOOR IS APPROXI- 
MATELY 125 POUNDS PER LINEAR INCH OF GASKET. 

Figure  5-17    Gasket detail for  blast door 
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Figure 5-18    Built-up double-leaf blast door with frame built 
ir>to concrete 



Table 5-9 Design Requirements  for Sample Blast Doors 

Door Description Design Requirements 

Permanent 
Deflection 

Rebound 
Mechanisms 

Fragment 
Protection 

Level   cf 
Leakage 

Protection 
Required 

Door Figure 
Method 

of 
Opening None Limited Large Yes No Yes NO Low High 

A 5-19 Doub? e-Leaf X X X X 

3 5-20 Sliding X X X X 

C 5-21 Single-Leaf X X X X 

D 
I 

5-22 Singl e-Leaf X X X X 
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welded to a grid formed by steel tube*. Support rotations of each el er.-. 
(plate, channel, tube) have been liraLted to 2 degrees In order to assure 
successful operation of the panic hardware at the door interior. The dl~e<n. 
blast load Is transferred from the exterior plate to tubular members wnj c>- 
form the door grid. The grid then transfers the loads to the door frame at 
the center of the opening through a set of pi :is attached to the top and bottom 
of the «"»enter mulMons of the grid. At the exterior, the loads are 
transferred to the frame through the hinges which are attached to the exterior 
mull ions and the frame. The reversal loads are also transferred by the pins 
and by the built-up door hinges. The center pins are also operated by the 
panic hardware assembly. 

5-36.*.3     3ooc ryP* B (fig.   5-29; 

This blast door is designed to prevent propagation from an accidental 
explosion Into an explosives storage area. It is a built-up, sliding door 
protecting an opening 11-feet high by 16-feet wide, consisting of an exterior 
plate and a thinner interior plate. These plates are welded to vertical 
S-shapes which are spaced at 15-inch intervals. This door is designed to i 
as a one-way member, spanning vertically. Since flange buckling of the 
5-shapes is prohibited in the presence of the outer and Inner plates acting a^ 
braces, the composite beam-plate arrangement is designed for a support 
rotation of 12 degrees. The yield capacity of the webs of the S-shapes in 
shear (eq. 5-16), as well as web crippling (Section 5-25), had to be 
considered In the design. This door has not been designed to resist reversal 
or rebound forces. 

5-36.4-*     Door Type C (fig.   5-20) 

This single-leaf blast door is designed as part or a containment cell which is 
used in the repeated testing of explosives. The door opening measures 4'-6" 
wide by 7'-6" high. It is the only door, in these samples, designed 
elastically since it is subjected to repeated blast loads. It consists 
primarily of a thick steel door plate protected from test fragments by a mild 
steel fragment shield. It is designed as a simply-supported (four sides) 
plate for direct Internal loads and as a one-way element spanning the c"->or 
width for rebound loads. It is equipped with a neoprene gasket around t>e 
periphery (figure 5-17) as weil as a series of six reversal bolts designed to 
transfer the rebound load Into the door frame. The large thicknsss of the 
dcor plate warrants the use of high-strength, socket head cap screws in lieu 
of welding to connect the plate to the reversal bolt housing as well as to the 
fragment  shield. 

5-36.H.5    Door Type D (fig.   5-21; 

This single-leaf blast door is designed as part of a containment structure 
which Is used to protect nearby personnel and structures In the event of an 
accidental explosion. The door opening measures four feet wide by seven feet 
high. It Is designed as simply-supported on four sides for direct load and as 
a o ie-way element spanning the door < . _ch for rebound loads. It is equipped 
with a neoprene gasket around the periphery and a series of six reversal bolts 
whi nh transfer the rebound load to the door frame. The reversal bolt housing 
and bearing blocks are welded to the door plate. Excessive deflections of the 
door plate under blast loading would hamper the sealing capacity of the 
gasket.    Consequently,  the door  plate design rotation is limited to  2 degrees. 
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5-36.*. 6    Other Types of Doors 

Another   type of   blast  door  design  is a steel   arch or "bjwM  door.    The tens 
ar^h dcvir  requires  compression  ties  to  develop the  compression reaction?  from 
the   arch.     The   compression  arch  door  requires   terision manbers   to  develop t-.ht: 
tension reactions from the arch.    These doors are  illustrated In figure 5-^?. 

5-36.5 Blast  Dooc Rebound 

Plate or element rebound can be determined for a si ngle- degree- or -freed xn 
system subjected to a t"l angular pulse (see figure 5-13). However, when a 
system is subjected to a bi-linear load, only a vigorous, step-by-step dynamic 
analysis can determine the percentage of elastic -ebound. In Lieu of * 
rigorous analysis, a method of determining the upper bound on the rebound 
force Is   presented here. 

Three possible rebound scenario* are discussed here. Figure 5-2?. Is helpful 
in describing each case. 

(a) Case I   -  Gas   1 Dad not   present   (P_a-   -0).     In this case, 

the required rebound resistance is obtained from figure 
5-13. 

(b) Case II  -    t    <   t. 
m -     1 

In this case, the required rebound res I stairs i.a again 
obtained from figure 5-10. Thi.? procedure, however, can 
overestimate the rebound load. 

(c) Case III -    t    >  t. m        i 

Figure 5-22 il I us «-rates the case whereby the time to 

reach the peak response, tm, is greater than the point 

where the gas load begin?   to act   (t^).     Assuming that  the 

gas   pressure  ?an  be  considered  constant over a  period of 
time, It will act to lower the required rebound 
resistance since the resistance time curve will oscillate 
about the gas pressure time curve. In this case, the 
upper bound for the required rebound resistance is: 

r ■* r    - P 5-^0 
u        gas 

However, in all three cases, it is recommended that the required rebound 
resistance be at least equal to 50 percent of the  peak positive door response. 

5-36.6        Methiyis of Design 

5-36.6.1     General 

Techni ques used Tor the design of two types of bla«t doors will be 
demonstrated. The first technique is used for the door illustrated in figure 
5-13 while the second Is used for the door shown in figure 5-21. Detailed 
procedures for the design of  plate anH  beam elements,  as well   as  the related 
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design »7-lterla, are preheated in earlle" sect Lor«« or this volume rind 
numerical  examples are  presented in appendix  A. 

5-36.6.2     Built-up Dooc 

The built-up steel door shown in rigure 5-l8 is constructed by welding thy 
steel plates to the steel tubular grid (fillet welded to the exterior plate 
and plug-welded to the interior plate). The heavy exterior plate is designed 
as a continuous member supported by the tubes. The horizontal tubes, in turn, 
are designed as simply-supported members, transferring load to the vertical 
tubes. The interior tubes are also designed as simply supported element' 
which transfer the direct arid rebound loads to tne pins while the side tubes 
transfer the direct load to the door frame prgper and rebound loads to the 
hinges. The exterior tubes are also designed as simply supported elements 
with the supports located at the  hinges. 

5-36.6.3    Solid Steel  Plate Dooc 

The steel plate of the blast door shown in figure 5-21 i? initially sized Tor 
blast pressures since no high speed fragments will be generated in the 
facility. The plate Is sized for blast loading, considering the plate to be 
sim pi/-supported on fc-ur edges. The direct load Is transf erred to the four 
sides of the door frame. In rebound, the plate acts as a simple beam spanning 
the width of the door opening. The rebound force is transferred to the six 
reversal bolts and then Into the door frame. The door frame, as Illustrated 
In figure 5-19, consists of two units; the first unit is embedded into the 
concrete and the second unit is attached to the first one. This arrangement 
allows the fl^st frame to be Installed In the concrete wall prior to the 
fabrication of the door. After the door construction Is completed, the 
subframe Is attached to the embedded frame and, thus, the door installation is 
completed. 

TDLUIffS   AND BEAM COLUWS 

5-37 Plastic Design Criteria 

5-37.1 General 

The design criteria for columns and beam columns must account for their 
behavior not only as individual members but also as members of the overall 
frame structure. Depending on the nature of the loadiig, several design casss 
•nay be encountered. Listed below are the necessary equations for the dynamic 
design of steel   columns  and beam columns. 

5-37.2 In-plane Loads 

In r.he plane of tending of compression members which would develop a plastic 
hinge at ultimate loading, the slenderness ratio l/r shall not exceed the 
constant   (C0) defined as: 

C    -  (2ir2E/fH   )1/2 5-41 c ds 
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where, E - modulus of elasticity of steel   (psi) 

f      - dynamic design stress   (see Section 5-13) 
OS 

The   ultimate strength of   an  axially  loaded  compression member  shall   be  taken 
as: 

P    -  1.7AF 5-^2 u a 

where A - gross area of member, 

[1 -   (KJt/r)2/2C2 ]f, 
F .£_*_   and 5-H3 

5/3   ♦  3(Ki/r)/8C    -   (Kl/r)*/QC* c c 

Kl/r - largest  effective slenderness ratio listed 
in table 5-10 or  5-11 

5-37.3   Combined Axial Loads and Diaxiil  Bending 

Members   subject   to  combined  axial   load  arid   biaxial   bending moment  should  be 
proportioned so as to satisfy the following set of  interaction formulas: 

P/P      ♦  C     M /(I   -   P/P     )M       ♦   C     M /(I   -   P/P     )M     <   1.0 
u        mxx exmx        my y eyy- 

P/P    ♦  M /1.18M      *  M /1.18M      <   1.0 for P/P    >  0.15 
p x px        y py - p - 

5-MJ4 

5-45 

or M /M       ♦ M /M       <   1.0 for  P/P     <  0.15 5-^6 
x    px        y    py - p 

where M   , M -  maximum applied moments  about  the   x-  and y-axes x       y 

P » appl led axi al load 

Pex " 2V12AFex 
Pey  - 23/12APy 

F^x  -   12ir2E/C23(Ki&/rx)
2] 

F^y  -  12TT2E/C23(KZb/ry)2] 

I    « actual   unbraced length in the  plane of  bending 
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r   , r    - corre5ponding radii  of gyration 
*      y 

P     -   Af^ p ds 

C     , C      - coefficients applied to bending term In interaction 
my      formula and dependent  upon column curvature caused by 

applied moments  (AISC Specification,  Section   1.6.1) 

M     , M      - plastic bending capacities about  x and y axes px       py 

Wpx' V*' Hpy ' V*' 

M     , M      - moments  that  can be resisted by the member   In the 
ab«enoe of axial  load. 

For columns  braced in the weak direction, M^ - Mpx and M^ - Mpy. 

Whe«i oolorons are unbraced in the weak direction: 

Mmx  - [1.07 -   U/ry)   «V1/2/3l60]Mpx  < Mp< 5-«7 

Mny - [1.07 -  U/rx>   (rdJ|)'
/2/3160]Mpy  < Mpy 5-58 

Subscripts x and y indicate the axis of bending about which a particular 
design property applies. Also, columns may be considered braced in the weak 
direction when the provisions of Section 5-26 are satisfied. In addition, 
beam col JUIP? ?u.culd *lso ?ati?fy the requirements of Section 5-23. 

5-38 Effective Length Ratios  for  Beaar-ooluBns 

The basis for determining the effective lengths of beam columns for use In the 
calculation of  Pu,   Pex, Mmx, M      In plastic design  is outlined below. 

For plastically designed braced and unbraced planar frames which are supported 
against displacement normal to their planer, the effective length ratios in 
tables 5-10 and 5-11  ?hall apply. 

Table 5-10 corresponds to bending abjut the strong axis of a member, while 
table 5-11 corresponds to bending about the weak axis. In each case, t is 
the  distance   between   points  of lateral   support   corresponding to rx or ry»   as 

applicable. The effective length factor, K, in the plane of bending shall be 
governed  by the  provisions  of Section 5-^0. 
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Table 5-10 

Effective Length Ratios for Beam Columns 
(Webs of members  in the  plane of  the frame;   I.e., 

bending about  the strong axis) 

Cne-and Two-Story 
Braced  Planar Frames* Unbraced  Planar Frames* 

P      Use larger ratio,   l/r    or u                                                y "rx 
Use larger ratio,   1/       or ry Kt/r 

X 

Pex    Use l/rx Use Kl/r^ 

M        Use  l/r mx                    y Use  t/r 
y 

•t/r    shall   not exceed C   . x o 

Table 5-11 

Effective Length Ratios for Beam Columns 
(FLangen  of members  in the plate of  the frame:   I.e., 

bending about the weak axis) 

One-  and Two-3tory 
3raced   Planar Frames* Unbraced  Planar Frames* 

P      Use larger ratio,   t/r    or t/r Use larger ratio,     l/r    or Kt/r x                 y 

P      Use  t/r ey                 y Use Kt/r 
y 

M      Use  l/r my                 x Use  t/r 
X 

»t/r    shall   not exceed C   . 
y c 
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For columns subjected to biaxial beading, the effective length? glw*rj i .1 
tables 5-10 and 5-n apply for bending about the respective axes, except that 
Pu    for    cnbranoed    frame-    shall     be    based    on    the    larger    of    tne    rat L y* 

Kl/r    or Kl/r  . In    addition,     the    larger    of    the    ."leu dem ess»    ratios, 
t/r    or ir   ,  Jfhall  not  exceed C_. x y 0 

5-39 Effective Length Factor, K 

In plastic design, It Is usually sufficiently accurate to use the K factors 
from table C 1.8.1 of the AISC Manual (reproduced here as table 3-12) for the 
condition closest to that In cues tl on rather than to ^eter to the allguoent 
chart (Fig. C.I.8.2 of AISC Manual). It 1? perciisslble to Interpolate between 
different conditions in table 5-12 using engineering judgment. In general, a 
design value of K equal to 1.5 is conservative for the columns of unbraced 
frames when the base of tne columns is astjmed pinned, sine« conventional 
column base detail? will usually provide partial rotational restraint at the 
column base. For girders of unbraced frames, a design K value of 0.75 is 
recommended. 

FRAHE   DESIGK 

5-40 General 

The dynamic plastic design of frames for blast resistant structures is 
oriented toward industrial building applications common to ammunition 
manufacturing and storage facilities, i.e., relatively low, single-story, 
multi-bay    structures. This    treatment    applies     principally    to    acceptor 
structure* subjected to relatively low blast over pressures . 

The design of blast resistant frames is characterized by: (a) simultaneous 
application of vertical and horizontal pressu~et ime loadings with peak 
pressures considerably in excess of conventional loads, (b) design criteria 
permitting inelastic local and overall dynamic structural deformations 
(deflections and rotations), and (c) design requirements dictated by the 
operational needs of the facility and, also, the need for reusability with 
minor repair work after an Incident must   be  considered. 

Rigid frame construction is recommended In the design of blast resistant 
structures since this system provides open interior space combined with 
substantial     resistance    to    lateral     forces. In    addition,    this    type    of 
cotistructlon possesses inherent energy absorption capability due to the 
successive de elopraent of plastic hinges up to the ultimate capacity of the 
structure. However, where the interior space and wall opening requirements 
permit,  it may be as  effective to provide  bracing. 

The particular objective in thi3 section is to provide rational procedures for 
efficiently performing the preliminary design of blast resistant frames. 
Rigid frames as well as frames w»th supplementary bracing and with rigid or 
non-rigid connections are considered. In both cases, preliminary dynamic load 
factors are provided for establishing equivalent static loads for both the 
local and overall frame mechanism. Based upon the mechanism method, as 
employed in static  plastic design,   estimates are made for the required  plastic 
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Table 5-12    Effective Length Factors for Columns and Beam-colunns 

Buckled shape of 

column  is  shown 

by dashed   line. 

(a) 
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(d) 
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;; 
99 

/ 
/ 
/ 
/ 
i 

1/ 

Tfrr 

II) 
4 i 

t 
Theoretical K value. 0.5 0.7 1.0 1.0 2.0 2.0 

Recommended 
design value  when 
ideal   conditions 
are approximated. 

0.65 0.80 1.2 1.0 2.10 2.0 

End  condition code. 

? 

Rotation fixed and   translation   fixed. 

Rotation free    and   translation   fixed. 

Rotation fixed and translation  free. 

Rotation free    and  translation free. 
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ben dl ig capacities« a? well as approximate values Tor the axial load? a.;.l 
shears in the frame members. The dynamic deflection and rotations In tue 
tideway and local beam mechanism modes are estimated based upon sing!« 
degree-of-freedom     analyse*. The     design     criteria     and    the     procedure 
established for the design of individual members previously discussed apply 
for this  preliminary design procedure. 

In order to confirm that a trial design meets the recommended deformation 
criteria of Table 5-8 and to verify the adequacy of the member sizes 
established on the basi? of estimated dynaml? forces and moments, a rigorous 
frame analysis should be performed. This analysis should consider the moments 
produced by the axial load def Lection P-delta effects) in determini ng the 
sizes of individual elements. Several computer programs are available through 
the repositories listed in Section 5-4. These programs have the capability of 
performing a mul ti-degree-of-freedom, nonlinear, dynamic analysis of braced 
and unbraced, rigid and non-rigid" frames  of one or more story structures. 

5-*1 Trial Design of Single-Story Rigid Frames 

5-^1.1   Collapse Mechanisms 

General expressions for the possible collapse mechanism of single-story rigid 
frames are presented in table 5-13 for pinned and fixed base frames subjected 
to combined vertical  and horizontal   blast loads. 

The objective of this trial design is to proportion the frame members such 
that the governing mechanism represents an economical solution. For a 
particular frame, the ratio of horizontal to vertical peak loading, denoted by 
a, is Influenced by the horizontal f~ame plan of the structure and is 

determined as follows: 

a  -  q^ 5-49 

where: 
q    - p b    • peak vertical  load on rigid frame 

q.    ■ p. bw  - peak horizontal  load on rigid frame h        n n 

p    - blast overpressure on roof *v 

p,_  » reflected blast pressure on front  wall 
h 

b    - tributary width for  vertical   loading 

b    - tributary width for horizontal  loading 

The orientation of the roof purlins with respect to the blast load directions 
are shown in figure 5-23. The value of a will usually lie In the range from 
about 1.8 to 2.5 when ehe direction of the blast load is perpendicular to the 
roof purlins. In this case, the roof purlins are supported by the frame and 
the tributary width is the same for the horizontal and  vertical load.    The 
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Table 5-13    Collapse Mechanisms for Rigid Frames «1th Fixed and 
Pinned Bases 

COLLAPSE  MECHANISM 

BEAM  MECHANISM 

f 
BEAM   MECHANISM 

TTT1 
PANEL   MECHANISM 

36 

PANEL   MECHANISM 

COMBINED MECHANISM 

> /  /   / 
COMBINED MECHANISM 

5b 

COMBINED MECHANISM 

77-7-7 
COMBINED MECHANISM 

PLASTIC     MOMENT   Mp 

P1RNE0 BASES 

wL1 

16 

q»H* 

4(2C4!) 

awH" 
#2+(n-l)C, 

(c.St)* 

awH1 

4n 
(0.51)* 

f «IH^L«) 
8n 2 

J-awH« 

c*4^¥(«-ii 2T 2 
(C?t)' 

Jt awH' 

C^(n-i-) 
<C>2}* 

f[3aHS(n-l)L*] 

C*(2n--|o 

FIXED   BAS'S 

ft" 
16 

a»H* 

4(3C-H) 

I awH* 
4      '   l + (n-l)Ci*C 

OwH* I 

2 2(n+CHn-l)Ci 
(cJn* 

t   ^L* 
QH %2L 

2     2(2n+C)-Mn-l)Ci 

■awHM 

f-C + (n-l)Ci-4- 

f°»"f 

§C*<n-l)& + (n-l) 
(C^2)1 

*-[3aH* + {n-l)L2] 

|c^(n-l)|i-H2fl-|) 

aw H 

r 111 M 11 i i i i 11 i i i i i i i iiiinii 
Mp 

CMp 

I—*=—I 

CiMp 

f-M 

H 
n'NUMOEROF BAYS 

= 1,2,3  

«»UNIFORM 
EOUIVELENT 

STATIC   LOAC 

■*FOR  C|»I    HINGES  FORM  IN THE   GIRDERS AND COLUMNS AT INTERIOR   JOINTS. 

• 
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direction for f'-ame blast loading 
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value of a is much higher when the direction of the bla5t load is parallel to 
the roof purlin?. In this case, the roof purlins are not supported by the 
girder   of   the   frame   and   the   tributary   width   of   the   vertical   loading   (by   ■■ 

purlin spacing) is much smaller Chan the tributary width of the horizontal 
loading    (b    » frame spacing). 

It is assumed in this procedure that the plastic bending capacity of the roof 
girder,   M   ,    is   constant   for   all   bays.      The   capacity   of   the   exterior   and 

Interior  columns  are taken as CM    and C^M   ,  respectively.     Since the exterior 

column is generally subjected to reflected pressures, it is recommended that a 
value of C greater than 1.0 be selected. In analyzing a given frame with 
certain member properties, the controlling mechanism is the one with the 
lowest resistance. In design, however, the load is fixed and the required 
design   plastic   moment   is   the   largt^t   M     value   obtained   from   all   possible 

mechanisms.      For   that   purpose,   C   and C1   should  be selected so as   to minimize 

the   value   of   the   maximum   reqj'red   M     from   among   all   possible   mechanisms. 

After   a  few  trials,   it  will  become obvious  which choice of C  and Cj   tends   to 

minimize the largest value of M_. 

5-11.2        Dynamic Deflections and Rotations 

It will normally be more economical to proportion the members so that the 
controlling failure mechanism is a combined mechanism rather than a beam 
mechanism. The    mechanism    having    the    least    resistance    constitutes    an 
acceptable mode of failure provided that the magnitudes of the maximum 
deflections and rotations do not exceed the maximum values recommended in 
Table 5-8. 

5-11.3 Dynamic Load Pactocs 

To obtain initial estimates or the required mechanism resistance, the dynamic 
load factors lifted in this section may be used to obtain equivalent static 
loads for the indicated mechanisms. These load factors are necessarily 
approximate and make no distinction for different end conditions. However, 
they are expected to result in reasonable estimates of the required resistance 
for a trial design. Once the trial member sizes are established, then the 
natural  period and deflection of  the frame can  be calculated. 

It is recommended that the DLF for a beam collapse mechanism be equal to 1.25 
while that for a panel or combined collapse mechanism be equal to 0.625. The 
DLF for a frame is lower than that for a beam mechsnism, since the natural 
period cf vibration in the sidesway mode will normally be much greater than 
the natural   period?  of  vibration of  the individual  element.'. 

:-4i.«i Loads  in  Frame Members 

Estimate?   of   the   peak axial   force?   i ;i the  girdar?  and the   peak shear?  in the 
columns  are obtained from figure 0-24.     In applying the  values  of figure 5-2U, 

he equivalent  horizontal   static load ?hall   be  computed using the  dynamic load 
factor for a  panel  or  combined sidesway mechanism. 
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Preliminary values of the peak axial load.? in the column? and the peak shear? 
in the girder? may be computed by multiplying the equivalent vertical ?tatic 
load by the roof tributary area. Since the axial load? in the column? are due 
to the reaction from the roof girder?-, the equivalent static vertical load 
should be  computed u?ing the dynamic load factor for the  beam mechanism. 

5-41.5        Sizing of Frame Members 

£ach member In a frame under the action of horizontal and vertical blast loads 
i? subjected to combined bending moments and axial loads. However, the 
phasing between critical values of the axial force and bending moment cannot 
be 3Stabli?hed using a simplified analysis. Therefore, it is recommended that 
the peak axial loads and moments obtained from figure 5-2*4 be assumed to act 
concurrently for the purpose of trial beam-column design. The overall 
resistance of the frame depends upon the ultimate strength of the members 
acting as  beam-columns. 

When an exterior frame of a building is positioned such that the shock front 
is parallel to frame, the loadings on each end of the building are equal ana 
sideway action will only occur in the direction of tne shock wave 
propagation. Frame action will also be In one direction, namely, in the 
direction of the sidesway. If the bla^t wave impinges on a building fror a 
quartering direction, then the columns :?nd girders in the exterior frames ->.*e 
subjected to biaxial beading due to the simultaneous loads actlr.-- on the 
various face? of the structure. This action will al?o cause sidesway in both 
directions of the structure. The Interior coders wili usually be subjected 
to bending In one direction only. However, interior columns may be subjected 
to either -iniaxial or biaxial bending, Jepending upon the column connections 
to the girde~ system. In such cases, the moments and forces can be calculated 
by analysing the response of the frame in er.ch direction and superimposing the 

pective moments and forces acting O-A the indlvidtal elements. This 
approach I? gener. lly conservative since it assumes tha.-. the peak values of 
the forces in one direction occur simultaneously throughout the three- 
dimensional  structure. 

Havl ig  estimated   the  maximum   value?   of   the   forces   and  moments   throughout   the 
frame,    the    preliminary    ?izing   of    the   members   car.    be    performed    using   the 

ceria previously presented for  beams and columns. 

5-41.6        Stiffness and Deflection 

Thr    stiffness    factor    K    for    s'ngle-story    rectangular    rrames    subjecteo to 
uniform    horizontal     loading    is    defined    in    table    5-1^.        Considering an 
equivalent   single   degree-of-freedom   system,   the   sidesway   natural   period of 
thi s frame i ?-. 

TM  -  2rr(m /KK, )W2 5~50 
N e      u 

where KL  is a load factor that modifies K  the  frame stiffne.--:»  due to a uniform 

load, 30 th?t the product KK^  i?  the equivalent stiffness dxe to a unit load 

appliad at  the equivalent   lumped mass me.     The  load factor  is given by: 
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Table 5-1*    Stlffnaaa faotora for Stn*la Story, Multi-bay Rigid 
rrmms Subjactad to Uniform Horizontal Loading 

STTFMESS   FACTOR   K ■ ±}*L.Ct .[l*(0.7 -0. l£)(i*- I)] 

n   -  NUMBER OF BAYS 

ß • BASE FIXITY FACTOR1 

 If /L  
°   " lea (0.734.0.230)/H 

let« AVERAGE   COLUMN MOMENT 
OFINCRTIA«! Ic A«+0 

D 
c* 

ßm 1.0 ■/3.0.5» 0-0 
0-23 26.7 149 3 06 
0.50 32.0 17. 8 4.63 
1.00 37.3 20.6 6.04 

*  VALUES 0FC2 ARE APPROXIMATE FOR THISß 
»   ß « 1.0   FOR FIXED BASE 

«0.0 FOR HINGEO BASE 

WHERE*. 
E« MODULUS  OF ELASTICiTY(PSI) 
XC011^, I* ■ MOMENT OF INERTIA**!*) 

H« HEIGHT (FEET) 
L« BAYLENOTH(FEET) 
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0.55 (1  - 0.250) 5-5'. 

wh«re I is the base fixity factor and is equal to rero and on« for pinned base 
and  fixed   base frames,  respectively. 

The equivalent «as? m# to be  used in calculating the  period of  a sidesway node 

consist« of the total roof mass plus 1/3 of the col urn and wall masses. Since 
all of thwse «a5!«e* art considered to be concentrated at tho roof level, the 
■ a«» factor,  K^,   Is equal   to one. 

T'nw lit!tint resistance Ru is glwn by: 

awH 5-52 

vh-re  w   l*   equa„    to  the   equivalent   9tat13  uniform   load   ba«ed or.  the   dynamic 
lo*d fa M.or f<y   *  paiel  or  combined «Idesway mechanic«. 

Thn equivalent   elasti 3 deflection X~  corresponding to Ru 1?: 

5-53 

Knowing the s;de-»way resistance Ru and the sldesway natural period of 

vlbntior 7 , n*» ductility '•atlo (u). Tor the sldesway deflection of the 

frame   ca;   be   caponed   using   tne   dynamic  res po.ne   charts   (Volume   HI).      The 

maximum deflection Xfl  In then calculated from: 

X.   '  "*E 5-5* 

wne^e: 

u  • ductility ratio in si de?» way. 

5-*2 Trial  0msign of Single-story Frames  with Supplementary Bracing 

5-*2. 1 General 

Frame« with * uppl ament.vy bracing can consist of (a) rigid f ramer* In one. 
direction anl bracing In the other direction, (b) braced frames In two 
direct ivr with -igid nuftilftfftlon», and (o) braced frames in two directions 
with  pinned  connections.    Most   braced frames   utilize  pi n led  connections. 

5-^2.2   Col lap**  rtechan»'5ms 

Tn- po-*MDle c^U ipe » m»fChani^ma of single-story frames A th diagonal teflon 
sr,>i .&   [X-bracing) ar.j  prc^»»ited in tables  5-1 5 and  5-16 fi>-   pinned-base 
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Table 5-15    ColUf*« Ncoh*nlm» for Rigid Trmm with Supplementary 
Bracing and  Pinned Baaee 

COLLAR«   MftMAMtll 

tf AM   MECHANISM 

*   <* 

BEAM MECHANISM 

PANEL   MECHANISM 

*r» 

PANEL   MECHANISM 

COMBINED MECHANISM 

PLASTIC    MOMENT    Mp 

16 

qwH* 
4(2C+l) 

(^-1BAbfd,Hco.r)TT?sLT_ 

(C.^2)1 

qwH     mAbfdiHcot 7 
4« 2n 

(Ci > 2)< 

2L(qH%j.Ly
mAbfdiH"»r 

6n 4n 

COMBINED MECHANISM 

»* 

COMBINED MCCHAMSM 

COMBINED MCCHAMISM 

-|awH*--CrAofdi HcotX 

^ 91* (Ci<2) 

-|awH2-^AbfdtHco«r 

c + («-£) ;c.i* (C>2) 

i-[3aH*(n-l)L]-yAbfdfHcoir 

C + (2n~£) 

ULijJL^ULJLXJ.1 I II I » 1 1 I milXIIXI   m«NUMBER  OF 

I T~"        MACtO BATS 

a« P 

 1  ■HAUE.0   BAT» 

• ' NUMBER or 
•AYB. 1,2,3. . . 

 *- »«UNIFORM EOUIV AL - 

EMT STATIC LOAD 

IT FOB   Ci -2   HINBCS   FOBM IN THE   CIBDCBS   ANO COLUMNS AT INTERIOR   JOINTS. 
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Tab!« 5-1$    Collape« Hecnanleaa for Fran»« with Supplementary 
Bracing,  non-rigid Girder-to-Coluen Conneotlone and 
Plnnad Baa«? 

COLLAPSE    MECHANISM ULTIMATE  CAPACITY 
FRAMING 1 

TYPE 

BEAM   MECHANISM 
EXTERIOR   GIROER 

Mp ■ wL'/a 

Mp «  wL'/tt 
Mp =  NL'/M 

0 

BEAM   MECHANISM 
INTERIOR   GIROER 

Mp ■ »if /% 
Mp ■ «if /|« 

0 
©a0| 

BEAM MECHANISM 
BLASTWARO COLUMN 

Mp «   avH*4 

MD ■   awHt 
P      4(2C*I) 

©a© 
® 

PANEL   MECHANISM 

A^f^    *   a w H /2 m cot X 

A f      _   aw H           2MP 

bd*       2mcoe/   mHco*/ 

o*® 
® 

COMBINED MECHANISM 

3a«H_(2C*0MP ® "0Faf      4mcoa/ mHcot/ 

GIRDER FRAMING TYPE " 

j}   GIRDER SIMPLY SUPPORTED BETWEEN COLUMNS 
£)   GIROER CONTINUOUS OVER COLUMNS 
5)   GIRDER CONTINUOUS OVER COLUMNS ANO RIGIDLY 

CONNECTED TO EXTERIOR  COLUMNS ONLY 

«v H 

'"■'""""""" lirHTtTTTTT 

ßfv«. /^Vdt Aa 
H 

f    T 
1 
1 

L   i 

£*- L -     »r    ., 

> > NUMBER Of 
BRACED BAYS 

•   UNIFORM 
EQUIVALENT 
STATIC LOAO 
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frames with rigid and non-rigid gl-der-to-ool«jn.n connections respectively. In 
the*e table»,  the  cross-sectional   area of the tension  trace  I*  denoted by   A^, 

the   dynamic  de*ijp   stress   for   the   bracing  member   is   f ^ ,   and  the   nanber   of 

braced bays Is denoted by the parameter m. In each case, the ultimate 
capacity of the frame Is expressed In tenus of the equivalent static load and 
the   member    ultimate   strength    (either   M_   or   A^f^,).       In   developing   thas* 

expressions in the tables, the same assumptions were made as for rigid frames. 
I.e.,  MD  for  the roof   girder  is   coristant for   all   ^ays,   the   bay  width,   L,   Is 

constant, and the colJ»n moment  capacity coeff lclent , C,  is greater  tha-i   1.0. 

For   rigid  frames   with tension   bracing,   It  is  necessary to   vary C,  C1 .  and  A^ 

In order to achieve an ecoracmlcai deslgpi. When non-rlgld gl"der to coluun 
connections   are   used,   C   and  C1   drop out   of   the  resistance  fuictlon  for   tne 

sldesway mechanism and the area of the  bracing can be calculated directly. 

5-*2. 3        Bracing Ductility Ratio 

Tension brace members are not expected to remain elastic under the bla*»t 
loading. Therefore, It Is necessary to determine If tl.is yielding will be 
excessive when the system is permitted to deflect to the limits of the design 
criteria  previously given. 

The ductility ratio associated with tension yielding of the bracing is defined 
as the maximum strain In the brace divided by its yield strain. Assuming 
small deriectlons and neglecting axial deformations In the girders and 
columtis,  the ductility ratio Is   given  by: 

U - 5   (cos2Y)E/Lfd5 5-55 

where 

u - d u.u i 111 y r at I o 

$ -  sldesway deflect«on,   Inche* 

Y  - vertical  angle between the  bracing and a horizontal   plane 

L • bay wl<r„n ,   inches 

From the deflation criteria, the sldesway deflection Is United to H/25. The 
ductility ratlj  car:  be expressed further  as: 

u - (H/25L)(cos2Y)(E/f .   ) 5-56 fls 

5-*2.* Dynamic Load Factor 

The dynamic load factors listed in Section 5-^1.3 may also be used a« a 
rational starting point for a preliminary design of a triced frame. In 
general,   the   sldesway   stiffness   of    braced   frames    Is   greater   than   unbraced 
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frame* and the corresponding panel or side^way dynamic load factor may also be 
greater. However,     since    these    dynamic    load    factor»     are    necessarily 
approximate and serve only a* a starting point for a preliminary design, 
refinements to these factor? for frames with supplementary diagonal braces are 
not  warranted. 

5-42.5        Loads in frame Members 

Estimate* of the poak axial loads in the girders and the peak shears In the 
coluns of a braced rigid frame are obtained from figure 5-25. It should bo 
noted that the shear in the blastward column and the axial load in the 
exterior girder are the same as the rigid frame shown in figure 5-2U. The 
shears in the Interior columns V2 are not affected by the bracks while the 
axlai loads in the Interior girders P are reduced by the horizontal components 
of   the   force   I \ the   brace  FH.      If  a  bay  is  not   braced,  then the  value of  FH 

uust be set equal to zero when calculating the axial load In the girder of the 
next braced bay. To avoid at; error, horizontal equilibrium should be checked 
u«i;g tne formula: 

R    -  VI   ♦  nV2 ♦ mFu 5-57 
U rl 

where 

R   ,   Vi,   V2 and Fu are derined  In figure 5-25 
U M 

n  - n.*nt>-.r  or   bayr< 

u -   lumber of  bra?e«1  bay» 

In addition, tne value of M_ used In figure 5-25 is simply the desiyi plastic 

moment obtained from the  controlling  panel  or  combined ra«rhanlsm. 

An estimate or the p*?ak loads Tc- braced rrames with non-rigid girder to 
?oi unn connection« may be obtained usin* figure 5-25. However, the value of 

■1 m.x«t >i *iet equal to zero. For *ueh cases, the entire horizontal load 1* 
tv<«*i by the ^xte"ior column and bracing. There Is no shear fo^ce In the 

I •:t*'*ior   •.»jl.iTtru*». 

Prni i-ni :.v*y values oT th* {>*.*'< ixiii loads In the columns and the peak ?hear^ 
In Uw girders arc obtained In the same manner as rigid frames. However, In 
c»mf>.t:-»g th- axi nl load« n th** columns, the vertical components of the 

-vi bi-i^:* mu-«t bo add'M to the vertliMl shear it» the roof 
girtfw.«.     TJv*   wti JH!    «neipin^nt   of  tne  ror<N'  i i the  b»'a.v  [* given  by. 

7',..   reaction?    r-j»n   the   rxa«V:i   will   al *«>  arrest   Ih*   load on th     .'oundat • on of 
,   thwftfore,  lur  >l"<ign or tne footings mu-»t  include the*e loads. 
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Ru 
VI 

PI 
P2 

FH 

Fv 
V2 

P3 

Pn 

awH 
Rg/2*Mp/H 
R0/2-Mp/H 
PI - V2 - FH 

Abfdt cot T 
Ab'dt tin 7 
Rg/2n-Mp/nH 
P2 - V2 - FH 

P(n-|)-V2-FH 

Figure 5-25    Estimates of  peak shears and axial loads in  braced 
frames  due  to horizontal  loads 
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5-42.6        5Ciffn««« *nd Deflation 

-92- 
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I 
The eolations for determining the sldesway natural period of vi oration and the 
deflection at yield fo- braced frames are similar to that of rigid frame-». 
The    primary   difference    is   the   inclusion   of    the   horizontal    stiffness    (Xb) 

provided by tension bracing. The equations for the natural period and elastic 
deflection are as follows: 

natural  period of  vibration: 

TN - 2w  l*9/*\ • Kb)]W2 5"59 

and the equivalent  elastic deflection is: 

XE- V<K\ ♦*„> 5-60 

The horizontal  stiffness  of the tension  bracing is  giver,  by: 

KK  -  (nAKE cos3v)/L 5-61 
J D 

and other values have been defined previously. It may be noted that for 
braced frames with non-rigid girder-to-column connections, the value of the 
frame ^tlffner:'   (X) is equal  to zero. 

5-42.7        Slecrl    nees Requirements for Diagonal  Braces 

The slende^ner'.-i ratio of the bracing should be less than 300 to prevent 
vibration and '•slapping*.    This design condition can bo expressed as: 

^K >  L>/300 5-62 b -    b 

where r    ■ mlnlmun radius of  gyration of the bracing member 

Lfe •   length between points of  support 

Even though a TOap-ession brace is not considered effective In providing 
resistance, the tension and compression braces should be connected where they 
oross. In thl« manner, L^ for each brace may be taken equal to half of its 
total length. 

5-42.8        Sizing oC Fr^me Members 

Eswimating the maxima forces and moments In frames with supplementary bracing 
Is similar to the procedures described for rigid frame*. However, the 
procedure I* slightly more involved since It is necessary to assume a value 
for the br^ce area In addition to the assumptions for the coefficients C and 
Cj.       For   frame.-   with    ioi-rigid   connect i or»,   C   and  C1   do   not   appear   in   the 

rcsi««ta;i?e    formula    ror    a    sidesway    mechanism    and    Ab    can    ***    deleP"' "ied 

directly,     ii selectlrg a trial   value of  A& for  rrames  with »~igid connections, 

the    mlnlmnn    ir*ce    si ze    Is    controlled    by    slenderness    requirements. In 
addition,  in eaoh particular application, there will  be  a limiting value of Ab 

• 



beyond which there will be no substantial weight savings in the frame members 
since there are maximum slenderness requirement? for the frame members. In 
general, values of Aö of about two square inches wili result In a substantial 
increase In the overall resistance for frames wjth rigid connections. Hence, 
an assumed brace area In thl* rang* Is recommended as a «tarting pji nt. The 
design of the boams and columns of the frames follow the procedures p»-evlou?ly 
presented. 

G0N1IECTI0HS 

5-*3 

The connections in a steel structure designed In ac«3ord-ince with plastic 
design concepts must fulfill their function up to the ultimate load caparity 
of the structure. In order to allow the members to reach their full plastlr? 
moments, the connections must be capable of transferring moments, ?hear* and 
axial loads with sufficient stength, proper stiffness and adequate rotation 
capacity. 

Connections must be designed with consideration of economical fabrication and 
ease of erection. Connecting devices may be rivets, bolt*, welds, screws or 
various  combinations   thereof. 

5-*« Type» of Connections 

The various connection typ«s generally encounte-ed in steel structures can be 
classified as primary member connections, secondary member connections arid 
panel      attachments. Primary     member      connections      are      corner      frame, 
^>e am-to-column, beam-to-girder and column base connection as well as 
splices. Secondary member connections are purl In-to-frame, gl~t- to- frame and 
bracing connections. Panel attachments are roof-to-floor panel and wall 
siding connections. 

Prima-y member connections refer to those used in design and cor»truction of 
tne framing of primary members. They generally involve the attachment of 
hot-rolled sections to one another, either to create specific support 
conditions or to achieve continuity of a member or the structure. In that 
respect, connections used in framing may be classified Into three groups, 
nanely, rigid, flexible (non-rigid) and semi-rigid, depending upon their 
degree of restraint which is the ratio of the actual end moment that may be 
dev3loped to the end moment in a fully fixed-ended beam. Approximately, the 
degree of restraint is generally considered as over 90 percent for rigid 
connections, between 20 to 90 percent for semi-rigid connections and below 20 
percent  for flexible connections. 

It should be mentioned that the strength and rotation characteristics of 
semi-rigid connections are dependent upon the properties of the Intermediate 
connection elements (angles, plates, tees) and thus, are subject to much 
variation. Since serai-rlgld structural analyses are seldom undertaken due to 
their great complexity, no further details on semi-rigid connections will be 
glven here. 

Secondary member connections are used to fasten members such a^ purlins, girts 
a" bracing members to the primary members of a frame, either directly or by 
means  of  auxiliary sections  such as  angles  and tees. 
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Basic requlraaents for primary and secondary member connections, a* well as 
gene-al guidelines for proper deslpi, .are presented in Sections 5-^5 and 
5-^6. In addition, dynamic deslyi stresses to be used in the selection and 
sizing of fastening de/ices  are  given in Section 5-^7. 

Panel attachments are used to attach elements of the skin or outer shell of an 
Installation as well as floor and wall panels to the supporting skeleton. 
Connections of this type are dlsti nguished by the fact that they fasten 
relatively thin sheet material to one another or to heavier rolled sections. 
Roof decks and wall siding have to withstand during their lifetime (apart from 
accidental blast loads) exposure to weather, uplift forces, buffeting and 
vl oration due to winds, etc. For thi* reason, and because of thel" widespread 
use, special care should be taken in design to insure their adequate 
behavior. Some basic requirements for panel connections are presented In 
Section 5-^8. 

5-^5 Requirement» for Main Framing Connections 

The design requirements for frame connections nay be Illustrated by 
considering the behavior of a typical corner connection as shown in figure 
3-26. Two members a^e Joined together without stiffening of the corner web. 
Assuming that the web thickness Is insufficient, the behavior of the 
connection is represented by Curve 1 which shows that yielding due to shear 
fore* starts at a relatively low load. Even though the connection rotates 
past the required hinge rotation, the plastic moment M_ is not reached. In 
addition, the clastl? deformations are also larger than those assumed by the 
theoreti.-al   design curve. 

A second and dl.Terent connection may behave as indicated by Curve 2. 
Although the elastic stiffness is satisfactory and the maximum capacity 
exceeds  M-,   cne   connection  falls   before  reaching the  required  hinge   rotation 

and thus ,  I*   unsatisfactory . 

These considerations indicate that connections must be designed for strength, 
stiffness and rotation capacity. They must transmit the required moment, 
•'hear   and axial   load, and develop the  plastic moment M    of  the members. 

Normally, an examination of a connection to see if it meets the requirements 
of stifrner'n will not be necessary. Compared to the total length of the 
member, the lengtn of the connection Is small; and, if the connection Is 
sligntly more flexible than the member which it Joins, the general effect on 
the    st-uctural     behavior    is    not    great. Approximately,    the    average    unit 
rotation of the connecting zone should not exceed that of an equivalent length 
of the member   being Jnlned. 

Of equal   Important with the strength of  the  connection is an adequate reserve 
of ductility after the  plastic moment has   been attained.     Rotation caracity at 
plastic hinge locations I? essential to the development or the full ultimate 
load cap*:liy of the :«lr,cture. 

5-*6 Deslffi of Connections 

It i* not the intent of tills section to present procedures and equations for 
the design of  the various types  of  connections likely to  be encountered In the 
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Figure  5-26    Corner  connection  behavior 
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blast-resistant   design   of   a   steel    »t**u3tur«. 
necessary for a proper desl gn will   be outlined. 

Instead,   the   consideration» 

Afto" txnplctlon of the dynamic analysis of tne structure, the members ar) 
si zed Tor the Riven loadings. The »Ojents, shears and axial load* at the 
oon'i*»<"t I o— ar* Known. Pull re^ngril t* on muH b* ** v.»n to the core I derat 1 on of 
rebound or stre-*:» reversal in deigning tre onneotlms. Additionally, In 
continuous structures, the maximum values of P, M and V may not occur 
simultaneously and this, several   combinations may have to  be  considered. 

With rigid connections such as a continuous column-gli uer intersection, the 
web area within the boundaries of the connection should meet the rhear stress 
requirements of Section 5-23. If the web area Is unsatisfactory, diagonal 
stiff erers or web doubl er   plates should  be  provided. 

Stlffeners will normally be required to prevent web crippling and preserve 
flange continuity whenever flange-to-flange connections occur at columns in a 
continuous frame. Web crippling must -ilso be checked at points of load 
application     such     a«     beam-girder     1 nt erections. In    these     ^a+fw,     the 
requirement* of Section 5-25 of tnis /olume and Sect I or«« 1.10.5 and 1.10.10 of 
the AISC Specification must   be  considered. 

Since bolted Joints will develop yield * tresses only after slippage of the 
member* has occur, ed, the use of f rlctlon-type bolted connections is not 
recommen led. 

b-e7 Dynaalo Design Stresses for Connections 

In accordance with Section 2.8 of the AISC Specification, bolts, rivets and 
weld* shall be proportioned to resist the maximum forces using stresses equal 
to 1.7 times those given In Part 1 of the Specification. Additionally, these 
stresses are Increased by the dynamlo Increase factor specified in Section 
5-12.2;   hence, 

1.7cf 5-63 

where f    -  the maximum dynamic desl^i stress for connections 

o • the dynamic increase factor   (fig.  5-2 or table 5-2) 

f    - the allowable equivalent static design stress of the bolt, 
rivet or weld. 

Rather than "onp« ling new table* for maximum dynamic loads for the various 
types of connections, the designer will find It advantageous to divide the 
forces being considered by the factor 1.7c and then to refer to the allowable 
load tables in Pan   1  of the AISC Specification. 

5-18 Requirements for Floor and Wall   Panel  Connections 

I anel     connections«     In     general,     oan     b*     considered    «..ner 
connections, or panel - tu- support! ng- frame connections. 

panel-to-panel 
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The   Tomer   type   Involve   the   attachment   of   relatively   llfcht-gag*  material*   to 
«ach   other  such   that   tney  act   together   a*   an  Integral   ur.lt.     The  latter  t, 
1? generally used to attach sheet  panel*  to heavier  oross-sectIons . 

The most common type of fastener for decking and steel wall panal* Is th-» 
self-tapping sorew with or without washer. Even for oonw»,,t ional design and 
regular wind loading, the screw fasteners have often been ".he source of local 
failure by tearing the sheeting material. It Is evident that under bla*t 
loading and particularly on rebound, screw connectors will be even «ore 
vulnerable to this type of failure. Special care *hO'jld be take.i in design to 
reduce the probability of failure by using oversized washer? and/or increased 
material   thickness  at   the  connection  Itself. 

Due to the magnitude of forces Involved, *pe~lal typos of connect o-~5, as shown 
In     figure     5-<?7,     will     usually     be     neoessary. These    may     consist     of 
self-piercing, self-tapping screws of larger diameters with oversized washers , 
puddle weld* or washer plug welc>, threaded connector* fired Into the element* 
t. be attached. or threaded studs, welded to the supporting member«», wni ch 
fasten the panel  by mea,ns  of a special   arrangement of  bushing and nut. 

Apart from fulfilling their function Oi cladd.'ng and load-resisting surface*, 
by carrying loads perpendicular to their sun'ace, floor, roof and wall, steel 
panels can, when ad»»qnately connected, develop substantial resi*tan~e to 
I .-plane forces, acting as dlaphragrs contributing a great deal to the overall 
stlffne*s and stability of the structure. As a result, decking connections 
are. In many cases, subjected to a combination of shearing rorc**s aid pull-out 
(orces. It Is to be remembered also tnat after the ^anel has deflected undar 
blast loading, the catenary action sustained by the flat .«»heet of the decking 
represents an Important refers capacity against total collapse. To allow for 
such catenary action to take place, connectors and especially end connectors 
should  be made strong enough tc withstand the membrane forces  that  develop. 

5-*9 Penetration of Fragment.*  Into Steel 

5-49.1 Failure Mechanisms 

In deriving a prediction equation for the penetration and perforation of steel 
plates, it Is Important to recognize the failure mechanism*. The failure mode 
of primary concern in mild to medium hard homogeneous steel plate* subjected 
to normal Impact Is ductile failure. In this mode, a* the missile penetrates 
r.he plate, plastically deformed material l* pnsued aside and petal* or lip* 
are formed on both the front ind back faoes with no material being ejected 
from the plate. For plate* with Brlnell hardnes* values above 300, failure by 
"plugging" is a strotjg possibility. In this brittle mode of failure, a plug 
of material Is formed ihead of the penetrating missile and Is ejected from the 
back side of the plate. A tnird mode of failure Is disking or flaking, in 
wnlch circular dl*k* or irregular flakes ,? thrown f~om the back face. This 
type of railure is mainly of concern with plates of Inferior quality steel and 
should not. therefore, be a common problem In *he design of protective 
structures. 

5-*9.2        Primary fragment  Penetration Equations 

In protective design involving primary fragments, a penetration equation Is 
required which  yields reliable estimates  eorre*ponding '„o the standard  primary 
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fragment illustrated In figure 4-77 of Volume IV. These design equation 
consider only normal penetration which Is critical for the design of 
protective structures. The*»« equations apply to penetration Into mild steel 
and are conservative for plates with a Brlnell hardness value above 150. 
Steel penetration equations in design for primary fragment Impact are 
expressed In the following forms: 

For  AP steel   fragments  penetrating mild steel   plate?«: 

x - 0.?0W    °-33V '•» 5-6« 
9 

and for mild steel  fragments  penetrating mild steel   plates: 

x  - 0.2.  W,  °-33V U?2 5-65 
s 

where: 
x - depth of  penetration  (In.) 

W    - fragment weight   (oz.) 

V •  strlKlng velocity of  fragment   (kfps) 
s 

Charts for steel penetration by palmary fragments according to these equations 
are  presented In figures 5-28 and 5-29. 

To estimate the penetration of metal fragments other than armor piercing, the 
procedures outlined In Section 4-60.3 of Volume IV are entirely applicable to 
steel  plates. 

5-49.3 Residaal  Velocity After Perforation of Steel  Plate 

The penetration equations presented In Section 5-49.2 may be used for 
predicting the occurrence of perforation of metallic barriers and for 
calculating the residual   fragment  velocity after  perforatlori. 

For normal impact of a steel fragment, with the shape illustrated in figure 
4-77 of Volume IV,  the equation for residual  velocity Is: 

^r/ya - [l  -  (Vx/Vs)2]  /2/(l   ♦  t/d) 5-66 

where V    •  residual   velocity 

V - striking velocity 

V • critical   perforation velocity 
x      for the fragment or   Impacting 

the  plate of thickness t   (see 
explanation below) 

d  • diameter of cylindrical  portion of frag- 
ment  In.,   as  illustrated in figure  4-77 

Tne value of Vx Is determined from figure 5-28 or 5-29 by substituting the 
plate thickness, t, for the penetration depth, x, and reading the 
corresponding value of striking velocity,   Vs-     This striking velocity  becomes 
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the critical perforation velocity, Vx. A plot of the residual velocity 

equation for  a range of  t/d ratio? Is  presented in figure 5-30. 

Multiple plate penetration problem? may be analyzed by the SuCOessl ve 
application of equ3tior& 5-6*» or 5-65 for predicting the depth of penetration 
and equation 5-66 for calculating the residual velocity upon perforation of 
the plate. In addition, composite construction, consisting of concrete wall? 
with attached .«pall plates, can be analyzed ror fragment impact by tracing the 
motion of the fragment through each successive layer. The striking velocity 
of the fragment upon each intermediate laye" is the residual fragment velocity 
after perforation of the previous layer. The conservative assumption are 
made that the fragment remains intact during the penetration and that It does 
not deviate from a straight line path as it crosses the Interfaces between the 
different media. 

TYPICAL DETAILS  FOR BLAST-flESlSTAlfr STEEL STRUCTURES 

5-50 General 

This section presents several example** of typical framing connections , 
structural detail* and blast doors u*»ed in iridustrlal ' -ist al 1 atlons deigned 
to resist accidental blast loading*. Thl s section Js intended to augment 
tho*e details  presented in prior sectio"« or this  volure. 

5-51 Steel  Framed Buildings 

3u<-h b.ildlr.gs l e often rectangular in plan, two or three bays wide aid four 
or mor-f bay* long. Figure 5-J1 shows an examole of a typical framing plan ror 
a single-story oilldlng designed to re. ist a pre-nure-time blast loading 
impingi :g on the structure ar. an angle wi-h respect to Its main axe«». The 
structural system oonflsts of an orthogonal network of rigid frames. The 
girder- of tne f ran es running parallel to the building length swerve ilso as 
purlin.« and are planed, for ease of erection, on top of the frames spanning 
across the structure's width. 

Figures 5*32 to 5~35 present typical framing details related to the general 
layout of figure 5-31. As a rule, the columns are fab-icated without splices, 
the place covers and connection plates are shop welded to the columns, and all 
girder to column connections are field bolted. A channel is welded on top of 
the frame girders to cover the bolted connection? and prevent (avoid) 
Interference with the roof decking. Ail of the framing connections are 
designed to minimise «trass 20no»ntration» and to avoid tri-axlal strains. 
They combine ductility with east of fabrication. 

5-52 Cold-formed,  Light Cage Steel  Panels 

Figure 5-3 6 ■»how«* typical cross-section* of cold-formed, light gage steel 
ioosorily -««ed ; i Industrial Installations, The closed sections, which 

ar'.« composed of a corrugated hat section and a flat sheet, are «««»ed to resist 
blv»t pres.»uras in the 1 ya pe^.-jre range, whereas tne open hat section is 
rt-c»w»»*tded only fur very low pressure situations as siding or roofing 
material. A typical war* ti «Sal section illustrates the attachment of the steel 
paneling to the supporting members.     Of   particular  Interest  1?«  the  detail   «it 
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Figure 5-32    Typical  framing detail  at  Interior Coluan 2-C 
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the corner between the exterior wall and the roof, which Is designed to 
prevent peeling of the decking that ma> be caused by negative pressure* at the 
roof edge . 

Figure 5-3 f Rive?« v/ie typical arrangements o^ welded connect I o'p for 
attaching    "ol Q-formed   st*»pl     p.»r'Ai*    to    their    supporting its.       TyDe A 

r$   tO  Ifi   Intent "upport   whereas   Type   3 refer.*«   to an  end support.     It 
1» recommended that the diameter of ruddle weld? be 3/i4 of ai lucti minimum an 1 
should not exceed 1-1/2 inches because of space limitations in the pk.-.el 
vaUeys. For deeper panels, It is often necessary to provide two rows of 
puddle welds at the Intermediate supports In order to resist the uplift forces 
In rebound. It should be noted that welds close to the hooked edge of the 
panel  are recommenued to prevent  lifting or adjacent  panel«». 

Figure 5-33 shows an arrangement of bolted connections for the attachment of 
oold-formed steel panel* to the structural framing. The bolted connection 
consists     of    the    following: a    threaded    stud    resistance    welded    to    th#» 
supporting member, a square steel block with a conoentrla hold u*ed as a 
spacer    and    a    washer    and    nut    for    Tautening. Figure    5*39    presents    a 
cross-sect ion of that connection with all the relevant details along with 
Information  pertaining to  puddle welds. 

5-53 Blast Doors 

Figures 5^0 and 5-41 show details of single-leaf and double-leaf bla*t doors, 
resppctl vely. Figure 5-^0 presents a single-leaf door 1:-.stalled in a steel 
structure. The design is typl :al of door? intended to res.st relatively low 
pressure levels. It Is Interesting to note that the door is furnished with 
its tubing frame to Insure proper fabrication ann to pro'de adequate 
stiffness during erection. In the case cf figure 5-41, the dour.e- loaf door 
with Its frame is installed in place and attached to rne concrete structure. 
In both figures details of hinges, latches, anchors and panic hardware are 
Illustrated. It •hould be noted that the pins at the panic latch e-\^ are 

made of aluminum lr> order to eliminate the danger of sparking, a hazard in 
ammunition facilities, which might  arise from steel-on-steel  striking. 

Figure S-42 shows details of compression arch and tension nroti doors. The 
tension ar~h door requires compress; on ties to develop the compre* 
reaction* for the arch and to prevent the door frcra being blown through the 
opening. The "impression arch door requires a tension tie plate to develop 
the .eactions and to prevent large dlstortirns in the door that may bind it In 
place. 
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APPENDIX 5A - ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES 

This   appendix   presents   detailed  design   procedure*   and  numerical   examples  on 
the following topic*: 

1. Flexural  element* subjected to pressure-time loading 

2. Lateral  bracing requirement* 

3. Cold-formed steel  panels 

H. Columns and beam-columns 

5. Open-web Joists 

6. Single-story rigid frames 

7. Blast doors 

8. Uasymmetrical  bending 

Reference?  are made to the  appropriate *ectlons  of  this Volume and to charts, 
table* and equation* from Volume III  "Principle* of Dynamic Analysis". 

Problea 5A-1     Design of Beaas for Pressure-Tlae Loading 

Problem: De*ign of  a purlin or  girt  as  a flexural member which respond* to 
a pressure-time loading. 

Procedure: 

Step  I. Establish the design  parameters: 

a. Pressure-time load 

b. Design   criteria:      Maximum   support   rotation,   8,   depending on 
protection category. 

c. Span length,  L,  beam spacing,  b,  and support conditions. 

d. Properties and type of *teel   used,   I.e.,  f    and E. 

Step   2. Determine the  equivalent static  load,   w,   using  the  following  pre- 
liminary dynamic load factors as discussed in Section 5-22.3« 

1.0 for  6  - 2° 
DLF  - 

0.5 for  8-12° 

Step   3. Using   the   appropriate  resistance   formula   from   table   3-:   and   the 
equivalent static load derived in Step  2,  determine M   . 

Step   H. Select   a member  size   using equation  5*7  or  5-8.     Check  the  local 
buckling criteria of Section 5-2*4 for the member chosen. 

A-1 



Stop  5. Determine  the mass,  m,   Including the weight  of  the decking over a 
distance center-to-center of purlin? or girts, and the weighl of 
the member?. 

Step 6. Calculate the equivalent mass Me using table  3"12 (Volume III). 

Step 7. Determine the equivalent elastic stiffness KE from table  3.1. 

Step   8. Calculate   the   natural    period   of   vibration,    TN,    using   equation 
5-15. 

Step   9. Determine   the   total   resistance,   Ru,   and   peak   pressure   load,   P. 

Enter appropriate chart in Section 3-19.3 with the ratios T/TN and 

P/Ru and the values of Cj, and C2 in order to establish the 

ductility ratio u. 

Step   10.        Check  the  assumed DIF   used   in Step   M.     Enter  the response  charts 
with   the  ratio T/TN  and   u   *nd  determine   tg.     Using equation  5-1, 

determine the strain rate. Using figure 5-2, determine the DIF, 
C. If there is a significant difference from that assumed, repeat 
Steps  H through  9. 

Step    11.        Caloul^te   the   equivalent   elastic   deflection   X£   as   given   by   the 
equation 

XE  -  Ru/KE 

and establlsn the maximum deflection Xffl given by 

Compute the corresponding member end rotation. Compare 8 with the 
criteria summarized in Section 5"35. 

tan  6 - Xjn/(L/2) 

Step  12. Check for shear using equation 5-16 and table 3_9. 

Step   13. If   a  different member  size   is  required,   repeac   Steps   ?. through   12 
by «electing a new dynamic load factor. 

Example 5A-1     Design of a Beam for Pressure-Time Loading 

Required:       Design   a   «imply-supported   beam   for   shear   and   flexure   in   a   low 
pressure range where personnel  protection is  required. 

ctep  1. Gl^en: 

a.       Pre^ure-tlme loading  (fig.   5A-0 
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b.  Criteria:  Personnel protection required, 
limited to 2°, 

Support rotation 

c. Structural configuration (fig. 5A-1>. 

d. fy - 36 ksi, E - 30 x 103 ksi, A36 steel 

e. Compression flanged braced. 

A 
17* 

A 
spacing       b=4.5' TIME 

40 m« 

Figure 5A-1     Beam configuration and loading,  Example 5A-1. 

Step 2. Determine the equivalent static load (i.e., required resis- 
tance). For this pressure range, the equivalent static load Is 
assumed equal to the peak pressure (Section 5-22.3). The running 
load becomes: 

w -  1.0 x  6.5 x   «4.5 x   1414/1000 - 4.21   k/ft 

Step  3. Determine required M   . 

Hp . *£ . '-»y '?' . is»,,  „-ft (table 3-D 

Step 4. Select a member. 

(S.„   .  !Ü£.2x   158.1   x   12.7,,<|n3 

ds 
(eq.   5-7) 

where 

f,    - a  x c  x f    -  1.1  x   1.29 x  36  - 51.1   ksi as Y (eq.  5-2) 
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where 

a -  1.1   from Section 5-13.2 

c  -  1.29 corresponding to a DIF  in the low 

pressure range   (see table 5-2) 

Select W12 x 26, S    -  33.4 in3 

Z    - 37.2 in3 

S ♦ 2    - 70.6 in3 

204 in 

M    -  (70.6 x  51.1)/(2 x  12)   -  150.3 k-ft 
P 

Check  local  buckling criteria. 

d/t    - 53.1  <   412/(f  )1/2 - 68.7 O.K. 

bf/2tf  - 8.5      O.K. 

(eq.  5-17) 

(Section 5-2*0 

Step 5. Calculate M. 

Step   6. Calculate   the   effective  mass,   Me,   for   a  response   in  the   elasto- 
plastic range. 

KLM "  (0'78  *  °-66>/2  -  °-72 (table  3-12) 

Mo - 0.72 x 25,130  -   18,100 k-ms  /ft 

Step 7. Determine K£. 

K   . 221" . IS!-**? i^oLijpji m 664 k/ft 
E 5L-J 5  x   173  x   14H 

(table 3-3) 

Step 8. Calculate T^. 

T
M   -  2ir'M /Kc)

1/2  -  2TT(18,100/664)1/2 

N e     c. (eq.   5-15) 
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Step 9. Establish the ductility ratio u and compare with the criteria. 

T/Tu - HO/32.8 -  1.22 
N 

R    - 8M /L -  (8 x  150.3)/17  - 70.7 kip? 
u p 

P/Ru  - 7K6/70.7  -  1.01 

Fro« figure 3~64a, 

VE"2"' 

At     this     point,     the     designer     would     check     lateral     bracing 
requirement?.     Sample problem 5A-2 outline»  this  procedure. 

Step  10. Check  the assumed DIF.     From Table  3-6Ha,   for P/Ru  -  1.01   and T/T 
-   1.22. 

N 

tJT -  0.24 V 

t„  -  0.24 x   M0 - 9.6 raj 
E 

Find t: 

e . f, /E t    • 51.1/30 x 10-3 x  .0096 • 0.177 ln/in/?ec 
d?    ? E 

(eq.  5-1) 

From figure 5-2 

DIF -  1.31   -   1.29      O.K. 

Step 11.   Determine Xg: 

X - R /K - (70.7 x 12)/66U - 1.28 inch 
fc.   u  c> 
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Find XBi . 

X    - uK  - 2.1   x  1.28  - 2.69 inches 
m E 

Find end rotation,   6. 

tan  8 - X /(L/2)   - 2.69/(8.5 x  12)   -  0.026*4 (table 3-5) 

8 -  1.52°  <  2° O.K. 

•Step  12.        Check shear. 

Dynamic yield ?tre??  in shear 

fdv " °'55 fdM  " °'55 x 5K1   " 28-1   k?i (eq.  5-1) 

'Jltimate shear capacity 

V    - f      x  Aw - 28.1  x  0.23 x  12 - 77.6 kips (eq.  5-16) 

Maxlmora support shear 

VQ  - r    x L/2 - Ru/2 -  70.7 /2  -  35.H kips (table  3-9) 

Vo  > V.      O.K. 

Problem: 

procedure: 

Problem 5A-2    Spacing of Lateral  Bracing 

Investigate the adequacy of the lateral bracing specified for a 
flexural  member. 

The design procedure for determining the maximum permissible spac- 
ing of lateral bracing is essentially a trial and error procedure 
if the unbraced length is determined by the consideration of lat- 
eral tor*ional buckling only. Howe/er, in practical design, the 
unbraced length is usually fixed by the spacing of purlins and 
girts and then must be investigated for lateral torsional bucxl- 
ing. 

,'tep  1. Establish design  parameters. 

a.       Bending moment diagram obtained Trora a design analysis. 
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b. Unbraced length,  I,  and radius of gyration of the member,  *■ 
about its weak axis. 

c. Dynamic design strength,  f^. (Section 5-13) 

d. Design ductility ratio,  u,  from a design analysis. 

Step 2. 

Step    3. 

Step   i*. 

From the moment diagram, find the end moment ratio, M/M , for each 
segment of the beam between point* of bracing. 

(Note that the end moment ratio is positive when the segment Is 
bent In ~ever+e curvature and negative when bent in single curva- 
ture) . 

Compute    the    maximum    permissible    unbraced    length,     tQr,    using 

equation 5-20 or 5-21, as applicable. Since the spacing of pur- 
lins and girts Is usually uniform, the particular unbraced length 
that must l»e investigated in a design will be the one with the 
largest moment ratio. The spacing of bracing in non-yielded seg- 
ments of a member should be checked again.»t the requirements of 
Section 1.5.1.^.53 of the AISC Specification  (see Section 5-26.3). 

The actual length of a segment being investigated should be less 
than or equal  to lcr. 

Example 5A-2    Spacing of Lateral  Bracing 

Required:       Investigate   the   unbraced  lengths   fhown   for   the  W10   x   39  beam  In 
figure 5A-2. 

Step  1. Given: 

a. Bending moment diagram shown in figure 5A-2. 

b. Unbraced length (each segment)  - 36 inches 
r   - 1.98 inches 

c. Dynamic design stress - 51.1  ksi 

d. Design ductility ration,  u - 5. 

Step 2. The moment ratio Is -0.5 for segments 3C arid CD   (single curvature) 
and 0.5 for segments AB and DE (double curvature). 

Step 3. Determine the maximum  permissible unbraced length.     By Inspection, 
equation 5-21  result"   In the lower  value of    £ cr 

Bl cr 
r 

1 3^5 
fds 
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A,E SUPPORTS 

B,C,Q BRACING 
LOCATIONS 

Figure 5A-2    Bending moment  diagram,   Example 5A-2 

From figure 5-9 for 5.   6  -  1.36 

,\   I cr 
U75 x  1.98 39.2" 

Step   14. Since   the   actual   unbraced   length   1?   les?   than   39.2   Inches,   tne 
spacing of  the bracing is adequate. 

Proble« 5A-3    Design a Roof Deck as a Flexural Maaber which Responds 
to pressure-Tl»e Loading 

Problem: Design of  cold-formed,   light  gauge steel   panels subjected to pres- 
sure-time loading. 

Step  1. Establish the design  parameters: 

a. Pressure-time loading 

b. Design   criteria:      Specify   values   of   u   and   8   depending   upon 
whether tension-membrane action is  present or not. 

c. Span length and support  conditions 

d. Mechanical   properties  of steel 

Step 2. Determine an equivalent  uniformly distributed static load for a   1- 
ft   width   of   panel,   using   the   following   preliminary   dynamic   load 
factors. 

A-8 
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1 
Tension-membrane        Tension-membrane 

action not  present        action  present 

DLF 1.33 1.00 

These  load  factors   are   based  on   an  average   value  of  T/T^   -   10.0 

and   the     e?otanended   design   ductility   ratios.      They   are   derived 
using figure 3-64. 

Equivalent static load w - DLF x p x b 

b  -  1   ft. 

Step   3. Using  the equivalent  load derived  In step   2,   determine  the  ulti- 
mate moment  capacity using equation 5-29 or  5-30  (assume positive 
and negative are the same). 

Step 4. Determine required section moduli  using equation 5-27 or 5-23. 

Select a panel. 

Step 5. Determine actual  section properties  of  the  panel: 

S  i   S   ,   130*  w* 

Step   6. Compute   r»,   the  maximum   unit   resistance   per   1-ft   width  of   panel 

using equation 5-29 or 5-30. 

Step   7. Determine   the   equivalent   elastic   stiffness,   Kg   -   ruJ-/xr»    using 
equation 5-31. 

Step 8. Compute the natural  period of  vibration. 

TN  - 2w(0.74 mL/KE) 1/2 
(eq.  5-321 

Step  9. Calculate  P/ry and T/T^.     Enter  figure   3-64  with the ratio?  P/ru 

and T/TN to establish the actual ductility ratio u. 

Compare u with the criteria of step 1. If p is larger than the 
criteria value,  repeat steps   4 to 9. 

Step  10.        Compute the equivalent elastic deflection Xg using X£ • r^L/K^. 

Evaluate the maximum deflection,  X^ - uXr> 

Determine the maximum panel  end rotation. 

6  -  tan"1   [X  /(L/2)] m 

Compare e with the criteria of step I, If 8 1.« larger than speci- 
fied In the criteria, select another panel and repeat steps 5 to 
10. 
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Step 11. Check resistance  In rebound using figure 5-13. 

Step   12.        Check   panel   for maximum  resistance   in shear   by  applying  the   cri- 
teria relative to: 

a. Simple shear,  table 5-5a,  5~6a or 5"7a. 

b. Combined bending and shear, Table 5-5b,  5-6b or 5-7b. 

c. Web crippling,  figures 5-15 or 5-16. 

If  the  panel   is   inadequate  In shear,   select  a new member and 
repeat steps  M to  12. 

I 

uraax 

w -"' 

Example 5A~3    Design a Roof Deck as  a Flexural  Meaber which Responds 
to Pressure-Time Loading 

Required:       Design   a   continuous    cold-formed   steel    panel    in   a   low   pressure 
range. 

Step  1. Given: 

a. Pressure-time loading  (figure 5A-3). 

b. Criteria:     (Tension-membrane action present) 

maximum ductility ratio u„,^^  - 6 

maximum rotation 

c. Structural  configuration figure 5A-3. 

d. Steel  AW,  grade a 

E      -  30 x  106 psi 

fd5  - a  x c  x f     -   1.21   x   1.1   x  33,000  -  MM,000 psl 

(eq.  5-26) 

Step 2.    Determine the equivalent static load. 

Say DLF - 1.0 

w - DLF x p x b - 1.0 x 5.0 x 12 x 12 - 720 lb/ft 

Step 3.    Determine required ultimate moment capacities.  For preliminary 
selection, assume 

up an -  wLVlO.8  -  720 x   (14.5)  /10.3  -   1,350 lb-ft 

(eq.  5-30) 
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4-6" 4' -6" 4'-6" 

Flgw« 5A-3      Roof decking configuration and loading,   Example 5A-3 
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Step 4. Determine required section moduli. 

3*  - s" -  (1350 x  12)/44,000 - 0.368 in3 

(Select Sec.   3-18,   1-1/2 inches deep) 

Step 5. Determine actual  section properties. 

For manufacturer»?  guide: 

S*  - 0.398 in3 

S" - 0.380 in3 

I20 - 0.337 inM 

w - 2.9 psf 

Step  6. Compute maximum  unit resistance r»  • 

M       -  (44,000 x  0.398)/12 -   1,459 lb-ft (eq.   5-27) up 

M      -  (44,000 x 0.380)/12 -  1,393 lb-ft (eq.  5-28) un 

r. - 3.6  (It      ♦ 2M     )/L2 - ^~ (1,393  • 2 x  1,459)   - 766 lb/ft u un up JJ    2 

(eq.  5-30) 

Step 7. Determine equivalent static stiffness. 

„         ruL       2I
20xru  *   L                   £I20 . ,  w1 K    - -—  - (eq.  5-31) 

E 0.0062 x  r     x  L 0.0062  L3 

0.0062  (4.5J)   x   14« 

Step   3. Com-     e   the   natural   period   of   vibration   for   th<»   1-ft   width   of 
panel. 

mL  -  w/g  •   (2.9 x   106 x   4.5)/32.2  -  4.05  x  105 lb-ms2/ft 
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TN - 2i[(0.71 x  4.05 x  105)/124f260]1/2  - 9.75 msec 

Step 9. Calculate P/ru and T/TN 

P - p  x b - 5.0 x  12 x  12  -  720 lb/ft 

P/ru - 720/766 - 0.94 

T/Tu - 40/9.75 - 1-10 

Entering figure  3~64a with these value?, 

X /X_  -  3.3 <  6      O.K. 

Step  10. Check maximum deflection and rotation. 

X    - r L/K_  - 766 x   4.5/12*4,260  -  0.028 rt 
c» U L 

X    -  3.5 X_ - 0.098 ft 
m t. 

e -  tan"1   [X /(L/2)]  -  tan"1   [0.098/2.25]  - 2.5*   <   4*       O.K. m 

Step  11.        Check resistance in rebound. 

From figure 5-13, r/r - 0.33; O.K. since available maximum elas- 
tic resistance In rebound is approximately equal to that under 
direct loading. 

Step  12. Check resistance  in shear. 

a.       Interior support   (combined sheer and bending). 

Determine dynamic shear  capacity of  a  1-ft width of  panel: 

h  -  (1.500 - 2t)   Inches,  t  • 0.048 Inch 

-  1.500 - o.096  -  1.404  inches 

h/t  -  1.404/0.048  - 29.25 -  30 
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f  - 10.84 ksi (table 5-5) 

b. 

Total web area for 1-ft width of panel: 

(8 x h  x t)/2  -   4  x   1.404 x  0.048 -  0.270  in 

V    -  0.270 x   10.84   - 2.92 k  - 2,922 lb 

Determine maximum dynamic shear force: 

The   maximum   shear   at   an   interior   support   of   a   continuous 
panel  using limit design is: 

V .    - 0.55 r L - 0.55 x 766 x  4.5 -  1.896 lb max u 

-  1,896 lb <   2,9?2 lb      O.K. 

End support  (simple shear) 

Determine dynamic *hear capacity of a  1-ft width of  panel: 

For h/t <  57,  fH    - 0.50 f .    - 0.5 x  44.0 - 22.0 ksi 

(table 5-5a) 

Vu  - 0.270 x 22,000 - 5.9*10 

Determine maximum dynamic ««hear force: 

The  maximum   shear   at   ar   end   support   of   a   continuous   panel 
using limit  design  is 

•L*- -  0.45 x r     x L - 0.45 x  766 x  4.5 max u 

-   1.551   lb <   5.940 lb      O.K. 

c.      Web crippling  (4 webs  per foot) 

End support   ('A - 2-1/2 inches) 

Qu -   1,200 x  4  -  4,800 lbs  >  1,551       O.K. (figure 5-15) 
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Interior support  (N - 5 Inches) 

Qu -  (2.400 x  4)/2 - 4,800 lb? >   1,896      O.K.(figure 5-16) 

Problea 5A-4      Design of Column?  and Beaa-Columna 

Problem: 

Procedure: 

Step  1. 

Design a  column or  beam-column for axial  load  combined  with  bend- 
ing about the strong axis. 

Establish design parameters. 

a. Bending moment M,   axial  load   P and shear V are obtained from 
either a preliminary design analysis or a computer analysis. 

b. Span length I and unbraced lengths tx and I   . 

c. Properties of structural steel: 

Minimum yield strength f 

Dynamic  Increase factor c 

Dynamic design strength f^ 

(table 5-2) 

(eq. 5-2) 

Step 2. Select a preliminary member size with a section modulus S such 
that S > M/f . and bf/2tr complies with the structural steel being 

used (Section 5-24). 

Step 3.   Calculate P  (Section 5-24) and the ratio P/P ,  Using either 

equation 5-17 or 5-18, determine the maximum allowable d/tw ratio 

and compare it to that of the section chosen.  If the allowable 
d/tw ratio is less than t'.iat of the trial section, choose a new 

trial section. 

Step 4. Check the shear capacity of the web. Determine the web area Aw 

(Section 5-23) and tne allowable dynamic 9t\ear stress fdy (equa- 

tion 5-4).  Calculate the web shear capacity Vp (equation 5-16) 

and compare to the design shear V.  If Inadequate, choose a new 
trial section and return to Step 3. 

Step 5. Determine the radii of gyration, r% and r , and plastic section 

modulus, Z, of the trial section from the AISC Handbook. 
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Step 6. Calculate the following quantities»  using the various design  param- 
eters«: 

p.      Equivalent  plastic resisting moment 

Mp - fd?Z (eq.  5-8) 

b. Effective slenderness ratios Kix/rx and Kiy/r .   For the 

effective length factor K, see Section 1.8 of the Commentary 
on the AISC Specification and Section 5~38. 

c. Allowable axial stress» Fa corresponding to the larger value 
of Kl/r. 

d. Allowable moment Mn from equation 5-^7 or 5-^8. 

e. F' and "Euler" buckling loaa P (Section 5-37-3). 
e e 

f. Plastic   axial   load   P     (Section   5-37.3)   and   ultimate   axial 
load Pu  (equation 5-**2). 

g. Coefficient Cm  (Section  i.6.1  AISC Specification). 

Step   7. Using  the   quantities  obtained   in Step   6  and  the applied moment S 
■md =ixial load P, check the Interaction formulas (equations 5-4U 
and 5-15). 3°tn formulas ma^t be satisfied for the trial section 
to be adequate. 

Exaaple 5A-1  (a)      Design of a Roof Girder as a Bean-Column 

Required:       Design   a   fixed-ended  roof   girder   In   a   framed  structure   for   com- 
bined bending and axial   load in a low pressure range. 

Step  1. Given: 

a. Preliminary  computer  analysis   gives   the  following values   for 
design: 

Mx -  115 ft-kips 

My  -  0 

P -  53.5 kips 

V  -  15.1   kips 

b. Span length  lx   -  l7'-0" 

Unbraced lengths ix  .  17'-C"  and  1    -  17'-0" 

c. A36 structural steel 
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f    - 36 k?l 

c - 1.29 

a -  1.1 

(table 5-2) 

(Section 5-12.1) 

Step 2. 

,\ f      • c x ft X f    •  1.29 x  1.1  x  36 - 51.1  k5i(eq.  5-2) 

S - M /f.    -  115  (12)/51.1   - 27.0 in3 

x    a? 

Try W  12 x  30 (S - 38.6 inJ) 

A - 8.79 irT d/tw - «7.5 

bf/2tf  - 7.« <  8.5      O.K. (Section 5~2«) 

Step  3. 

Py  - Afy - 8.79 x  36  -  316 kips (Section 5-2«) 

P/P    - 53.5/316 - 0.1G9 <  0.27 

d/t    -  («12/(r   )1/2)  [1   -   1.1  (P/P  )] (eq.  5-17) 

-  (M12/(36)1/2)   [1  - 1.«  (0.169)]   -  52.«   >  «7.5       O.K. 

Step «. 
Vp  "  fdvAw 

fdy - 0.55 f^  -  0.55  (51.D   - 28.1   k*i 

(eq.  5-16) 

(eq.   5-«) 

Aw -  ty(d - 2tf)  - 0.260  [12.3« - 2  (0.««0)] 

- 2.98 in* (Section 5-23) 

V    - 28.1(2.98)   - 83.7 kips  >  15.1   kip:*      O.K. 
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Step 5. 
rx - 5.21  in. 

r    -   1.52 in. 
(AISC Manual) 

Step 6. 

Z - 43.1   in: 

M       -  f       x Z     - 51.1   x   43.1   x   1/12  -  183-5 ft-kip.« 
px        da        x 

(eq.   5-8) 

b. K  -  0.75 (Section 5-39) 

Kl /r    -  [0.75(17)12]/5.21   - 29 

Kl  /r    -  [ü.7:(17)12]/1.52  -  101 

F    -  12.85 k?i   for Kl  /r    -  101   and t    -  36 k?i 

(Appendix A,   AISC 
Specification) 

1.12(12.85)   -  18.25  KM  for f.     - 51.1   k?i ds 

(l/r  )     (f.,)172 

. [K07      (aw/I.gS)  (51.1)—]   l83#5 . lM0#6 <   l83.5 ft-klp» 

2„ ..2, 
F
;X - 

-I*!*-- .  12w*(29tOOO) „  177.6 k?l 

23(KlK/rw)
e 23(29)' (Section 5-37.3) 

23AF 
Pex •   "iT 

ex       23(0.79)177.6 
"" 12 

- 2.992 kip* 
(Section 5-37.3) 

f. P    -  f    A  -  5i.K8.79)   - 449 kip? (Section 5-37.3) p        d? 

1 
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P    . K7AFa  -  1.7(8.79)18.25 - 273 kip? (eq.  5-*2) 
U 3 

Cmx ' °'85 
(Section 1.6.1, AISC 

Specification) 

Step 7. CM CM P_ ax x  my y 
Pu * Tr~ P/Pe~x,M»* * T'  " P/Pey>V 

<   1 
(eq. 5-»«) 

- M • rr-r-si^woTS * °-196 • °-708 • ^ < '   °-K' 

PP   '-,SV   T7TtV 
(eq.  5-15) 

-^M-osffe)-0-'19*0-53' -°-65d< '   °-K- 
Trial section meets  the requirements of Section 5-37.3. 

Example 5A-*   (b)       Design of Coluan 

Required:       Design  of   an  exterior   fixed-pinned  column  in  a  framed structure  for 
biaxial  bending plus axial  loads   in a low pressure range. 

Step  1. Given: 

a. Preliminary   design   analysis   of   a   particular   column   gives   the 
following values  at a critical  section: 

Mx " 311   ft"klP5 

My - 3" ft-kips 

P - 76 kips 

V - 5M kips 

b. Span  length 1 -  17,-3M 

Unbraced   lengths    l%   .   i7*-3"   and   ty   .   U'-O"    (laterally   sup- 

ported by wall  girts). 
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Step 2. 

c.  A36 structural steel 

fy - 36 1*1 

c  -  1.29 

a  -  1.1 

(table 5-2) 

(Section 5-12.1) 

f      - a x c x f    -  1.1  x  1.29 x  36  - 51.1   ksl (eq.  5-2) 

S -  Mx/fd5  -  31H12)/51.1   - 73.0 in' 

Try W  1U x 68  (S - 103 in3) 

2 
A - 20.0 in J/t    - 33.8 w 

bf/2tf  -  7.0  <  8.5      O.K. (Section 5-24) 

Step  3. 

P.    - Af    - 20.0(36)   -  720 kips (Section 5-24) 

P/P - 76/720 - 0.106 < 0.27 

d/tw -  [i412/(fy)1/2]   [1  - 1.4(p/Py)] (eq.   5-17) 

1/2 - [412/(36)*]  [1  - 1.4(0.106)]  - 58.5  >  32.9      O.K. 

Step  4. 
V    -   f .   A p dv w 

fdv  - 0.55 fdM  -  0.55(51.1)   - 28.1   ksi 

Aw -  tw(d - 2tf)   - 0.415 [14.04 - 2(0.720)]  -  5.23 in 

(eq.  5-16) 

(eq.   5-4) 

2 

(Section 5-23) 

V     -  28.1(5.23)   -   147  kips  >  54  kips       O.K. 
P 
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Step 5. 

Step  6. 

r    - 6.01   Inches 
y 

r    - 2.M6 Inches 

Z    -  115 In3 

Zy - 36.9 In 

a.    Mo - t.l 

fkISC  Manual) 

M       - 51.1   x   115 x   1/12 -  U90 ft-klp.- 
px 

M      - 51.1   x  36.9 x   1/12 - 157 ft-klp5 
py 

b. Use K - •  1.5 

Ktx 1.5(17.25)12 _   c 
rx 

6.01 "    J 

r 
y 

1.5(^4.00)12 
2. Mb 29 

c. F    -  18.17 kM   for Ki  /r    - 52 and f    -  36 kei 

1.1*2(18.17)   - 25.79 ksi  for fds - 51.1  k5i 

M      - M       -  U90 ft-kip5 
mx px 

a.        M      - M      - 157 ft-klp» my py 

"eX      23(Klb/rx)
2 



2?AF 
ex       23(20.0)55.2 

ex 12 12 
-  2,116  kips (Section 5-37.3) 

J 

ey 

22^mi^0fm. 6t823 kip. (Section 5-37.3) 

P    - f.  A - 51.K20)   -   1,022 kips p        as 

Pu "  1,7AFa '  1-7(20)25.79 - 877 kip.* 

C      - C      - 0.85 mx        my 
(Section  1.6.1,   AISC 

Specification) 

Step  7. 
p J!^*"* C«yMy     <  i 
Pu~ +   ("r- p7p~e>mx *   ri  -"p7p"ey)H

ray " 
(eq.   5-44) 

76 0.85(311)   0.85(34) 
077 IT - 7o72fl6)490      ff - 7676,823)157 

0.087  ♦ 0.'j60 ♦ 0.186  - 0.833 <  1 O.K. 

P/Pp  •  Mx/(1.l8Mpx)   ♦  My/(1.l8Mpy)  -  1 (es.   5-45) 

76/1022   •  311/C1.18(490)]   ♦  34/[1.13(157)]  - 

0.07^  ♦ 0.538  ♦ 0.183  - 0.795 <   1 O.K. 

Trial  section meet.*  the requirement? of Section 5-37.3 

Problem  5A-5      Design of Open-Web Steel Joints 

Pr.oleni: Analyst?   or  design of   an open-web Joist subjected to a pressure-time 
loading. 

Procedure: 

StHp  1. Establish design  parameters. 

a. Pressure-time curve 

b. Clear «pan  length and Joist spacing 
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o.      Minimum yield ptre*5» f    for chord and web «ember» 

Dynamic increase fartor,  c. (table 5-2) 

d. Design ductility ratio y and maximum end rotation,     9. 

e. Determine whether Joist design is controlled by maximum end 
reaction. 

Step 2. Select a preliminary Joist size a?  follow?: 

a. Assume a dyriaralc load factor (Section 5-22.3) 

b. Compute equivalent static load on Joist due to blast over- 
pressure 

w    - DLF x p x b 

(Dead load of Joist and decking not  Included) 

Equivalent service live load on Joist 

w    - Wj/1«7 x a  x c (Section 5"33) 

d. From "Standard Load Tables" adopted by the Steel Joist Insti- 
tute, select a Joist for the given span and the structural 
steel being used, with a safe service load (dead load of Joist 
and decking excluded) equal to or greater than w2. 

Check   whether    ultimate    capacity   of   Joist    is    controlled   by 
flexure or by shear. 

Step   3. Find   the   resistance   of   the  Joist   by  multiplying   the   safe  service 
load by  1.7 x a x c (Section 5-33). 

Step t. Calculate the stiffness of the Joist, KE,  using table 3-8. 

Determine the equivalent elastic deflection X£ given by, 

X.. - r L/IC E u       E 

Step  5. Determine  the  effective mass  using the weight  of  the Joist with  Its 
tributary   area   of   decking,   and   the   corresponding   load-mass   factor 
given in table 3-12. 

Calculate the natural  period of vibration,  TN. 

Step  6. Follow  proceuure outlined  In 6a or  6b depending on whether  the Joist 
capacity  Is  controlled  by  flexure or  by shear. 
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Step 6a.        Joist design controlled by flexure. 

a. Find ductility ratio y - X^/Xg. from the response charts in 

Volume III,  usl.ig the values of T/TN a,»d P/ru. 

b. Check If the ductility ratio and maximum end rotation meet the 
criteria requirements  outlined in Section 5-35. 

If the above requirements are not satis'ied, select another 
dynamic load factor and repeat  Steps  2 to 5. 

c. Check the selection of the dynamic increase factor used in Step 
2c.     Using the response charts,  find t£ to determine the strain 

rate,   t   In equation  5-1.    Using figure 5*2,  determine DIF.     (If 

elastic response, use T/7^ and appropriate response charts to 
check DIF). 

d. Check if the top chord meets the requirements for a beam-column 
(Section 5-37.3). 

Step 6b. Joist  design controlled by shear. 

a. Find ductility ratio u - X
m
/XE fr0ffl tne re5Porv,e charts In 

Volume III,  using the values of T/TN and P/r^. 

b. If  M <   1.0,  design is O.K. 

If u > 1.0, assume a higher dynamic load factor and repeat 
Steps 2 to 5. Continue until p £ 1.0. Check end rotation, e, 
against  design  criteria. 

c. Check the selection of the dynamic increase factor used in Step 
2c,     using    the     value    of    T/TN    and    the    appropriate    elastic 

response chart  in Section 3—19.3- 

d. Since the capacity Is controlled by maximum end reaction, it 
will generally not be necessary to check the top chord as a 
beam-column. However, when such a check Is warranted, the 
procedure In Step 6a can be followed. 

Step 7. Check the bottom chord for rebound. 

a. Determine the required resistance, r, for elastic behavior in 
rebound. 

b. Conpute the bending moment, M, and find the axial forces In top 
a.id bottom cnords using P - M/d where d Is taken as the 
distance between the centroids of the top and bottom chord 
sections. 

c. Determine the ultimate axial load capacity of the oottom chord 
considering the actual  slenderness ratio of  its elements. 
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Pu  -  1.7AFa 

where Fa 1? defined In Section 5-37.3. 

The   value  of  Fa  can  be  obtained  by  using either   equation  5-"3 

or the taMes» In the AISC Specification which give allowable 
stresses for compression member?. When using these tables, the 
yield stress should be taken equal  to f^. 

d.      Check if Pu > P. 

Determine bracing requirements. 

Example bA-5  (a)      Design of an Open-Web Steel Joist 

Required:       Design   a   simply-supported   open-web   steel   Joist   whose   capacity   Is 
controlled by flexure. 

Solution: 

Step   1. Given: 

a. Pressure-time loading [figure 5A-5 (a)] 

b. Clear span - 50*-0" 

Spacing of Joists - T'-O" 

Weight of decking      - U psf 

c. Structural  steel  properties 

Chords fy  - 50,000 psl 

Web fy - 36.000 psl 

Dynamic increase factor   (chords only). 

c - 1.19 (table 5-2,  for A588) 

Dynamic design stress, fd5 - c x a x f (eq.  5-2) 

Chords f^ -  1.19 x  1.1  x 50,000 - 65,^50 psl 

d. Design criteria (Section 5*35) 

Maximum ductility ratio: pmax  - 4.0 

Maximum end rotation: 8_av  - 2* max 
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Step 2. Selection of Joist size 

a. Assume a dynamic load factor. For preliminary design, a DLF - 
1.0 1? generally recommended. However, since the span is quite 
lcng in this ca^e,  a DLF of  0.62  is selected. 

b. Equivalent static load on Joist: 

w1   - 0.62  x 2.0 x   1UH x  7.0  -  1.250 lb/ft 

c. Service live load on Joist: 

w2 - Hj/1.7 x  1.19 x  1.1   -  1,250/2.23 - 561  lb/ft 

d. Using the "Standard Specifications, Load Tables and Weight 
Tables" of the Steel Joist Institute, for a span of 50' -0", try 
32LH11. Joist, tables show that capacity is controlled by 
flexure. 

Total  load-carrying capacity  (including dead load - 602 lb/ft}. 

Approximate weight of Joist and decking 

- 28 ♦  {H x  7)   - 56 lb/ft 

TIME 40 mi s 
CM 

3LL 
6.73 

3 
L-32LHII 

01 
o 

L--JEZE 
5 75 

Figure 5A-5  (a)  Joist  cross-section and loading,   Example 5A-5(i) 
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Total   load-carrying capacity   (excluding dead load - 602 - 56  - 
546 lb/ft) 

The   following  section   properties   refer   to   the   selected  Joist 
32LH11   [flg.  5A-5  («)3: 

Top Chord: 

Two 3 x 3 x 5/16 angles 

A - 3.56 in2 

rx - 0.92 in. 

ry - 1.51* in. 

Ix - 3.02 in* 

Bottom Chord: 

Two 3 x  2-1/2 x  1/M angles 

A - 2.62 in2 

rx - 0.945 in. 

ry - 1.28 in. 

Ix - 2.35 in4 

Ixx for joist - 1,383.0 In14 

Panel length - 51   Inches 

Step 3. Resistance per unit length 

r    - 1.7 x 1.19 x 1.1 x 5*6 - 1215 lb/ft (Section 5-33) 

Step 4. 
Kp - 384 EI/5L3 - 381x29x10    x 1,3.8.3 . ^^ Wlfl 

E 5(12 x  50)J 

XE-ruL/KE-   1>H!2^05Q^-26inCheg 

(table 3-8) 

Step 5. Total  mass of Joist  plus decking 

M      56 x  50 x  10 7 ->c v  m6 IK.J/(„ M •   r^T  - 7.25 x  10    lb-ms /in 

Total effective mass Me - KLM* 

KLM - 0.5(0.78 ♦ 0.66)   - 0.72 
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M    - 0.72 (7.25 x  106)   - 5.22 x  106 lb-tns2/ln 

Natural   period   Tu  - 2ir(M /Ke)1/2  -  2n(5,220,000/14,260)1/2  -  120.2 ms N e    L 

Behavior controlled by flexure.    U?e Step 6a. 

Step 6a.        a. 
T/Tu -  40/120.2 - 0.332 

..        2.0 x nmx 7       . R0 ?/ru • —r,Tö5 u82 

From figure  3~64a, 

u - X /X    - 2.3 <   ^      O.K. m    t 

X    - 2.3 x  3.87 - 8.9 lnche? ■ 

tan  6 - X /(L/2)   - 8.9/(25 x   12)   - 0.0297 

6  -   1.7°   <  2° O.K. 

c.      Check selection of DIF. 

From Table  3~64a,   for  u  - 2.3 and T/TN - 0.33 

t£/T  -  0.55,   t£  -  0.55 x  40   - 22 m* 

Find c 

c  -  r^'E^t    -  65.45/30 x  103 x   .022  - 0.099  ln/ln/5»ec 

(eq.  5-1) 
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From figure 'j-2 (average of A36 and A51 *♦) 

ÜIF - 1.18 - 1.19 asumed      O.K. 

d.      Check top chord as a beam column. 

Maximum moment at mid-span 

■■^•i,i;a,,,-,'H)"*"' 
Maximum axial load in chord? 

P - M/d 

d • distance between centroid:» of top and 

bottom chords  [see figure 5A-5  (a)] 

- 30.22 inches 

P -  4.H44/30.22  - 137.1   kips 

I - panel  length - 51   inches 

Slenderness ratio,  l/r    - 51/0.92 - 55.4 < C x c 

where C    - tZnh/TH  )1/2 - 95 c ds (eq.  5-41) 

F    - 23.5 ksl  for f    - 50 ksi (table 3~50. 
y AISC Specification) 

1.31   (23.5)   - 30.8 ksl  for  fd5  -  65,450 psi 

P    -  1.7AF    -  1.7 x  3.56 x 30.8  -  186.4 kips u a 

(eq.  5-42) 

Considering the  first   panel   as  a  fixed,  simply-supported  beam, 
the maximum moment  in the panel   Is: 

M • -v2'12 - la1;1?! «5i;ooo • l9->6 ln-klp* 

The effective slenderness ratio of the top chord in the first 
panel: 
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<lK/r    - (1.0 x 5D/0.92 - 55. *. 
D     X 

V    -      12**E - 12iy2x 29'000 - U8.7 ksi 
6X      23(Kl&/rx)

2        23 (55.4)2 

P_ -  (23/12JAF'     - 23/12 x  3.56 x  H8.7 - 333 kips ©x ©x 

:i - P/%x)  - n.O - 126.6/333)  - Ö.tt 

To determine M^   the plastic moment M_  Is  needed and the value 

ol* Zx has to be computed. 

The   neutral   axl.«*   for   a  fully   plastic  section   is   located  at   a 

distance x from the flange. 

3x  - (3 - 5/16)  5/16  ♦  3 (5/16 - x) 

- (M3)  5/(16 x  16)   ♦  15/16 - 3x 

x - 455/(6 x 256) - 0.296 Inch 

The plastic section modulus,   Zx,   is found to be: 

Zx . 2[i<L|26)i „ 3 .  (3.o _ o.3125)(0-3125;°-296)2 

♦   (3 - 0.296)     x  0#3125]   .  0.263  ♦  0.0007  •  2.285  - 2.5^9 in3 

M       -  f    Z     -  65.45  x  2.549  -  166.8  in-kips (eq.   5-8) 

»      -  ['.07 -      „L      d-]      MPX S V (eq.   5-37) nx Ti"5ö 

whure ry I» least radius of gyration - 0.92 

-  [1.07 - (55.^/391)]   166.8 - '54.8 in-kips 
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C    - 0.85 m (Section 1.6.1,   AISC) 

P/PM ♦ C M/[(1  - P/PAJM    1 - 1.10 (eq.  5-*»»0 
u        m ex    mxJ 

M-fcil^'-'••-»•"«•••"•-••'"<'••   O.K. 

Step 7. Check bottom chord for rebound. 

a.      Calculate required resistance in rebound. 

T/TN - 0.33 

From figure 5-13i   100% rebound 

r/r^ -  1.0 

r ' r    - 1,105 lb/ft 

Moment and axial  forces  in rebound 

M -  (r  x L2)/8 - H.mü in-kips 

Maximum axial  force in bottom chord 

P - M/d - 137.1  kips   (compression) 

Ultimate axial load capacity 

Stability in vertical  direction  (about  x-axis) 

t - 51   inches 

t/r - 51/0.9^5 - 5*1.0 < C 

r    - 0.9M5 

where C    - [(2ir E)/f. c dsJ 95 

Fa - 23.72 ksi for f    - 50 ksi (table 3-50, 
AISC Specification) 

1.3K23.72)   -  3K1   ksi  for  T^   -  65.M50 psi 

Pu " 1,7AFa  '  K7 X  2*62 X  3K1   " 138'5 klpa 

d.      Check bracing requirements. 
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P -  137.1  < Pu -  138.5      O.K. 

Adding  a   vertical   member   between   panel   Joint?  of  bottom  chord 
would  have   been required  had   P  >   Pu.     This  additional   bracing 

would   have   been   needed   in  mid-span   but   may   be   spared  at   the 
joJst end». 

Stability in the lateral  direction (aoout y-axis) 

Pu - 137.1   kips 

r    -  1.23 inches«, A - 2.62 in2 

F    -  P /(1.7 x  1.31A)   - 137.1/(1.7 x  1.31   x  2.62)   - 23.5 ksi a u 

For a given Fa - 23.5,  the corresponding slenderness ratio: 

I/r - 55 (table 3-50, 
AISC Spec!rication) 

Therefore, maximum  unbraced length in mid-span: 

tK • 55 x   1.28-70.14  inches 
b 

Use lateral bracing at panel point;», i.e., 51 inches at mld- 
«pan. The unbraced length may be increased at joist ends, but 
not greater than specified for bridging requirements In the 
Joist specification. 

Exaaple 5A-5 (b)    Analysis or Existing Open-Web Steel Joist 

Required:       Analyze   a  simply-supported,   openr-web  steel   joist   whose   capacity   is 
controlled by shear. 

Solution: 

Step  1. Given: 

■a.       rressure-tlme loading [figure 5A-5  (b)] 

Joist 22H11 

b.       Clear .«»pan  ■   32'-0" 

Spacing of Joists  - 6' -0M 

Weight of decking - H psf 
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Figure 5A-5  (b)    Joist cross-section and loading,   Example 5A-5 vb) 

c.       Properties of structural steel: 

Chords f    - 50,000 psl 

Web 

Dynamic increase ractor 
(chords only) 

fy  - 36,000 psl 

c  -  1.19  (table 5-2 for A588) 

Dynamic design 3tr»9t f^ - c x a x fy 

Chords fds "  K19 x   K1  x  50,000  - 65,450 psl 

d.       Design criteria 

For members  controlled by shear: 

(Section 5-35) 

u -   1.0 Mmax 

6 -  1° 
max 

Step 2. a.       Assume the DLF -  1.25 

b.      Overpressure load on Joist 
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w1   -  1.25 x   1.0 x  lülx  6 - 1.080 lb/ft 

c.       Equivalent service load 

w    - w /I.7 x a  x c  -  1.080/2.23 - 485 lb/ft 1 

d.      From  the "Standard Specifications»   and Load Table*"  of  the Steel 
Joist Institute: 

Total  load-carrying capacity  (including dead load)  - 506 lb/ft. 
/ 

Approximate weight of Joist plus decking - 

17 ♦  (6x 1)  - 41  lb/ft 

Total load-carrying capacity  (excluding dead load)  - 

506  -  41   - 465 

From   the   steel   Joist   catalog,   the   following   are   the   section 
properties of Joist 22H11   [figure 5A-5  (b)]: 

Panel  length - 24 inches 

Top Chord: 

A -  1.935 in2 

Ix - 0.^55 in4 

rx  -  0.485 in. 

ry  -  1.701   in. 

Bottom Chord: 

A -  1.575 in< 

Ix - 0.388 in4 

rx - 0.497 in. 

ry - 1.469 in. 

■ * 

IJCV 
for JoAs't ■  396.0 in^ 
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Step 3. Resistance per unit length 

r    - 2.23 x H65  -  1.035 lb/ft 

Step  i» 38i|L . 38ij^9_xj_0_ x396 .  15f58o lb/ln        rtable  3_Q) 

Step  5. 

5 x  (12 x  32) 

hmr^/KEmh^^m2^3iWam 

Mass of Joist plus  decking 

„ . HI   XJ2 x  106 . ,„ x ,06 lt^0,2/ln 

Effective mass Me - K^vjM 

- 0.78 x  3.1 x  106  - 2.65 x  106 lb-ms2in 

Natural   period    TM  -  2w(M /K,J N et 

Step 6b. 

- 2ir(2,650,000/15,580) - 81.8 tns 

Behavior controlled by shear.    Use Step 6b of the procedure. 

T/TN - 25/81.8 - 0.303 



Stap 7. 

Find i 

1 - WE     UE ■ V (eq.  5-1) 

- 65.45/30 x  1CT x  0.028 - 0.078 ln'in/cec 

From figure 5-2,   (average of A36 and A51 4) 

DIP -  1.18 - 1.19 assumed, O.K. 

d.      Check of top chord as a beam-column 1? not necessary. 

Check bott-w chord In rebound. 

a.       For  u  -   1   and  IVTM  - 0.305,  rebound Is  100t 
(fig.  5-13) 

I 

r - r 

b. Determine axial  load in bottom chord,   P - K/d. 

For an elastic response,  u <   1.0, where T/TN - 0,305, 
^flg.   3-W 

c. 

the DLF -  0.87 

Equivalent static load, w 

w -  DLF  x b  x p  - 0.87  x   12 x   12 x  6 x  1.0 - 751   lb/ft 

Maximum moment  in rebound,  M - wL /8 

M -  [751   x   (32)2/8]   12 - 1,155,000 ln-lb 

P - M/d  -1,155.000/21.28  - 5U.300 lb  - 5^.3 kips 

Check bracing requirements. 

(1)     Vertical   oracing of  bottom chord: 

Panel  length - 2M  inches 

r    - G.U97,  r    -  1.M69.  A -  1.575 in2 

t/r     - 2M/0.497   -  U8.3 
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Allowable      P -  1.7 xaxcxAxF 

- 1.7 x  1.1  x  1.19 x  1.575 x 21.6 - 86.2 kips  > 51.3 kips 

(table 3-50, 
AISC Specification) 

No extra bracing required. 

(2)    Lateral  bracing of bottom chord: 

P - 51.3 kit».   A -  1.575 in 

F    - P/1.7A - 5*1.3/0.7 x  1.575 x  1.1  x  1.19)   - 15.5 ksi 

For fy - 50 ksi  and Fa - 15.5 ksi 

l/r - 96 

1 - 96 x  1.169 - 111  inches 
(table 3-50 

AISC Specification) 

Therefore, use lateral bracing at every 5th panel point 
close to old-span. The unbraced length nay be increased 
at Joist ends, but not greater than specified for bridging 
requirement!» in the Joist specification. 

Problem 5A-6    Design of Single-Story Rigid Frames for 
Pressure-TJ«e Loading 

Problem: Design     a    single-story,     multi-bay     rigid     frame    subjected    to    a 
pressure-time loading. 

Procedure: 

Step   1. Establish   the   ratio   a  between  the   design   values   of   the   horizontal 
and vertical  blast lo: _ . 

Step   2. Using   the   recommended   dynamic   load   factors   presented   in   Section 
5-11.3 establish the magnitude of the equivalent static load w for: 
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a. local mechanism* of  the roof  ind blastward column,  and 

b. panel or combined mechanism? for the frame as  a whole. 

Step 3. Using the genwral  expressions  for the possible collapse mechanism? 
from table 5-13 and the loads from Step 2, assume values of the 
moment capacity ratios C and Cj and proceed to establish the re- 

quired design plastic moment M considering all possible mechan- 

isms. In order to obtain a reasonably economical design, It is 
desirable to select C  and C1  ?o that  the least  resistance   (or the 

required value of M_) corresponds to a combined mechanism. This 

will   normally require several   trials  with  assumed  values  of C  and 
c,. 

Step   H. Calculate   the   axial    loads   and   shears   in   all   members   using   the 
approximate method of Section 5-^1.4, 

Step   5. Design   each   member   as   a   beam-column   using   the   ultimate   strength 
design criteria of Sections 5-37.3. 38 and 39. A numerical 
example is presented in Section 5A-M. 

Step   6. Using  the moment?   of   inertia  from  Step   5,   calculate  the  ?ide?way 
natural period using table 5-1 ^ and Equations 5-50 and 5-51. 
Enter   the   response   charts   in   Volume   III   with   the  ratios   of  T/TN 

and P/Ru. In thJ? case, P/Ru 1? the reciprocal of the panel or 
sidesway mechanism dynamic load factor used in the trial design. 
Multiply the ductility ratio by the elastic deflection given by 
equation   5-53   and   establish  the   peak  deflection  Xffl  from  equation 

5-51*.        Compare    the    maximum    ?idesway    deflection   Xj,,    with    the 

criteria of Section 5-35. Note that the sidesway deflection 6 in 
table 5-8 is X^. 

Step   7. Repeat   the   procedure   of   Step   6   for   the   local   mechanisms   of   the 
roof and blastward column. The stiffness and natural period may 
be obtained from table 3-0 and equation 5-15. respectively. The 
resistance of the roof girder and the blastward column may be 
obtained from  table 5-13 using the  value?  of M    and CM. determined 

in Step 3. Compare the ductility ratio and rotation with the 
criteria of Section 5-35. 

Step   8. a.       If   the   deflection  criteria  for   both  ?ide?way  and   beam  mech- 
ani?m? are ?ati?fied, then the member ?lzes from Step 5 con- 
?titute the results of this preliminary design. The?e mem- 
bers would then be used in a more rigorous dynamic frame 
analy?i?. Several computer programs are available through 
the repositorle? li?ted in Section 5-1. 
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b. If the deflection criterion for a sidesway mechanism is ex- 
ceeded, then the resistance of all or most of the member? 
should be Increased. 

c. If the deflection criterion for a beam mechanism of the front 
wall or roof girder is exceeded, then the resistance of the 
member in question should be increased. The member sizes to 
be used in a final analysis should be the greater of those 
determined from Steps 8b and 8c. 

Exaaple 5A-6      Design of a Rigid Fraae for Preesure-Tlme Loading 

Required:      Design a four-bay,  single-story,  reusable,  plnned-base rigid frame 
subjected to a pressure-time loading in Its  plane. 

Given: 

a. Pressure-time loading (Figure 5A-6) 

b. Design criteria: It Is required to design the frame 
structure for more than one incident. The deformation limits 
shall be half that permitted for personnel protection, that 
is: 

a  - H/50 and 

8   - 1° for individual members 
max 

c. Structural configuration (figure 5A-6) 

d. A36 steel 

e. Roof   purlins   spanning  perpendicular  to  frame   (by   -  bn,   fig. 

5-26) 

f. Frame spacing,  b -  17 ft 

g. Uniform dead load of deck, excluding frame 

Step 1. Determine a: (Section 5-^1.1) 

bw - b    - 17 ft h        v 

q - 5.8 x 17 x 12 - ',183 lbs/in 

qy - 2.5 x 17 x 12 - 510 lbs/in 

a - qh/qy - 2.32 
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Figure 5A-6       Prellnlnary design of four-bay, »ingle-atory rigid fraoe, 
Example  5A-6 
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b Step 2.    Establish equivalent static loads (Section 5-41.3) 

a. Local beam mechanism, w - DLF x qy 

1.25 x  510 x  12      ., c     u--. 
w iTööö 7'65 k/rt 

b. Panel or combined mechanism,  w - DLF x qft 

0.625 x  510 x   12 g 
W 1,000 3*53 k/ft 

Step   3. The   required  plastic moment  capacities   for   the  frame members   are 
determined from table 5-13 based upon rational  assumptions for the 
moment   capacity   ratios   C1    and   C.       In   general,    the   recommended 

starting values are C1  equal to 2 and C greater than 2. 

Fron table 5-13,   for  n -  1,     a - 2.32,     H -  15.167 ft,   L -   16.5 ft 
and  pinned  bases,   values  of C1   and C  were substituted and after a 

few trials,   the following solution is obtained: 

M    -  130 kip-ft,    C, - 2.0    and C - 3-5. 
P                                    1 

The various collapse mechanisms and the associated values of M 
are listed below: 

Collapse w M_ 

Mechanism (k/ft) (k-ft) 

1 7.65 130 

2 7.65 128 

3a, 3b 3.83 128 

H 3.83 129 

5a, 5b 3.83 110 

6 3.83 116 

The plastic design moments for the frame members are established 
as follows: 

Gi-der, Hp - 130 k-ft 

Interior column, C^p - ?6r. k-ft 

Exterior column, CM - 455 k-ft 
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Step 4. a.      Axial  loads and shear? due to horizontal  blast  pressure. 

w - 3-83 k/ft 

From  figure   5-27,      R  - awH  - 2.32 x  3.33 x   15.167 -  135 kip? 

1. Member   1,  axial  load 

P    • R/2 - 67 kips 

2. Member 2, shear force 

V2 - R72C0  -  135/8 -  16.8 kips 

3. Member  3,  shear force 

V - R/2 - 67 kips 

b.       Axial   load?  and shear?  duo to vertical  blast  pressure, 

w - 7.65 k/ft 

1. Member   1,  shear  force 

VI - w x L/2 -  7.61  x   16.S/2 - 63-1   kips 

2. Member 2,  axial  load 

?2 - w x L -  7.65 x   16.5  -  126.2 kips 

3. Member  3, axial  load 

P    - w x L/2  -  63.1   kips 

Note: 

The dead loads are small compared to the blast loads and 
are neglected in this step. 

Step 5.    The member? are designed using the criteria of Sections 5~37.3, 
5-38 and 5-39 with the following result?: 

MP P V 1% 
Member (k-ft) (K) (k) U?e (in14) 

1 130 67.0 63.1 W12X35 285 

2 260 126.2 16.8 wiUxo? 6JJ0 

3 455 63.1 67.0 w1»x7M 796 
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Step 6. Determine the frame stiffness and sway deflection. 

j      _  (3 x 6*0)  *  (2 x 796)  . 702 lnt 
ca 5 (table  5-1 D 

I     - 285 in 

B  -  0 

I  /L 
D  "  ^7* "   (0,75M7062;?5.167)   -  °^98 (Table  5"1Ü) 

C2 - 1.65 

EI    C 
K -       °a 2  [l   ♦   (0.7 - 0.18)   (n-1)] (Table 5-11) 

B   (30)   (103)   (702)   (1.65)   [l   ♦  0.7(3)1   . 5Q2 k/{n 

(15.167 x  12)3 

KL - 0.55  (1   -  0.25B)   -  0.55 (eq.   5-51) 

Calculate dead weight,  W: 

W - bfdLw^)  ♦  (1/3)   (Hwdw)]  - (36 x 66) 

♦  1/3 (15.167)  [(2 x 61)   ♦  (3 x 78)]  - 20,710 lbs 

m    - W/g - 20,710/32.2  - 611 lb-sec2/ft  - 611 x  106 lb-ms2/ft 

TN  -  2w(-0/KKj 1/2 (eq.  5-50) 

1/2 
2*[(611 x  10°)/(50.2 x  12 x  ^0i x  0.55)]     d - 277 am 

T/TM  -  78/277 - 0.282 
N 
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P/Ru -   1.6 

M  -  X  /X_   -   1.Ü0 tn    t (fig.   3-6^3) 

XE - Ru/KE - awH/KE - h* »  3-83 x   15-167 . ^ lnche5 

(eq.  5-52 and 5-53) 

X    - 6  -  1.110 x  2.68 -  3.75  inches (eq.  5-5«) 

6  - 3-75/(15.167)   (12)H  -  0.0206H - H/48.5 

Step 7. Check deflection of  possible local mechanisms. 

a.       Roof girder mechanism   (investigate W12 x  35 from Step 5) 

TN  -  2*   (VKE) 
1/2 

(eq.  5-15) 

m    • K       x m e        LM 

For  an  el as to-pi astic response,   take the average  load-mass  factor 
for the  plastic and elastic response,  or: 

K^  -  (0.77   -  0.66)/2  -  0.715 (table  V12) 

in    -  0,715 x W/g 

w -   (13.5 x   17)   ♦  36 - 265 lo/ft 

W - w x  L - 265 X  16.5  - U372 lb. 

n^  -  0.715 x  14372/368  -  8.1   lb^sec /In. 

K£   -  307  EI/L3 (table  3-3) 

...  *    - JBLU2UIS1 M285)  .  332(000 f/lBt 
t (16.5 x   12)* 

.*.   T    -  2w   (8.1/332.000)1/2 x   1,000 
N 

- 31.0 ms 
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T/TN - 78/31.0 - 2.52 

Ru "  l6Mp/L "  (16 *  ^OJ/U.S  -  126 kips     (table 5-13) 

P - pbL -  (2.5)   (17)   (144)   (16.5)/1,000 -  101   klp5 

P/Ru -  101/126 - 0.80 

y - X /X    -  1.80 (fig.   3-6Ha) 
O      E 

Check end rotation of girder. 

X    - Ru/K_-  126/332 - 0.380 inch 

X    -  1.80 x  0.380  - 0.69 inch 

X /(L/2)   - 0.69/(8.25)   (U^  - 0.069 - tan  8, ■ 

e - o.uo° < 1°        O.K. 

b.       Exterior column Mechanism  (investigate VM 4 x 7* from Step 5). 

TN - 2»  (me/KE)1/2 (eq.  5-15) 

m    . KLM  x m  -  (   °'78 ! °-66) -Ü (table  3-12) e 2 '     g 

- 0.72 w/g 

w -  (16.5 x  17)  ♦ 74  - 354 lb/ft 

W - 354 x 15.167 - 5369 lb 

tn    - 0.72 (5369)/386  - 10.0 lb-sec2/in. o 

K - 160 BI/L (table 3~8) 

. O60) (30) (10) (796) m  632f000 lb/ln 
E       (182)3 
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TN  - 2»(10.0/632,000)1/2 x 1000 - 25.0 ms 

T/Tu - 78/25.0 - 3.12 n 

*Mp(2C  *   1)       ^^30)   [(2x3.5)  «  1]  B 

Ru H 15.167 d1^  kiP* 

(table 5-13) 

P - (2.32) (^||) (15.167) - 215 kip« 

P/Ru - 215/275 - 0.78 

M - X /X_ - 1.80 (fig. 3~6Ua) 
m  L 

Check end rotation of columns. 

X    -  Ru/K - 275/632  - 0.135 inch 

X    -  1.80 x 0.135  - 0.78 inch m 

X  /(L/2)   - 0.78/(7.58)   (12)   -  0.0086  -  tar.  a 
m 

B  -  0.49°   <   1° O.K. 

Step   8. The   deflections  of   the  local  mechanisms   are  within  the  criteria. 
The sldesway deflection is acceptable. 

Summary: The member sizes  to be used in a computer analysis are as follows: 

Member Size 

1 W12 x  35 

2 «11  x   61 

3 WIM  x  71 

Problea 5A-7       Design of Doors  for  Pressure-Time Loading 

problem: Design a steel-plate blast door subjected to a pressure-time load- 
ing. 
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Procedure: 

Step 1. 

Step 2. 

Step 3- 

Step 4. 

Step 5. 

Step 6. 

Step 7. 

Step 8. 

Step 9. 

Step 10. 

Step 11. 

Establish the design parameter? 

a. Pressure-time load 

b. Design criteria:   Establish support rotation, e, 

whether seals and rebound mechanisms are required. 

max« and 

c. Structural configuration of the door including geometry and 
support conditions 

d. Properties of steel used: 

Minimum yield strength, fy, for door components (table 5-1) 

Dynamic Increase factor, c (table 5-2) 

Select the thickness of the plate. 

Calculate the elastic section modulus, S, and the plastic section 
modulus, Z, of the plate. 

Calculate the design plastic moment, M_, of the plate (equation 5- 

7). 

Compute the ultimate dynamic shear, V  (equation 5-16). 

Calculate maximum support shear, V, using a dynamic load factor of 
1.25 and determine V/V_. 

If V/V. is less than 0.67, use the plastic design moment as com- 

puted in Step U (Section 5-31). 

If V/V is greater than 0.67, use Equation 5-23 to calculate the 

effective M . 

Calculate the ultimate unit resistance of the section (table 3-D. 
using the equivalent plastic moment as obtained in Step 1 and a 
dynamic load factor of 1.25. 

Determine the moment of inertia of the plate section. 

Compute the equivalent elastic unit stiffness, Kg, of the plate 
section (table 3-8). 

Calculate the equivalent elastic deflection, X£, of the plate as 
given by X£ - ru/KE. 

Determine the load-mass factor K.^M and compute the effective unit 
mass, m^. 



— 

Step 12.   Compute the natural period of vibration, T^. 

Step 13. Determine the door pi eta response using the values of P/ru and 

T/TN and the response chart3 of Volume III. Determine X^/Xg and 
TE- 

Step 1*4.   Determine the support rotation, 

Tane-t-^r). 

Compare    8 with the design criteria of step  lb. 

Step 15. Determine the strain rate, it using equation 5-1. Determine the 
dynamic increase factor using figure 5*2 and compare with the DIF 
selected in Step  1d. 

If   the  criteria  of  Step   1   is   not satisfied,   repeat  Steps   2  to   15 
with a new plate thickness. 

Step 16. Design supporting flexural element considering composite action 
with the plate   (if so constructed). 

Step 17. Calculate elastic and plastic section moduli of the combined sec- 
tion. 

Step 18. Follow tne design procedure for a flexural element as described in 
Section 5A-1. 

Example 5A-7  (a)     Design of  a  Blast Door for  Pressure-Tine Loading 

Required:       Design  a double-leaf,   built-up door   (6'-0"   x  &'-Qn)  for tne given 
pressure-time  loading. 

Step   1. Given: 

a. Pressure-time loading (fig. 5A-7) 

b. Design criteria: This door is to protect personnel from 
exterior loading. Leakage Into the structure is permitted 
but the maximum end rotation of any member Is limited to 2° 
?lnce panic hardware must be operable after an accidental 
explosion. 

c. Structural configuration (flg. 5A-7) 

NOTE: 

This   type  or   door  configuration   Is  suitable  for   low-pressure 
range applications. 

d. Steel  used:     A36 
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DETAIL 

SECTION 
DOUBLE LEAF BLAST  DOOR 

I4.8pt. 

DOOR HEIGHT «   8*» 0* 

13 mt 

-Hi b,/2 

DETAIL 

TIME 

Figure 5A-7 (a) Door configuration and ioading, Example 5A-7(a) 

Yield 5trength, f - 36 k?i 

Dynamic increase factor, c - 1.29 

Average yield ?trength increa?e factor, a 
12.1) 

Hence, the dynamic design 5»tre?s», 

r. - 1.1 x 1.29 x 36 - 51.1 k?i 
d5 

and the dynamic yield 5tre53 in «hear, 

fdv - 0.55 fd, - 0.55 x 51.1 - 28.1 ksl 

(table 5-1) 

(table 5-2) 

1,1 (Section 5- 

(eq. 5-2) 

(eq. 5-1) 

Step 2.    As?ume a plate thickne?? of 5/8 inch. 

Step 3.    Determine the elaatic and pla?tic section moduli (per unit width). 

A-U9 
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»ii  ,mt   ii   .      ....       ,n...M * i     ■        m. n       ■!        i      i 

.      öd2       1   x   (5/8)2      ,  „ v      -2  ifl3/ln S • —T— -  T  ■  boo x  10       in/in 

z . bdf . i_*_(5/8)f . 9765 x  ,0-2ln3/ln 

Step  U. faJculate the design plastic moment,  H  . 

H~ " *«*  <s ♦ z>/2 -  51.1   [(6.515 x  10~2) p        d? 
(eq. 5-7) 

♦ (9.765 x 10"2)]/2 - 51.1 x 8.1M x 10~2 - n.16 in-k/in 

Step 5.    Calculate the dynamic ult.mate shear capacity, V , for a 1-inch 
width. 

V    - f . A    - 28.1  x   1  x 5/8 -  17.56 kips/In p        dv w 
(eq.  5-16) 

Step  6. Evaluate  the  support  shear  and  check   the   plate  capacity.     Assume 
DLF  -   1.25 

V - DLF x  P x L/2 - 1,2g * *18 * ?* X 1   -  333 -lbs/in -  0.333 kip/in 

V/V    - 0.333/13.61   - 0.02M5 <  0.67 
P 

(Section 5-31) 

No reduction in equivalent plastic moment is necessary. 

NOTE: 

When actual  DLF  is determined,  reconsider Step 6. 

Step 7. Calculate the ultimate unit resistance,  r   ,   (assuming the ^late to 
be siuply-suDported at  both ends). 

p (36)2 
(taole  3-D 

Step 8. Compute the moment or  Inertia,   I,  for a  1-Inch width. 

, . "I . ^pi! . 0.02535 InVin 
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Step 9.    Calculate the equivalent elastic stiffness, Kg. 

K . 38<EI/5bLq - 531» « 2? X 106 «^020a . P7 0 P?i/ln 
E 5 x 1 x (36) 

(table 3-8) 

Step 10.   Determine the equivalent elastic deflection, X,.. 

xr - r/Kr * 25.7/27.0 - 0.95 inch t    u  L 

Step 11.   Calculate the effective mas? of element. 

a. K^ (average elastic and plastic) 

- (0.78 ♦ 0.66)/2 - 0.72 

b. Unit mass of element, m 

5/8 x 1 x I x 190 x 106  i(CO „      2tl 

e 

u 

c.      Effeccive unit of mass of element, m 

n>    -  KT um -  0.72 x   458.0 
e        LH 

- 330 psi-ms2/ln 

Step  12.        Calculate the natural  period of  vibration,  TN. 

TN  -  2ir   (330/27.0)1/2 -  22 ms 

Step 13.   Determine the door response. 

Peak overpressure P - 14.8 psl 

peak resistance r - 25.7 psl 

Duration T - 13.0 ms 

Natural period of vibration TM - 22 ms 
N 

P/r - U.8/25.7 - 0.58 u 

T/TN - 13.0/22.0 - 0.59 

From Figure 3~64a, 
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VXE <   ' 
Since the response  is elastic,  determine the DLF from Figure 3"^9. 

DLF  -   1.3 for T/TN  -  0.59 

Step 1H.   Determine the support rotation. 

X    . 1-3»1»-B« 0.95.0713lnch 
m O. I 

tan  e - X /(L/2)   - 0.713/(36/2)   - 0.0396 
m 

6  - 2.27°   >  2° N.C. 

Step  15. Evaluate the selection of the dynamic increase factor. 

Since this  is an eJastic response,  use figure  j-Wb)   to determine 
tm.     For T/TN  -  0.59,   tm/T - 0.7 and tB -  9.1  ms.     The strain rate 

is: 

i  - fds/EstE (eq.   5-1) 

Since  the response  is elastic, 

E 

and tE - tm - 0.0091 sec.  Hence, 

c - 38.4/29.6 x 103 x 0.0091 - »1*2 in/in/sec 

Using figure 5-2, DIF - 1.31. The preliminary selection of DIF - 
1.29 is acceptable. 

Since the rotation criterion is not satisfied, change the thick- 
ness of the plate and repeat the procedure. Repeating these cal- 
culations, It can be shown that a 3/U-inch plate satisfies the re- 
quirements. 

Step 16.   Design of the supporting flexural element. 

Assume an angl, J x 3 x 1/2 and attached to the plate as shown in 
Figure 5A-7(D). 

Determine the effective width of plate which acts In conjunction 
with the angle 
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bf/2tf - 8.5 (Section 5-24) 

where br/2 is the half width of the outstanding flange or overhang 

and tf 1? the thickness of the plate. 

With tf - 3/1 inch, bf/2 - 8.5 x 3/1. I.e., 6.38 Inches 

Use overhang of 6 Inches. 

Hence, the effective width -6*2-8 Inches. 

The angle together with plate is shown In Figure 5A-7(b). 

Step 17.   Calculate the elastic and plastic section moduli of the combined 
section. 

Let y be the distance of e.g. of the combined section frc-a the 
outside edge of the plate as shown in Figure 5A-7(b), therefore 

7 .  (Sje  3/1 x  3/8)   ♦  (1  *  3/±z^JllJLLll .  1   M5 inche« 
y (8 x 3/1)  * 3.25 u    D 

Let y  be the distance to the N.A. of the combined section for 

full plasticity, 

y - -g-^-2 [(8 x 3/1) ♦ 3.25] - 0.578 inch 

I  . 8 x j3/M)  > 8 x 3/4 x (1.45 - 3/8)2 

♦ 5.05 • 3.25 (4 ♦ 3/4 - 1.33 - 1.H5)2 - 24.881 in4 

Hence, Smln - 24.881/(4.75 - 1.445) - 7.54 in3 

Z - 8 (0.578)2. 2 ♦ 8 (0.75 - 0.578)2/2 

♦ 3.25 (4.75 - 0-937 - 0.578) - 11.97 in3 
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Figur»» 5A-7  (b)    Detail  of composite angle/plate supporting 
element,   Example 5A-7(a) 

Step 18. Follow the design procedure for the composite element using steps 
4 through 13. Calculate tha design plastic moment M_ of the 
supporting flexural element. 

M    - 51.1   (7.54  ♦   11.97)/2  -  498.5  in-kips (eq.   5-7) 

Calculate the ultimate dynamic shear  capacity,  V_. 

V    -  fdyAw  -  28.1   (4.0 - 1/2)   1/2 -  49.2 kips (eq.   5-16) 

Calculate support shear and check she3r capacity. 

L - 8'-0n  - 96 inches 

V  -   (114.8 x  36/2 x  96)/2 -  12,790 ID?  -  12.79 kips <  V        O.K. 
P 

(Section 5-23) 

Calculate the ultimate unit resistance,  r« • 

Assuming the angle to w simply ?uppo-ted at  both ends: 
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pu " 8M
D
/L2

 "  (8 x  498*5 x  ^000)/OS)2 - 133 lbs/In 

(table 3-D 

Calculate the unit elastic stiffness,  K£. 

K    - mu/51* - y * *» » 1°V »»'«l - 652.5 l^/lll2 
E
 5 x  (96)* 

(table 3-8) 

Determine the equivalent elastic deflection,  X£. 

X    - p /K_ - M33/652.5 - 0.663 inch c. u    & 

Calculate the effective mass of the element. 

w - ~~ ♦ 2 x  18 x -p||g -  (0.925 ♦  3.825) - 4.750 las/in 

Effective unit mass of element, 

H   75  x   10 Ü 2        2 
me - 0.72 x  3'2'^ *  ^    - 0.89 x 10    lbs-tusVin^ 

Calculate the natural  period of  vibration,  TN. 

TM  - 2*  [(89 x   I02)/652.5]1/2 - 23.2 ms 

Determine the response parameters. (fig.  3"64a) 

Peak overpressure P - 1U.6 x  36/2 - 266.5 lbs/in 

Peak resistance r    - U33 lbs/In 

Duration T - I 3.0 ms 

Natural  period of  vibration, TM  - 23-2 ms 

P/r    - 266.5^33 - 0.614 

T/Tu -  13/23.2 - 0.56 
N 
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Fraa Figure 3-61ia, 

u  -  X /X_  <   1 
O     E 

Frooi Figure  3-119 for T/TN  -  0.61U, 

DLF   -   1.33 

Hence.    X, .  '•» ^ '  36/2 ■ 0.5-3 In 

tan 6 - X /(U/2)  - 0.513/18 - 0.0113 ■ 

8  - 0.65°  <   2° O.K. 

Check 9tre55e? at the connecting point, 

o  - My/I   -  355 x   103 x   (1.U45 - 0.75)/2M.88l 

X 
- 9.900 psi   (M . -S x M    - £|£| x 433 - *«) 

T      vn/Th       12-79 x   IP3  x  8 x  3/" x   (1.^5 - 0.75/2)       .   „. 
T  .  VQ/Ib 24.801   x   1/2 5'321   P51 

Effective stress at  the section -    (o    ♦ T4") 

- 103 x  (9.92 * 5.3212)1/2 -  11,239 psi  <   39,600 p»l        O.K. 

Exaaple 5A-7  (b)    Design of a Plate Blast Door for Pressure-Tiae Loading 

Required:       Design  a single-leaf  door   (V-0"  x  7'-0")  for  the given pressure- 
time loading. 

Step  1. Given: 

a. Pressure-time loading [figur*» ^A-7 (c)] 

b. Design criteria:   Door shall be designed to contain blast 
pressures from an internal explosion. Gasket and reversal 
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Symm. abt. £ 

®- 
©-■ 

4'-0" 
(T^o'Highj 
  

t Bearing -H 

PLAN/SECTION 

Legend : 

A - Steel frame embedded in concrete 
B - Steel sub-frame 
C - Reversal-bolt housing 
D - Reversal-bolt 
E - Blast-door plate 
F - Continuous gasket 
G - Continuous  bearing block 

lOOpsi 

.Oms TIME 

Figur« 5A-7(oi      Toor configuration and loading,  Example 5A-7(b) 
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mechanisms shall be provided.  Support rotation shall be 
limited to 3° 

c. Structural configuration [S2e figure 5A-7 (c)] 

Note; 

This type of door Is suitable for high pressure range appli- 
cations, 

d. Steel used:  ASTM A588 

Yield strength, fy - 50 ksi (table 5-1) 

Dynamic increase factor, c - 1.24 (preliminary, table 5-2) 

Average strength increase factor, a - 1.1 (Section 5-12.1) 

Hence, the dynamic design stress, 

r  - 1.1 x 1.24 x 50 - 68.2 ksi (eq. 5-2) 

Note: 

It Is assumed, for the limited design rotation of 3°, that u 
< 10, and, therefore, that equation 5~3 does not govern. 

The dynamic design stress  In shear 

fdy - 0.55 fd9 - 37.5 ksi (eq. 5-4) 

Step 2.    Assume a plate thickness of 2" 

Step  3. Determine the elastic and plastic section moduli   (per  unit width) 

S . Sgf . 1-^li. 0.667 in3/ln 

z.Sgi.l422i.,.0 1»3/in 

Step  4. Calculate the design  plastic moment,  M 

M    - f .     (S ♦  2)/2  - 68.2  (0.667  ♦  1.0)/2 - 56.8  ln-k/in p        us 

(eq.   5-7) 

Step   5. Calculate   the   dynamic   ultimate  shear   capacity,   V   ,   for   a   1-inch 
width. 
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V - f  Aw - 68.2 x 2 - 136.M klps/ln (eq. 5-16) 

Step 6.    Evaluate the support shear and check the plate shear capacity. 

Example 5A-7(b) 

Assume DLF -  1.0 (table 5-1) 

For simplicity,  assume the plate 1? a one-way member,  hence: 

V - DLF x P x L/2 - 1.0 x 1100 x 18/2 - 26,400 lbs/in 

- 26.1 kips/in 

V/V    - 26.1/136.1 - 0.191 <  0.67 (Section 5-3D 
P 

No reduction In equivalent  plastic moment  1? necessary. 

Step 7. Calculate the ultimate unit resistance,  ru. 

For a plate,  simply-supported on four sides   (direct  load) 

r    - 5M /X2 (table 3"2) 
u p 

where    Mun - M    and M^  - C and 
HP p HN 

£ - 0.35 for jj -  1.75 (fig.  3-17) 

thus,     X - 0.35 x  12 x  7 - 29.1 in 

r     -  5 x 56.8/(29.I)2 - 329 psi 

Step 8. Compute  the moment  of   inertia,   I,   for  a  1-inch width 

,  . <*! .  Lljl . 0.667  Ir/Vln 

Stf»^ 9. Calculate the equivalent elastic stiffness, K£ 

K£ - r/x - D/™4 (fig.   3-36) 
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where 

Y - 0.0083 (for H/L - 0.57) 

D - El/b  (1  - vc) 

D  -  29.6 x  106 x  0.667/1   (1   -  .32) 

(eq.  3-33) 

-  2.17 x   10' 

• 

Kp  - 2.17 x  107/0.0083 x  H8*1  -  ^92 pM/in 

Step  10. Determine the equivalent elastic deflection,  Xg, 

X_ - r /K    -  329/^92 - 0.669 in 

Step  11. Calculate the effective mas? of  the element 

a. KJJ^   (average elastic and plastic) 

-  (0.78  ♦ 0.66)/2  - 0.72 

b. Unit ma?? of element, 

2x1x1   x  490 x  106       .   ilAq pM-m?' 
ra - w/g "      1,72ft x 32.2 x 1*      " 1'"69        in— 

c.       Effective unit ma?s of element, me 

p? 1-ra?' 
me - KLM x n -  0.72 x  1,468 -  1,057       ln 

Step  12.        Calculate the natural  period of  vibration,  Tj N 

TN  -  2*   (1,057/^92)1/2  -  9.2 ra? 

Step  13. Determine the door  plate response for: 

P/r    -   1100/329  -  3.34 

T/TM  -   1.0/9.2 - 0.109 
N 

c1 - 100/1100 - 0.091 (fig.   3-62,   Region C) 
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c2 > 1000 

Using Figure 3"253. 

X /X.. -  1.5 m    E 

X    -  1.5 x 0.669 -  1.00 In ■ 

Step 14.   Determine the support rotation. 

6 - tan"1 (1/24) - 2.39° < 3fl 

Step 15.   Evaluate the 5election of tne dynamic increase factor. 

1  * fds'VE 
(eq.  5-1) 

tE/T •  1.8,  tg - 1.8 ms (fig.  3-253) 

t - 68.2/29.6 x 103 x  .0018 - 1.28 In./In./sec. 

Step?  15 
through 
18 

DIF - 1.3      (figure 5-2, average of A36 and A514) 

Initial selection of DIF -  1.24 Is adequate. 

Since the support rotation criteria has been satisfied and the 
preliminary selection of the DIF is acceptable, a 2" thick plate 
is  used in design. 

These steps are bypassed since the door plate has no stiffening 
elements. 

Problem 51-8    Design of Doubly-Syanetrlc Beaas Subjected to Inclined 
Pressure-TI«e Loaaing 

Problem: Design a purlin or girt as a flexural member which is subjected to 
a   transverse   pressure-time   load  acting   in   a   plane  other   than   a 
principal  plane. 

Procedure: 

Step  1. Establish the design parameters. 
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Step  2. 

a. Pressure-time load 

b. Angle of  Inclination of  the load with respect  to the vertical 
axis of    he section 

c. Design criteria:     Maximum support rotation limited to 2°. 

d. Member spacing,  b 

e. Type and properties of steel  used: 

Minimum yield strength for the section  (table 5-1) 

Dynamic Increase factor, c  (table 5-2) 

Preliminary sizing of the beam. 

a.      Determine  the  equivalent static  load,  w,  using a  preliminary 
dynamic load factor equal  to  1.0. 

. *.  w -  1.0 x p  x b 

• 

b. Using the appropriate resistance formula from t?ble 3-1 and 
the equivalent static load derived in Step 2a, determine the 
required M_. 

c. Determine the required section properties using equation 5- 
7. Select a larger section since the member is subjected to 
unsymmetrlcal bending. 

Note that for a load inclination of 10°, it is necessary to 
increase the required average section modulus, (1/2) (S ♦ Z), 
by 40 percent. 

Step 3.    Check local buckling of the member (Section 5-24). 

Step 4.    Calculate the Inclination of the neutral axis (equation 5-24). 

Step 5.    Calculate the elastic and plastic section moduli of the section 
(equation 5-25). 

Step 6.    Compute the design plastic moment, M , (equation 5*6). 

Step 7.    Calculate ultimate unit resistance, ru, cf the member. 

Step 8.    Calculate elastic deflection, 6 (Section 5-32.3). 

Step 9.    Determine the equivalent elastic unit stiffness, Kg, of the beam 
section using 6 from Step 8. 

Step 10.   Compute the equivalent elastic deflection, X,., of the merabc. as 
given by XE • ru/KE. 
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Step 11.        Determine the load-mass factor, XtM,  and obtain the effective unit 
mass,  me,  of the element. 

Step 12. Evaluate the natural  period of  vibration,  TN. 

Step 13. Determine the dynamic response of the beam. Evaluate ?/r ar.J 

T/T^, using the response chart? of Volume III to obtain *„/*£ and 

8.    Compare with criteria. 

Step 14. Determine the ultimate dynamic shear capacity, V , (equation 5-16) 

and maximum support ?hear,   V,   using Table 3-9 w   check adequacy. 

Exaaple 5A-8    Design en I-Shaped Beam for Unsvavetrlcai  Bending Due to 
Inclined Pressure-Tlae Loading 

Required: Design a simply-supported I-shaped beam subjected to a pressure- 
time loading acting at an angle of 10° with respect to the 
principal vertical plane of the beam. This beam I? per*, of a 
structure designed to protect personnel. 

Step  1. Given: 

a. Pressure-time loading [figure 5A-8 (a)] 

b. Design criteria: The structure Is to be designed for more 
than one "shot." A maximum end rotation - 1°, is therefore 
assigned 

c. Structural configuration [figure 5A-8(a)] 

d. Steel used:  A36 

Yield strength,  fy - 36 ksi   (table 5-1) 

Dynamic increase factor,  c - 1.29  (table 5-2) 

Average   yield  strength   Increase  factor,   a   -   1.1   (Section  5- 
12.1) 

Dynamic   design   strength,   f^   -   1.1   x   1.29   x   36   -   51.1   ksi 
(equation 5-2) 

Dynamic   yielding   stress   In   shear,   fdy   -   0.55   fd5   -   0.55   x 
51.t   - 28.1   ksl   (equation 5-4) 

Modulus of elasticity,  E - 29.000,000 psi 

Step 2. Preliminary sizing of the member. 

a.      Determine equivalent static load. 
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Select DLF -  1.25 (Section 5-22.3) 

w  -  1.25 x  Ü.5 x  *».5 x  1W1.000 - 3.65 k/ft 



Try W14.X  38,  S    - 54.6 in3,   Zx -  61.5 in3 

(S ♦ Z)  -  116.1  in3.  I    - 385 In 

I    - 26.7 in 

Step 3. Check against local  buckling. 

For W'4 x  38, 

w (36)1/2 
1.4 x ~)   - 68.66      O.K. 

y 
(eq.   5-17) 

bf/2tf  -  6.6 <  8.5      O.K. (Section 5-24) 

Step   4. Inclination   of   elastic  and   plastic  neutral   axes   with   respect   to 
the  x-axls. 

tan a •   C   /I   ) tan * -  (385/26.7)  tan 10°  -  2.546  (eq.  5-24) 

a - 68.5° 

Calculate the equivalent elastic section modulus. 

S -  (S S  )/(S cos*  ♦ S sin*) 
x  y y A 

S    - 54.6 in3,  S    -  7.88 in3,   +  -  10° 

Sin  10°  - 0.174,   cos   10°   - 0.985 

S  -  (54.6)   (7.88)/(7.88 x  0.985  ♦ 54.7 x  0.174)   - 24.9  in- 

Step 5. Calculate the plastic section modulus,   Z. 

Z  -  A^   ♦  At«2 (eq.   5-6) 

A    -  A.   - A/2  -  11.2/2  - 5.6 in* 
c        t 
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Let  y be the distance of  the e.g.  of the area of cro&s-section in 
compression from origin as shown in Figure 5A-8  (b). 

1       re   .*™ rt   r,c ,14.10 0.515x 
y  - ^ C6.770 x 0.515 x  (—^ §—) 

♦ j (14.10 - 2 x  0.515)   x  0.310 

x 1 {^j^ - 0.515)]   - 5.^2  inches 

m    - m    - y sin a - 5.42 sin 68°  30'   - 5.05 inches 

Z  - 2A m.   -  11.2 x  5.05  - 56.5 in" 
c  1 

TRANSVERSE LOAD 

lattic  ond  Plattic 
Neufrai Asia 
Through fit Ctntroid 

Figure 5A-8  (b)     Loading on beam section,  Example 5A-8 

Step  6. Determine design  pla*»tic moment,  Mp« 

M    -  f .   (S  ♦  Z)/2  -  51.K24.9   ♦  56.5)/2 p ds (eq.   5-7) 
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51.1  x  HO. 7 - 2,080 ln-klps 

Step 7. Calculate ultimate unit resistance,  r„. 

ru - 8M /L
2 - (8) (2.080) (1,000)/(19 x 12)2 - 320 lbs/in 

(table 3-D 

Step 8. Compute elastic deflection,   5. 

<5 -  ((«? ♦ *b\U2 (Section 5-32.3) 

u 
5wcos»L 

ü 
. 5wMn$L_ 
öx  -    38HEIy 

w - equivalent static load  ♦ dead load 

- 2.92  t üiLlJ.i|l-lJ§ kips/ft  - 2.94  kips/ft 

r(5w?in<»La)2       (5WCOS^LV_11/2 
6 "  L    38HEI 384EI J 

n 

" 38^OOE f(c-652)2 ♦ (0-256)^]1/2 - 2.08 inch« 

Step 9. Calculate the equivalent elastic unit stiffne«*?.  Kg, 

w      „,,     ?.9* x 1,000 x i . lh_/lita 
KE * W/ö   • ~T2T-TÖ85 117-8 lb5/ln 

(Get fa from Step 8) 

Step  10. Determine the equivalent  elastic deflection,  Xg* 

XE "  ru/KE "  320/117.8 - 2.72 Inches 
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Step  11.        Calculate the effective mas? of the element, me. 

a. Load-mass factor,  K^ (table 3-12) 

KLM  (avera8e elastic and plastic) 

-  (0.78  ♦ 0.66)/2 - 0.72 

b. Unit mas? of element, m 

a . k/g . [(l,-V2^-x
b),;x

3aj2
X'°6 - 1-286 x  ,0" lb—,a/ln2 

c.      Effective unit mass of element, mfi 

m    - K ^n «  0.72 x  1.286 x  10U -  0.93 x  10M lbs-ms2/in2 

Step  12. Calculate the natural  period of  vibration,  TN. 

Tu  - 2*  [(93 x   102)/117.8]1/2 - 55.8 ms (Section 5-22.2) 
N 

Step  13.         Determine the  beam response. 

Peak overpressure P - 4.5 x  a.5 x  12 - 2*43 lbs/in 

Peak resistance r    - 320 lbs/in 

Duration T - 20 ms 

Natural  period of  vibration, T,  - 55.8 ms 
N 

P/ru  - 243/320  - 0.76 

T/Tu  - 20/55.8 - 0.358 
N 

From figure 3-64a 

VXE <   1 

From figure  3-49,   for T/TN - 0.358, 
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DLF  -  0.97 

Hence, ^ - 0.97 x 4.5 x  4.5 x  12/117.8 - 2.0 in 

Find end rotation,  8. 

tan 6 - X /(L/2)  - 2.0/[(19 x  12)/2]  - 0.0175 

6  -  1.0° O.K. 

Step   14.        Calculate   the   dynamic  ultimate  shear   capacity,   V   ,   and  check   for 
adequacy. 

V        fdyAw - 28.1   (14.10 - 2 x  0.515)   (0.310)   - 113.9 kip? 

(eq.  5-16) 

V -  DLF  x  P  x  b x  L/2 

- 0.97 x  4.5 x  4.5 x  19 x  144/(2 x   1,000) 

- 26.9 kips < 89.2 kips < V        O.K. (Table  3~9) 
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APPEXDIX 5B 

LIST OP SYMBOLS 

a 

A 

*w 

b 

uv 
c.DIF 

c 

C.C, 

Cmx,Cmy 

DLF 

d 

E 

f 

yield ?tre5? increase factor 

Area of cross-section  (In2) 

Area of bracing member   (in2) 

Area of  cross-section in compression  (in2) 

Area of cross-section in tension  (in2) 

Web area  (in2) 

Width of tributary loaded area (ft) 

Flange width (in) 

Tributary width for horizontal loading (ft) 

Tributary width for vertical loading (ft) 

(1) Dynamic increase factor 

(2) Distance from neutral axis to extreme fiber of cross-section 
in flexure (in) 

Coefficients indicating relative column to girder moment capacity 
(Section 5-^2.1) 

Bending coefficient defined in Section 1.5.1.4.5 of the AISC 
Specification 

Column slenderness ratio indicating the transition from elastic to 
inelastic buckling 

Coefficients applied to the bending terms in interaction formula 
(AISC Specification Section 1.6.1) 

Coefficient in approximate expression for sidesway stiffness 
factor (table 5-1*0 

Coefficient indicating relative girder to column stiffness (table 
5-i a) 

Dynamic load factor 

(1) Web depth  (in) 

(2) Diameter of  cylindrical  portion of fragment,   In. 

Young's modulus of elasticity   (psi) 

(1)  Maximum bending stress  (psi) 
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LIST OP SYMBOLS (Continued) 

(2) Shape factor,  S/Z 

fa Axial    ?tre??   permitted   in   the   absence   of   bending   moment   from 
Section 5-37.3 (psi) 

f& Bending stress permitted in the absence of axial  force  (psi) 

fc„ Heb buckling stress  (psi) 

fd Maximum dynamic design ?tre^9 for connections   (psi) 

fd. Dynamic design stre^^ for  bending, tension and compression  (psi) 

fdv Dynamic yielding shear stress  (psi) 

fdu Dynamic ultimate stress   (psi) 

fd Dynamic yield stress  (psi) 

F^X,F' Euler buckling stresses divided by safety factor   (psi) 

FH Horizontal  component of force in bracing member   (lb) 

F, Allowable static design stress for connections   (psi) 

f Ultimate tensile stress   (psi) 

f Minimum static yield stress   (psi) 

g Acceleration due to gravity  (386  in/sec2) 

H Story height   (ft) 

h Web depth for cold-formed,  light  gauge steel  panel  sections   (in) 

I Moment or  Inertia   (in  ) 

Ica Average   column moment  of  inertia for single-story multi-bay  frame 

(in") 

I2Q Effective  moment   or   Inertia  for  cold-formed section  at   a service 

stress of 20 ksl   (in    per foot width) 

Ix Moment of  inertia about the x-axis  (in  ) 

Iy Moment of  inertia about the y-axis   (in   ) 

K (1)  Efrective length ractor for a compression member 

(2) Stirrness  ractor  for   rigid single-story,  multi-bay  frame from 
table 5-m 

Kb Horizontal  stiffness of diagonal  bracing  (lb/ft) 

KE Equivalent elastic stiffness  (lb/in or psi/in) 

K^ Load factor 

KLM Load-mass factor 

Kjyj Mass  factor 

L (1)  Span length  (rt or in) 
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LIST OF SYMBOLS  (Continued) 

*b 
lcr 
Me 

"rax '"my 

MP 
M,. M2 
Mpx HPY 
Mpu 
Mup 

»un 
M, 

(2)  Frame bay width  (ft) 

Distance between cross-section braced against twist or lateral 
displacement of compression flange or distance between points of 
lateral  support for  beams or columns 

l/r Slenderness ratio 

Actual  unbraced length in the plane of  bending (in) 

Critical  unbraced length  (in) 

Total  effective mass  (lb-ms2/in) 

Moments about the x- and y-axls that can be resisted by member In 
the absence of axial  load 

Design plastic moment capacity 

Design plastic moment  capacities   (figures  5-6 and 5-10) 

Plastic bending moment capacities about the x- and y-axes 

Ultimate dynamic moment capacity 

Ultimate positive moment  capacity for  unit width of  panel 

Ultimate negative moraenc capacity for unit widtn of panel 

Moment corresponding to first yield 

(1) Unit mass of panel   (psi-ms2/in) 

(2) Number of braced bays in multi-bay frame 

Effective unit mass (psi-ms2/in) 

mj Distance from  plastic neutral  axis  to the  centroid of  the area In 
compression in a fully-plastic section (in) 

ra2 Distance from  plastic neutral  axis  to the centroid of  the area in 
tension in a fully plastic section (in) 

N Bearing length at support for cold-formed steel  panel   (in) 

n Number of  bay?  in multi-bay frame 

P (1)  Applied compress!ve load  (lb) 

(2)   ?eak pressure of equivalent  triangular loading function,   (psi) 
[when used with ru],   or  peak total   blast load   (lb)   [when used 

with Ru]. 

Pex,Pey Euler buckling loads about the x- and y-axes 

Pp Ultimate capacity for dynamic axial load,  Afdy  (lb) 
p
u Ultimate axial  compress!ve load  (lb) 

Py Ultimate capacity for static axial load Afy  (lb) 

Pn Reflected blast pressure on front wall   (psi) 
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LIST OF SWBOLS (Continued) 

Pv Blast overpressure on roof  (psi) 

Q Ultimate support capacity (lb) 

qn Peak horizontal  load on rigid frame  (lb/ft) 

qv Peak vertical  load on rigid frame  (lb/ft) 

R Equivalent total  horizontal static load on frame  (lb) 

Ru Ultimate total  riexural  resistance  (lb) 

rb Radius of gyration of bracing member   (in) 

rT Radius of  gyration,  equation 5-22 (in) 

ra Ultimate unit flexural resistance  (psi) 

rK,r Radii  of  gyration about  the x- and y-axes   (in) 

r Required resistance for elastic behavior In rebound  (psl) 

S Elastic section modulus  (in^) 

SY,SV Elastic section modulus about the x- and y-axes   (in^) x y 
S* Effective   section   modulus   of   cold-formed   section   for   positive 

moments   (in^) 

S~ Effective    section   modulus   of    cold-formed   section   for    negative 

moments   (in^) 

T Load duration  (sec) 

TN Natural   period of  vibration   (sec) 

t (1)  Thickness of plate element  (in) 

(2) Thicknes of  panel  section  (In) 

tE Time to yield  (sec) 

tf Flange thickness   (in) 

tm Time to maximum response  (sec) 

tw Web thickness   (In) 

V Support shear (lo) 

V Ultimate shear capacity (lb) 

Vr Residual velocity of fragment (fps) 

V«, Striking velocity or fragments, (fps) 

Vx Critical perforation velocity of fragment (fps) 

W Total weight (lb) 

Wc Total concentrated load (lb) 

Wr External work (lb-in) 
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LIST OF SYMBOLS  (Continued) 

Wj. Fragment weight   (02.) 

Wj Internal work  (lb-in) 

w (1)  Flat width of  plate element   (in) 

(2) Load per unit area  (psi) 

(3) Load per unit length  (lb/ft) 

X0 Deflection at design ductility ratio  (figure 5-12) 

X£ Equivalent elastic deflection  (in) 

XJJJ Maximum deflection  (in) 

x Depth of  penetration of steel  fragment?   (in) 

Z Plastic section modulus  (in-*) 

ZY,ZV Plastic section moduli  about the  x- and y-axes   (in^) 
* y 

a (1) Angle between the horizontal principal plane of the cross- 
section and the neutral axis (deg) 

(2) Ratio of horizontal to vertical loading on a frame 

5 (1) Base fixity factor (table 5-1*0 

(2) Support condition coefficient (Section 5-3^-3) 

(3) Critical length for bracing correction factor (Section 5-26.3) 

Y         Angle between bracing member and a horizontal plane (deg) 

6 (1) Total transverse elastic deflection (in) 

(2) Lateral tsidesway) deflection (in) 

e Strain (in/in) 

i Average strain rate   (in/in/sec) 

9 (1) Member end rotation (deg) 

(2)  Plastic hinge rotation  (deg) 

8raax Maximum permitted member end rotation 

u Ductility ratio 

uxax Maximum permitted ductility ratio 

$ Angle   between   the   piane   of   the   load   and   the   vertical   principal 
plane of the cross-section  (deg) 
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